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\ ABSTRACT ;

A conventional database system is a facility for

storing large volumes of data and allowing multiple users
to manipulate the data in an efficient and controlled
approach. It supports limited forms of integrity

cohstra;.nts--primary key, unique key, foreign key, not hull
constraint and check constraint. However, in today's

businesses, many applications require constraints well

beyond i:hese simple forms, such as the specification that
all values must be within a certain range, or that a

cTjmulative function on the data must produce a certaih
value.

Lilce a conventional database system, an "adtive"
database can support all limited integrity constraints via
an efficient mechanism--rule processing (or ""trigger"),

Additionally, an active database System provides other

functionalities shcli as view management, data
authorization, database auditing, evant logging and many
other database fea.tures. These functions are currently

required in many commercial database management systems.

This project demonstrates the enforcement of integ'rity
constraints in both the conventional and active database

. The phoject implemehts a more complex user-defined

111

constraint, a complicated view and more detailed database
auditing on the active database system. The performance of

the dec].arative method will be compared with the trigger
method using the following criteria--capabilities,
limitations, flexibilities, data verification of an

existing data, and execution time. The systems used for
implementation are ORACLE 8 and SQL SERVER 7.0 database
systems
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CHAPTER ONE: SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION
In production

1.1

In

a conventional database system, mechanisms for

defining and enforcing integrity constraints are limited to
specifi p types of constraints, such as uniqueness of keys
and ref srential
constraints

integrity constraints, integrity

in a conventional database system are

maintained either by rolling back any transaction that

produces an inconsistent state or by disallowing or

modifying operations that may produce an inconsistent
state.

:

An

improved approach to enforce constraints,

especially uSer-defined constraints, is to have an active
database system. The active database system uses an active
rule to detect constraint violations and initiates database

operations to restore consistency. It also allows
developers to generate the flexible repair strategies to
Correct

constraint violations,

Figure

1.1 shows the application design of

conventional

databas

and active database systdms. In a conventional

system, application programs perform data

managemient,

access, and modification functions by

interac ping

with the database management Systems (DBMS)

through a program interface. In active database systems, an

active rule [1] [2] [5] [9] will be added between the

schema and the applications in order to monitor the data,
perform some actions automatically, audit the database,
maintain views, enforce data management policies and so on.
An active rule will make the size of applications smaller
than those of a conventional database because some tasks

can be done in the active rule parts instead of application
parts.

The project implements the COMPANY database using two
databases systems--SQL SERVER 7.0 [10] [11] [12] and ORACLE
8 [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] to illustrate enforcement of standard

integrity constraints, user-defined constraints, view
management and database auditing.

Figure

1.1 Application Design from Gdnventipnal to;

Active Database System

Application •••

Application
Program

Program

Conventional DBMS

Schema J

Conventional Database System.

I Application I 0 ^ ^ TApplication
I

Program

I

Program

Active DBMS ^

f Rules ^
Schema J

Active Database.System

1.2

Product Overview
This

standard

project deals with two constraint types:

integrity constraints and (2) user-defined

constraints.

(Ij

The standard integrity constraints include:
PRIMARY KEY: Column cannot be NULL and must have

unique value. Each table can have only one primary
key.
NOT NULL: Column cannot be NULL.

CHECK: A check clause specifies a condition
restricting the value of the column.
UNIQUE: Column must contain a unique value or is-^^^
NULL. No two tuples may have the same value for the

specified column.
FOREIGN KEY: A constraint that maintains

consistency among tuples of two relations (tables|.^^^
For example, a tuple (record) in one table

(referenGing table) must refer to an existing tuple
(record) in another table (referred table) [1].
A user-defined constraint is a (business) rule that is

specified by the user.
The project demonstrates how these constraints are
enforced in two different ways: (1) declarative method

using the constraint clauses in the SQL Data Definition
Language (DDL) and (2) triggers.

To compare the trigger and declaretiye methods, two
versions of COMPANY database, COMPANYl and C0MPANY2

databases, will be created in SQL SERVER 7.0 and ORACLE 8

The COMPANYl database demonstrates the use of triggers and
the C0MPANY2 database illustrates the declarative methods.

Finally, a comparative analysis between the use of

triggers and declarative methods is based on the ability
and performance to enforce an integrity constraint when a

violation occurs on primary key, not null, unique key,
foreign key and check constraint. Additionally, the
performance of triggers to enforce on user-defined
constraints, view maintenance, and audit database will be
' ■'

'

.-.'v V'

^

considered. The analysis will also discuss the advantages,
disadvantages and the limitations of using trigger and
declarative methods.

1.3

Product Perspective
1.3.1 System Interfaces

Fijgure 1.2 shows the component of the system
interfaces

used in the project. The system interfaces are

composed of a client computer connecting to the COMPANY
databas e

in both SQL SERVER 7.0 and ORACLE 8 on the server.

Figure 1.2 System Interfaces

COMPANY

Database

ORACLE 8

COMPANY

SQL

Window 2000

Advancje Server
[o]|ooooog|

Database

SERVER 7

Hub

Client

Windows 2000
Professional

I.3.2 User Interfaces
Th.e

user interface is a SQL DML (DELETE/ INSERT/

UPDATE) in SQL SERVER 7.0 and ORACLE 8.
1.3.3 Hardware Interfaces
.

Th.e

hardware required to implement the databases are

Server:

AMD K6-2/450 3D NOW
Hard drive 18 GB

Physical memory 256 MB

Client:

AMD K6-2/333
Hard drive 2 GB

Physical memory 128 MB
1.3.4 Software Interfaces

Ttie software applications required to implement the
database are:

Windows 2000 Advance Server for server.

Windows 2000 Professional for client

SQL SERVER 7.0
ORACLE 8.0.5

CHAPTER TWO: DETAILED DESIGN

In this section, the Entity-Relationship ER diagram

and an object model for the; COMPANY database will be given.
The data dictionary details the data information and
includes all integrity constraints. SQL statements used to
create the tables of the COMPANY database on both SQL

SERVER 7.0 and ORACLE 8 can be found in Appendix A.
2.1

The COMPANY Database

The COMPANY database will keep information about

employees working in a company. Each department must have
at least one employee and only one manager, and can be

located in many places. Each employee, a supervisee, has at
most one direct supervisor, while a supervisor may
supervise several employees. An employee need not work for

a department and may work on several projects. Each project
is controlled by only one department and a department can

manage many projects.
There are two versions of the COMPANY databases--

COMPANYl and C0MPANY2. The COMPANYl wil1 implement

constraLints by triggers. The C0MPANY2 will use the
declarative method. The entity relationship (ER) and the
object model diagrams for the COMPANY database are shown in

Figures 2.1 and Figure 2.2.

8

Figure 2.1 ER Diagram for the COMPANY Database
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Figure

2.2 Object Model for the COMPANY Database

supervisee

Employee
empno

Department
works for

fnaitie

Location

dno

dlocation
in

dname

supervn.sor mint

Iname
sex

manages

address
tel

salary

works on

ssn

controls

hours

Project

pnumber
pname

2.2

Da ta

Dictionary

Ta'ole

databas e.
column

2.1 shows the data dictionary of the COMPANY

It includes the information on table names,

names, data types, constraints, and descriptions of

column names.
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Table 2.1 Data Dictionary in the COMPANY Database
Table Name

Column

Data Type

Constraint

Description

EMPLOY EE

empno

varchar2

primary key

Employee number

uniquely

(11)

identifies each

employee.
fname

varchar2

not null

first name.

(20)
mint

Employee's

Employee's

char(1)

middle initial
Iname

not null'

varchar2

name.

(25)
bdate

Employee's last

not null

date

Employee's
birthdate.

address

varchar2

not null

address.

(40)
tel

Emp1oyee's home

Emp1oyee's home

varchar2

telephone

(20)

number

sex

char(1)

check
-F: female

The gender can
be either male
or female.

-M: male.

salary

check > 0,

number

Employee's

yearly salary

ssn

varchar2

(11)

dno

number

foreign key

Employee, number

{1-N:

of the

supervision

employee's

relationship}

supervisor

foreign key

The department

{1-N:
works_for

relationship}

11

number of the

employee's
department.

Table .]Name

Column

Data Type

Constraint

Description

DEPART]MENT

dno

number

primary key

Department
number

dname

mgrssn

varchar2

not null,

(40)

unique key

varchar2

foreign key

(11)

{1-1:manages

relationship}

Department name.

Emp1oyee number
of the

department's
manager.

LOCATI ON

dno

primary key

number

number

{muTti
valued

Department

dlocation

attrib uted

Department's

varchar2

location.

(30)

}
WORKS_ m \

empno

varchar2

primary key ,

(11)

(M-N:

relationship}

Employee number
of the employee
who works on the

project.
pnumber

Primary key

number

The project
number that the

employee works
on.

hours

number

check > 0

The hours worked

by the emp1oyee
on the project.
PROJECr

pnumber

Number

primary key

Project number.

pname

varchar2

not null,

Project name o

(30)

unique key

number

foreign key

dno

(l-N:
controls

relationship)

Department
number of the

department that
controls the

project
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2.3

Integrity Constraints
The integrity constraints that are implemented in the

project are primary key, unique key, foreign key, not null
and check constraint. The referential integrity constraints
in the COMPANY database are illustrated in Figure 2.3 and

explained in detail below. Primary keys are underlined.
Figure 2.3 Referential Integrity Constraints in the
COMPANY Database

EMPLOYEE

empno fname

mint

Iname bdate

address tel

sex

salary ssn dno

EPARTMENT
LOCATION
dno

dnaitie

mgrssn

dno

PROJECT
pnuitiber

pname

dno

WORKS ON

Vj

empno

pnuitiber

hours
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Dlocation

EMPLOYEE Table;

1. Primary key: Empno must be unique and cannot be null.
2. Check constraint: Sex is male, female or null
(unknown)

3. Foreign key constraints:
Attribute ssn in the EMPLOYEE table refers to a

supervisor of the employee. The ssn can be null
if the employee has no supervisor. Otherwise, the
ssn value must match an empno value in the
EMPLOYEE table.

ii.

Attribute dno refers to the department in which

an employee works. The value of dno in the
EMPLOYEE table must match a dno value in the

DEPARTMENT table. If the employee does not work
for any department, then the dno value must be
null.
DEPARTMENT Table:

1. Primary key: Dno must be unique and cannot be null.
2. Foreign key constraint: Attribute mgrssn refers to a

department manager who is an employee in the EMPLOYEE
table. The value of mgrssn must match an empno value
in the EMPLOYEE table. Since each department must
have a manager, the mgrssn attribute cannot be null.

14

WORKS_ON Table:

1. Primary key (Composite key): Empno and pnumber must be
unique. Both attributes cannot be null.
2. Foreign key constraints:

i.

Attribute empno refers to an employee who
works on any project. The value of empno in
the WORKS_ON table cannot be null and must

match an empno value in the EMPLOYEE table.

ii.

Attribute pnumber refers to the project number
on which an employee is working. The value of
pnumber cannot be null and must match a

pnumber value in the PROJECT table.
PROJECT Table:

1. Primary key: Pnumber must be unique and cannot be
null.

2. Foreign key constraint: Attribute dno refers to the

department that controls the project. The value of a
dno must match a dno value in the DEPARTMENT table and

cannot be null since each project must be controlled
by a department.
LOCATION Table:

1. Primary key (Composite key): Dno and dlocation must
be unique and both attributes cannot be null.

15

2. Foreign key constraint: Attribute dno refers to a
department number of a department. The value of dno
must match a dno value in the DEPARTMENT table.
2.4

User-defined Constraints

User-defined constraints for the: COMPANY database are:

The salary of an employee, who is not a manager,
cannot be increased by more than 15%.
Each supervisee cannot have a salary more than
his/her supervisor's salary.

Each employee, who is not a manager, cannot work in
more than 10 projects.
Employees must be at least eighteen years of age

and not more than sixty-five years old.
Each employee, who is more than sixty years old,

will not get a raise in salary.
Each employee cannot have a salary more than the
manager.

These user-defined constraints cannot be enforced by
using CHECK constraints available in the declarative

method. However, these constraints can be enforced using
triggers.
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2.5

Repair Strategies

Integrity constraint violations in the database system
can happen during insert, update or delete operations. When

a violation occurs, a repair strategy must be used to

correct the violation. The different repair strategy
options are:

-

ALERT (message): signals the user or application
that a constraint has been violated.

RESTRICT: undoes the operation that caused the
constraint's violation.
ROLLBACK: causes the current transaction to be
rolled back.

CASCADE: applies to UPDATE or DELETE events.
Whenever an update or delete occurs on the referred

table, all referencing tuples are also updated or
deleted appropriately.

Set to null: sets the value of the referencing
attribute that refers to the referred table to
null.

Set to default: sets the referencing attribute
referring to the referred table to a default value.

Table 2.2 shows the summary of the repair strategies
used to implement in this project.

17

Ta,ble

2,2 Repair Strategies in the COMPANY Database
Repair Strategies

Gonsti■aint .

Types

COMPANYl

C0MPANY2

(Triggers)

(Declarative Methods)

Primal•y Key

ALERT and ROLLBACK

ALERT

Uniquei Key

Alert and rollback

ALERT

Not niill

ALERT and ROLLBACK

ALERT

Check

ALERT and ROLLBACK

ALERT

REFER!]NTIAL

- UPDATE CASCADE

- UPDATE RESTRICT

- DELETE CASCADE

- DELETE RESTRICT

- SET TO NULL

- DELETE CASCADE

INTEGIIITY

- SET TO DEFAULT
User-cief ined

ALERT and ROLLBACK

ALERT and ROLLBACK

constiraint

2. 5.1

Repair Strategies Using Triggers in the COMPANYl

Databas
In

the COMPANYl database, primary key constraint,

check c onstraint

and foreign key constraint will be checked

on INSE^RT, UPDATE, Or DELETE. The repair strategies used
are (1) alert (2) rollback (3) cascade (4) set to null and
(5)

set to a default value.

Primary key constraint:

when a primary key is inserted or updated,, it verifies
that the value of an inserted or updated primary key is
unique and not null. If the new primary key value is

duplicated or is null, an alert message will be displayed,

18

and the transaGtion that causes a vidlation will be rolled
back.

Check Constraint:

For a check constraint violation, an alert message
will be displayed and the transaction will be rolled back.
Foreign key constraint:

Whenever a foreign key value is inserted or updated,

it will be verified that the inserted or updated value
exists as a primary key value in the referred base table or

it is null. An alert message will be displayed and the
transaction will be rolled back on a violation.

The set to null and set to a default strategies will
be used to retain referential integrity constraint on a
delete operation. Whenever referenced data is deleted, the
associated dependent data is set to null or a default
value

Finally, the cascade strategy is used to maintain

referential integrity on an update operation. An update on
the referenced table will also update corresponding tuples
in the referencing table.
2.5.2 Repair Strategies Using the Declarative

Method

in the C0MPANY2 Database

Three types of repair strategies can be used in SQL
SERVER 7.0 and ORACLE 8:
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ALERT: when a violation occurs on insert, update or
delete, the system will alert and display error
message.

RESTRICT: The RESTRICT option will not allow an
update on the referenced table if the updated value
is referred in the referencing table.
CASCADE: The CASCADE option is only for a delete

cascade in the ORACLE 8. If the CASCADE option is

declared, all related values in the referencing
table that refers to the deleted primary key value
in the referred table will also be deleted.
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CHAPTER THREE: IMPLEMENTATION

Twp versions of the COMPANY databases are created and

nted using two different database management
. SQL SERVER 7.0 is used to represent the relatibnai
version and ORACLE 8 to illustrate the object-relational
version (See Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 Project Implementation
COMPANYl

: Version
Relat•ional

Objec't;;.;:

3.1

-

C0MPANY2

(Trigger Method)

(Declarative Method)

SQL SERVER 7.0

SQL SERVER 7.0

ORACLE 8

0

The Declarative Method in ORACLE 8 and SQL SERVER 7.0
The processes to employ the declarative method in

ORACLE 8 and SQL SERVER 7.0 are very similar. First, a
table needs to be created. Second, any required constraint

may be declared during or after table defihition. Finhliy;
the system will enforce the predefined constraints.
' The CREATE TABLE statement in the EMPLOYEE table

illustrates the integrity constraints using the declarative

method. These constraints include the primary key, uhique
key, foreign key , not null, and check constraints as shown

in the following section:
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EMPLOYEE Table:

CREATE

TABLE "C0MPANY2".employee

(empno VARCHAR2(11) NOT NULL,
fname VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
mint CHAR(l),
Iname VARCHAR2(25) NOT NULL,

bdate DATE NOT NULL,

address VARCHAR2(40) NOT NULL,
tel VARCHAR2(20),
sex CHAR(l),

salary NUMBER(8) NOT NULL,
ssn VARCHAR2(11),
dno NUMBER(4));
/*Addinig Constraints to the EMPLOYEE table. */

ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_empno_pk PRIMARY KEY (empno);
ALTER TABLE employee
ADD CONSTRAINT emp_sex_ck

CEECK (sex in ('F', VM', "f, Vm'));
ALTER lABLE employee
ADD CONSTRAINT emp_salary_ck
CHECK (salary >= 0);
ALTER TABLE employee
ADD CONSTRAINT emp_ssn_fk FOREIGN KEY (ssn)
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REFERENCES employee (empno) ON DELETE CASCADE;
ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT e]^_aiib_£k FOREIGN KEY (dno)b
references:departmeht (dno) ON DELETE CASCADE;

TtJe difference between SQL SERVER 7.0 and ORACLE

;

declarative method is that the SQL SERVER 7.0 does not
allow DELETE CASCADE, but ORACLE 8 does.

3.2

The Trigger Method in ORACLE 8 and SQL SERVER 7.0

A trigger is a special stored procedure that neither
accepts arguments nor returns code. It will be fired

automatically when a delete, insert or update operation
occurs on a table. Before executing triggers, the system

will check all predefined constraints. If the predefined
constra.int operations fail, triggers will not be executed.

The trigger normally will be used to implement constraints
that cannot be applied by the system, such as the cross
-reference user-defined constraints.
Unlike the declarative method, the trigger method will
not declare the integrity constraints during table
creation. These constraints are declared in the CREATE

TRIGGER statement after generating a table. The following
CREATE TABLE statement shows that no constraint is declared

during table definition.
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DEPARTlv^NT Table:
CREATE TABLE "COMPANYl

department

(dno int,
name VARCHAR2(40),

mgrssn VARCHAR2(11));
ORACLE 8 and SQL SERVER 7.0 use different mechanisms

to implement triggers. The following sections describe how
to implement triggers in ORACLE 8 and SQL SERVER 7.0. Table

3.2 shows the trigger mechanism in both systems.

Table 3.2 The Trigger Mechanisms in ORACLE 8 and SQL
SERVER 7.0

Mechanisms

Trigger

level

: ORACLE 8

- statement-level

SQL SERVER 7.0
- statement-level

- row-level

Trigg er Timing

BEFORE arid AFTER

AFTER

Recor d/Table

:new and :old

INSERTED and

Refer ences

pseudorecord

DELETED Table

3.2.1 Trigger Level

A trigger can specify the number of times the trigger
action to be executed: (1) statement-level trigger: once '

for each SQL DML statement and (2) row-level trigger: onCe
for each row.
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3.2.1.1 Statement-level Trigger

The statement-level trigger fires once for each SQL
DML statement regardless of the niomber of rows that the

DML statement affects. For example, if an UPDATE statement

affects 10 rows in the table, the statement-level trigger
fires on the table only one time. The statement-level
trigger, therefore, is not often used for data-related

activities. They are normally used to enforce additional

security that applies for a table. For example, the
statement-level trigger can be used to verify an authorized
user wh o modifies the EMPLOYEE table.

3.2.1.2 Row-level Trigger
Un like

the statement-level trigger, the row-level

trigger fires once for each row affected by the SQL DML
stateme nts.

If an UPDATE statement affects 10 rows, then

the trigger

will fire 10 times. The row-level trigger is

normally used for data-related activities and auditing
databa: e.

For example, the company policy does not allow a

salary increase of more than 15%. When all employees get a

$1000 raise, the row-level trigger will check whether a
$1000 i ncrease is more than 15% raise in every EMPLOYEE
record.
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■^3. 2.2 Trigger Timing

A trigger can specify whether it can be executed

before or after the SQL DML statement. Timing can be

defined by u

"BEFORE!'' or "AFTER" options in the CREATE

TRIGGER command. Both BEFORE and AFTER are applicable in ■

the statement-level trigger and the row-level trigger.
. '3... 2 ,2.1•BEE'ORE .
In the BEFORE trigger, the trigger action will be

performed before executing the SQL DML statement. The
BEFORE trigger is used to decide whefehbr the SQDi;D^
statement should be executed. It helps to eliminate

unnecessary processing of the SQL DML statement if the SQL

DML causes a violation. FOR example, the BEFORE trigger can
be used to verify the uniqueness of a primary key before
allowing an insert of a new record. The new record will be ,

inserted when its primary key is unique, otherwise, the
transac tion

will be rolled back.

3.2.2.2 AFTER
The

after

AFTER trigger timing performs the trigger action

the

task ne eds

instanc e,

SQL DML statement is executed. It is used when a

to be done after the SQL DML is completed. For
in a distributed database system, the AFTER

can be used to coordinate a synchronous distributed

database transaction. For example, when a modification is
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done to the central database, the trigger can be used to

verify that same modification is done on the replicated
database. Additionally, when auditing a database, the AFTER

trigger will be fired to keep the change in an audit table.
3.3

Triggers in ORACLE 8

ORACLE 8 provides both statement and row level
triggers as well as BEFORE and AFTER trigger timings. The
combination of ORACLE 8 triggers can be classified as
follows
1.

BEFORE statement-level trigger

2.

BEFORE row—level trigger

3.

AFTER statement-level trigger

4.

AFTER row-level trigger

Many triggers can perform a single SQL DML operation.
For example, an UPDATE operation can be implemented using a
BEFORE statement-level trigger, a BEFORE row-level trigger,
and an AFTER statement-level trigger at the same time. When

several triggers fire on a SQL DML statement, the firing
order of multiple triggers is as follows:
1. SQL DML statement is issued.

2. Any BEFORE statement-level trigger is executed.
3. For each row affected by the triggering SQL
statement.

a. Any BEFORE row-level trigger is executed.
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b. A row is locked and changed. An integrity
constraint is checked. The lock is not released
until the transaction is committed.

c.All AFTER row-level triggers are executed,
4. An y

AFTER statement-level triggers are executed.

The following is the syntax of creating a trigger:
CREATE [OR REPLACE] TRIGGER trigger_name

{BEFORE I AFTER} [INSTEAD OF] triggering_event
ON tab1e_name

[FOR EACH ROW [WHEN triggering restriction]
trigger body
Syntax Description:

trigger_name

The name of a trigger.

BEFORE I AFTER

The time when a trigger is to
be executed before or after

the triggering statement.

triggering event

The INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE
SQL statement that causes the

trigger to be fired.
INSTEAD OF

The trigger option for the

view objects.
FOR EACH ROW

The option determines whether

the trigger is a row or
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statement trigger. For the FOR

EACH ROW option, a trigger
fires once in each row that is

affected by the triggering
statement. Without this

specification, the trigger
fires once regardless of the
number of affected rows. This

trigger is called a statement

trigger.

Triggering restriction

The restriction specifies a
boolean logical expression
that must be true for the

trigger to fire,

trigger body

The PL/SQL or SQL statements
to define the tasks or actions

to execute when the trigger
fires.

When a trigger is created, ORACLE 8 uses two
pseudorecords--;old and :new-- to reference a field in the
affecte d rows and to test for a violation. These

pseudorecords can be defined only in the row-level trigger.
They are generated automatically during any SQL DML

operation such as DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE. A specific
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field can be referred to by using :old.coluinn_name or
:new.coluinn_name.

In the delete operation, the :old refers to a deleted

record. The :old.column_name refers to the deleted value in
the specific field such as rold.dno and :old.dname. An

example of deleting a department is shown in Figure 3.1.

After deleting a department (dno=4), the :old will keep the
information of deleted department, which is the department
number 4.
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Figure 3.1 A DELETE Operation on ORACLE 8
Before DELETE operation
DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAME

1

Research

111222333

2

Administration

333444555

3

Headquarters

MGRSSN

555666777

4

777888999

:old
DNO

DNAME

MGRS SN

Command enecutes:

DELETE FROM DEPmTMENT WHERE dno = 4;

After DELETE operation
DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAME

1

Research

111222333

2

Administration

333444555

3

Headquarters

555666777

DNO

DNAME

MGRSSN

4

Environment

777888999

MGRSSN

:old

:olci

^Environment', ^777888999')

:old.dno

=4

:old.dname

= Environment

."old.mgrssn = 777888999

In the insert operation, the :new refers to an

inserted record. The :new.coluinn_naine refers to the new

inserted value of a specific field such as :new.dno,
:new.dname and rnew.mgrssn. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the

processes of triggers on an INSERT operation in the
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DEPARTM:eint table. After inserting a new department (dno=5),

the :new will keep the information of this; department
record.

Figure 3.2 An Insert Operation on ORACLE 8

Before INSERT operation
DEPARTMENT:
DNQ

DNME

;1

3

:

.

MGRSSN

Research

111222333

Administration

333444555

Headquarters

555666777

DNAME

MGRSSN

:new

DNO

;

Command ekecutes:
INSERT INTO DEPARTMENT

VALUES (5, ^Marketinq^ , ^123456789');
After INSERT operation
DEPARTMENT:

DNO

;

DNAME

MGRSSN

1

Research

111222333

2

Administration

333444555

3

Headquarters

555666777

5

Harketing

123456789

DNO

DNAME

MGRSSN

5

Harketing

123456789

: new

:new

=(5, ^Marketing', U23456789')

rnew.dno

= 5

:neu.dname

= Marketing

inew.mgrssn = 123456789

For the update operation, the :old.column_name refers

to the old value in the field before any change occurs. The
;new.column_name refers to the new value after the field is

modified. The processes of trigger on UPDATE operation
demonstrate in Figure 3.3. After updating the name of
department, the :old keeps the information of MARKETING

department. At the same time, the :new will keep the
information of ACCOUNTING department.
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Figure 3.3 An Update Operation on ORACLE 8
Before UPDATE operation
DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAHE

MGRSSN

Research

111222333

Administration

333444555

Headquarters

555666777

Marketing

1234S6789

DNO

DNAHE

HGRSSN

DNO

DNAHE

HGRS3N

I :old

Coimiand

executes:

UPDATE DEPARTMEHT

SET dname = "^Accountlngr'
WHERE duo = 5;

After UPDATE operation
DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAHE

HGRSSN

Research

111222333

Administration

333444555

Headquarters

555666777

Accottntlng

123456789

:old

DNO

DNO

DNAHE

HGRSSN

Market'Ing

123456789

DNAHE

HGRSSN

Accounting

123456789

:old

=(5^

:old.dno

=5

^Marketing'.

:old.dname

= Marketing

^123456789')

:old.mgrssn =123456789

:new

=(5, ^Accounting', ^123456789')

rnexT.dno

=5

rnexr.dname

= Accounting

rnew.mgrssn = 123456789
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3.4

Triggers in SQL SERVER 7.0
In

SQL SERVER 7.0, the row-level trigger is not

available. This means every trigger will be executed only
in the statement-level trigger. This trigger executes only
one time against a given table after a SQL DML operation is
performed. If there is more than one row affected by the
SQL DML statement, only the last row will be validated. To
overcome this problem, the trigger has to perform a DELETE,
INSERT, or UPDATE in a loop.
SQL SERVER 7.0 provides only the AFTER trigger timing.
This means it allows the SQL DML statement to be executed

first, and then the trigger performs an execution. Triggers
in SQL SERVER 7.0 also can be performed on more than one

field in a table. For example, bne trigger executes on an
update on the empno field while another trigger fires the
same operation on the dno field.
The syntax of creating a trigger in SQL SERVER 7.0 is:
CREATE TRIGGER [owner.]trigger_name
ON [owner.] table_name
FOR {INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE}

AS sql_statements

Syntax Description:

trigger_name

The name of the trigger.
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table_name

The name of the table.

INSERT, UPDATE,

The action that initiates trigger to

DELETE

be executed.

sql_statements

SQL statements to define the tasks

to execute when the trigger is
fired. The sql_statements will be
enclosed in BEGIN and END
delimiters.

When a trigger is created, SQL SERVER 7.0 will

generate special tables--DELETED and INSERTED tables. These
tables are used to change the main table back to the

previous state if any violation occurs.After the trigger
completes, these two tables will no longer exist,
For a delete operation, SQL SERVER 7.0 will remove the
deleted row from the main table to the DELETED table as

seen in Figure 3.4. The department number (dno =4 ) will be

kept in the DELETED table,
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Figure 3.4 A Delete Operation on SQL SERVER 7.0

Before DELETE operation
DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAME

MGRSSN

1

Research

111222333

2

Administration

333444555

3

Headquarters

555666777

4

Environment

777888999

DNAME

MGRSSN

DELETED:
DNO
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

Command executes:

DELETE FRGU DEPARTUEHT WHERE dno =4;

After DELETE operation
DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAME

MGRSSN

111222333

1

Research

2

Administration

333444555

3

Headquarters

555666777

DNAME

MGRSSN

DELETED:
DNO
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4
.

.

.

.

Environment
.

777888999

.
"

DELETED.dno

= 4

DELETED.dname

= Environment

DELETED.mgrssn

= 777888999
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For an insert operation, SQL SERVER 7.0 will copy a
new row to an INSERTED table (see Figure 3.5). In case of

an update operation, the old row will be copied into the

DELETED table first and the new updated row will be copied
into the INSERTED table as shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.5 An Insert Operation on SQL SERVER 7.0

Before INSERT operation
DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAME

1

Research

111222333

2

Administration

333444555

3

Headquarters

555666777

MGRSSN

INSERTED:
DNO

DNAME

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGRSSN
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Command, executes:

INSERT IHTO DEPARTMEHT

VALUES (5, ^Marketing', '123456789');
After INSERT operation
DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAME

1

Research

111222333

2

Administration

333444555

3

Headquarters

555666777

5

Marketing

1234567S9

DNAME

MGRSSN

MGRSSN

INSERTED:
DNO
.

.

.

.

.

Marketing

5
.

.

123456789
•

INSERTED.dno

= 5

INSERTED.dname

= Marketing

INSERTED.mgrssn

= 123456789
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•

Figure 3.6 An Update Operation on SQL SERVER 7.0
Before

UPDATE operation

DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAME

MGRSSN

1

Researcli

111222333

2

AdLministration

333444555

3.

Headquarters

555666777

Mark:eting

123456789

DNAME

MGRSSN

'3

DELETED:
DNO

"

-

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

-

INSERTED:
DNO
-

DNAME
.

MGRSSN

...

.

.

.

-

.

.

•

Coitimanci executes:

UPDATE DEPARTMENT

SET driLame = "^Accouiiting^'
WHERE

After

djxo = 5;

UPDATE operation

DEPARTMENT:
DNO

DNAME

MGRSSN

1

Researcli

111222333

2

Administration

333444555

3

Headquarters

555666777

Accounting

123456789

,

DELETED:
DNO

DNAME

MGRSSN
.

.

.

-

Marketing

5

.

.

128456789

,

.

.

-

-

.

INSERTED:
DNO
-

5

DNAME
-

MGRSSN
.

-

Accounting,
..

^

^

.

.

DELETED.dno

=5

DELETED ^ diiaitie

= Marketing

DELETED-ingrssn

= 123456789

INSERTED.dno

=5

INSERTED.dname

= Accounting

INSERTED.mngrssn

= 123456789
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.

.

123456789 '
.

.

',

3.5

Triggers Defined for the COMPANY Database
The following figures show the flowcharts of

implementing triggers to enforce integrity constraints in
the COMPANY database (Figure 3.7 - Figure 3.19).
Figure 3.7 Delete on the EMPLOYEE Table
DELETE EMPLOYEE:
START

^ Delete EMPLOYEEwith empno=x

oesthis employe

yes

exist in the table

Can delete this employee,
Delete cannot be done.

but need to check for

Integrity constraints

'

CllD

this em ploye

yes

those records to null

and keep the change in

1 supenriscr

[empno ™ ssn in other records]

sthis employe
a manager of
department

work

employee

Set manager(mgissn)of
and keep the change in

yes

projects

[empno == empno in WORKS_ON]
no

Delete this employee

C25LD

40

the audit table.

yes , that department to null

[empno == mgrssn in DEPARTMENT]

oes this

Set supenriscr(ssn) cf

the audit table.

Delete lAicik records of

this employee

Figure 3.8 Insert on the EMPLOYEE Table

INSERT EMPLOyEE:

c

Insert EMPLOYEE With
START

enipno^ X , fnaiTi<=
rhint = K,
Iname = King', bdate = 12/28/1976 ,
address = 2345 Hollywood blvd., UK,

tel = 323-660-8999', sex = M', salary = 33000,

Can insert this employee
record, but need to check

ssn = y, dno = 1

all integrity oon^rainls

oes th is e m pioyee e

A primary key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

yes

in the table

[empno == empr>o in other records];

^ END ^

no

Is this employee's

A not null violation oecurs.

yes

Display error message

number null

and rollback transaction.

[empno is null] '

no

Is this employee's

END

A not null violation occurs.

yes

Display error message

first narhe hull

and rollback transaction.

[fname is null]
no

END

Isthis employee's

A not n u11 vioIation oecurs,
Display error message

yes

last name null ^
[Iname is null]"

and rollback transaction.

Q END
Is this employee's

A not null violation occurs.

yes

DispIay error m essage

birthdate nuM

and rollback transaction.

[bdate is null]

END ^
sthis employee's^g

yes

A user-defined constraint violation

occurs. Display error message

Iot between 18 and I

Ksysdate - bdate)< 18 or^sysdate - bdate) > 65]

and rollback transaction.

no

Is this employee's

A n ot null vioI ation oecurs.

yes

Display error message

address null

and rollback transaction.

[address is null]
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A check constrai nt viPIation

Is this employee's
gender not null
[sex is not null]

sthis empIoyee's gende

ves

neither male nor femalj

0CPUIS. Dispiay error mesage
and rpllback trahsaPtiPn.

[uppei(sex)1='F' or uppei(sex)!='M'l]

END

the supenrisor is not null)
oes

A foreign key yrolation ooours

thissupenrisor not exisT'^v^y^^

Display error message

DEPARTWENT table^-.'''^

and rollback transaction.

!=dnoinDEPARTMENTl
END

(If,this en^pioyee's department is not hull)

)

A f0reign key yiolation oocuis.
Display error message

^^^^^.'''Does it)!:is employee's departrnetft^
^MDugtexi:ist in DEPARTMENT%

and rollback transaction.

[dno l- dno in DEPAF5TMENT]

c
Is this employee's

and rolibacktransaction.

c
Is this employee's

END

A check constraint violation
1-

V

[salary<0]

sthi^-salarj^

3

A not null yio|atior) occurs
Display error message

yes

salary null
[salary is null]

^alary lessthan zero^

END

occurs. Display error rhessage
and rollback transaction.

(_EED

of this eh>pt[wee

A user-defined constraint violatior)
occurs. Display error message
and rojlback transacti0n.

igher than that of his/h&^
supervisor

[salary> ssn'ssalaryj

GS)
salary of this employ
igh er than that of manac

yes

A user-defined Constraint Vidlation

opouis. Display error message
and rollback transactipri.

[ssn > m gissn's saIary]
no

I Em

Insert this employee record

c

END
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Figure 3.9 Update on the EMPLOYEE Table
UPDATE EMPLOYEE; ;

START ^ Update EMPLOYEE setdno=Ywhere empno=X
Can update this

oesthis ernploye

employee,

exist in table

but need to check

Integrity congtralnts

Update cannot be don«
yes

sthis employee

^^-^umber updatej
[updateCempno)]

END

yes

Is it updated to nul
[empno is null]

Is it updated to
an exiting employ

A not null violation occurs.

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

yes

G5D

[ernpno == empno in other records]

A not null violation occurs..
Display error message

yes

Is this employee

and rollback transaction.

a supervisor

[empno == ssn in other records]
;
Update those
supervisors(ssn) to the

Cj<)

new employee number

yes

Is this employee
a manager of departme

[empno == mgrssn in DEPARTMENT]
Update the manager
(mgrssn)to the new
employee number

Doesthis employeev^,^ yes

woik in prOject^_^><'
[empno — empno in WORKS__QN]
Update employee

number in woik records
of this employee to the
hew emolovee number

J
Isthis employee^

><[^it updated to nufr>^^^;

vlirst name update^
[update(fname)]

^ [fname is null]

A not n u11 vi01atlon decurs.

Display error message
and roiI back tra nsadion.

( END J
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Is this employee's
last name update
[update(lname)]

A not null violation occurs

yes

Is It updated to null

yes

Display error message

[Iname is null]

and rollback transaction.

no

END

Is this employee's
birthdate updated
[update(bdate)]

yes

KT is It updated to null
[bdate is null 1

yes

3

A hot null violation occurs

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

no
no

c
sthe age of employe

A user-defined constrairit

yes

violation occurs.

lot between 13 and 6

[(sysdate

END

Display error menage

bdate)< 13 or(sysdate - bdate) > 65]

and rollback transaction.
no

END

Is this
s employee's
addr ass

A not null violation occurs

yes

Is it updated to null

updated,

yes

Display error message

[address is null]

[upd ate(ad dress)]
no

and rollback transaction.

no

END

(If the sex is not null)
Is this
: employee's
gen der

updated,

[up date(sex)i

yes

A ched< constraint violation

it not updatedt^-Vv,

occurs.

either'F' or
"
[upper(sex)1= 'F' or upper(sex) N'M']

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

no

c
(If th e e m p Ioyee's su pervisor is not n u11)
employee's
superx isor updated
up date(ssn)]
Is this

yes ^^Wg^hissupervisor not updat'etK^ yes
to an existing employee^.^

END

A foreign key violation occurs
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

[ssh != eiTipno in EMPLOYEE]

no
no

END

3

(If the employee's department is not null)

Is this employee's
epartment update
[update(dno)]

yes

^^-^l^his department not updTfeiCK^ yes
an existing department^.^'^"^

A f0reig n key violation oecuis
Display error message
and ro 11 b ack tra nsa ctio n.

[dno != dno in DEPARTMENT]

END
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}

emplcyee's
updated
[updatte(salary)]
s this

sala ry

yes

yes

Is the new salary null
salary is null

A not null violation occurs

Disp Iay erro r m essage
a h d ro11 b ack tra nsa ctio n.

no

c

no

END

A on e CK CO nstra i nt vio i an o n

Is the neuu salary

yes

occurs.

Display error message r

less than zero

[salary < 011 "

and rollbaciktransaction.

c

END

A user-defined constraint

Is this employee's ag^

yes

violation occurs.

Ueater than 60 years oj^

Disp Iay erro r m essage

[(sysdate - bdate)> 601]

and rollback transaction.

END ^
(If this employee is not a manager of department)

1ithis employee'ssala

yes

Kigcreased mere than 15^
[nevusalaiy (1.5 * cid salary)]

A user-defined constraint

violation occurs.

DispIay error messa ge
and ro11b a ck trahsa ctio n.

no

A userrdefined constraint

violation occurs.
Display error message

he salary of this employee hig

than that of his/her supeivis^

and roIlba d< transaction.

[salary > salary of ssn]

C2ED\:

no

A user-defIned constraint

he saIary of this e m|
p byee
than that of manager
[salary > mgrssn'Ssalary]

keep the change of
updating this employee's
salary in the audit table
. .■

Update this empIoye e record
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yes

violation occurs. :

Display brror message
and rollback transaction.

Figure 3.10 Delete on the DEPARTMENT Table

DELEiTE DEPARTMENT:

START ^
oes this

exist

Delete DEPARTMENT with dno = B

departmerit^ yes
the table

V

Deletion cannot be done

Can delete this department,
but need to check for integrity
constraints

END

Deletion cannot be done. An

IS this department a
efault department n
[dno == 10]

alert message uui11 be displayed
and transaction is rollback .

c
yes
oes this departmen
control projects
[dno == dno in other records in PROJECT]

no

END

Setthe department number in
project records to a default
department(dept 10)and.keep
the change in audit table.

^

Joes this department havfe
_ employee working on it^

yes.

[dno == dno'in other records in EMPLOYEE]
no

V

Delete all location records of

this department

V

Delete this department record

r

(

)
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Setthe department number in
employee records to null and
keep the change in audit table

Figure 3.11 Insert on the DEPARTMENT Table

INSERT DEPARTMENT:

START ^
V

insert DEPARTMENT with dne = B,
dnam0 ='Research'. mgrssn = X

r

Can insert this record,
but need to check

all integrity constraints

A primary key violation occurs.
this
exist

rtmen

yes

b

^

^

the t^bl

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

I

CfED
Is this de partm e

yes

A not null violation occurs.

Display error message

number null

[dno is null]

and rollback transaction.

C=EI)
Is the name of

yes

department null
[dname is null]^

A not null violation occurs.

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

V

i^he name of departm^

yes

an existing name

A unque key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

[dname == dname in other records]

END ^
(If
iTine
the mana
manager of this department is not null)

^^.^isthis
"Ithis department manag^Tn.^ yes
an existing employeig.,,-'-''^

A foreign key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

[mgissn 1= empno in EMPLOYEE]

CEEj

Insert this department record

^ END ^
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Figure 3.12 Update on the DEPARTMENT Table
UPDATE DEPARTMENT:

Update department set mgrssn = Y when dno = B

START

this departm
exist

yes

Can update this departmen
record , but need to check

table

integrity constraints

Update cahNiot be done

fhe departme
umber update
[update(dno)]
yes

no

Is it updated to nul
[dno is null]

Is it updated to
existing departr

A not null violation occurs

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

EHD \

yes

[dno == dno in other records]
A primary key violation occurs.
Display error message

yes

oesthis department hav
.employee working on it

and rollback transaction.

[dno == dno in other records in EMPLOYEE]
Update department number ir
employee records
to the new department

END

Update department number
in project records
to the new department
dno m other records in PROJECT]
yes

oes this departmen
control any project

Update department number ir
location records

to the new department

Is the name of

yes

A not null violation occurs

yes

f<ZJs it updated to nulj

epartment updat.

Display error message

[dno is null]

[updateCdname)i

and rollback transaction

^ END ^
s It updated to

A unique key violation occurs

yes

Display error message

n existing nam

and rollback transaction.

[dname = dname in other records]

J no
ra manager oft)

gartment upda]
[updateCmgrssn)]

^ END ^

yes

73^

(If a manager of this department is not null)

<lsthis manager not

yes

^ an existing
existing employe.
employe.^,--'''^

[mgrssn 1= empno in EMpLoYEE]

"V

1 no

A foreign key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

Update this deparment record

( END ^
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Figure 3.13 Insert on the LOCATION Table

INSERT LOCATION;

START ^

Insert Location with dno = A
and diocation ='San Bernardino'

Can insert this record,
but need to check

ail integrity constraints

A foreign key violation occurs.
Display error message

yes
1s this department not
^n existing departme
[dno!= dno in other records in DEPARTMENT]

and rollback transaction.

no

END

this

A not null violation occurs.

dep

nu mb

0

rtment

yes

Display error message

null
and rollback transaction.

[dno IS null]
no

END

Is this department

yes ,

0

A not null violation occurs.

Display error message

location null

[diocation is null]

and rollback transaction.

END

)o both department anc
location exist in table _
[dno and diocation = =

yes

A primary key violation occurs
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

nc

END

Insert this department locstior
record

'

(

)
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Figure 3.14 Update on the LOCATION Table
UPDATE LOCATION:

START ^ Update LOCATION set diocation ='Fullerton'
^

where dno = A

M^sthis departnv^

Can update this department
location record ,

location record exist
^

but need to check Integrity

In table

constraints

Update cannot be done

Is department

yes

number updated

(update(dno)]
A not null violation occurs

Is it updated to null

Display error message

[dno is null]

and rollback transaction.

A foreign key violation occurs
Display error message

Is it updated to
n existing departm

END

and rollback transaction.

[dno « dno in DEPARTMENT]
yes

A primary key violation occurs
yes

0 both department an

Display error message

location exist In table

and rollback transaction.

[dno and diocation ss ^no and diocation in other record

END

3

yes

Is department

.^location update^
[u pdate(d Iocation^
yes

A not null violation occurs

Is It updated to null
[diocation is null]

0 both department an

yes

location exist In table

[dno and diocation » dno and diocation in other record

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

A primary key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

END

Are department an
location updated

yes

0 both department aiWv^J^

location exist in tabl$,.-H-''"^~
[update(dno)or update(dlocatlon]9 [dno and diocation -- dno and diocation in other records]
A primary key violation occurs.
Display error message
udpate this department location record

and rollback transaction.

^

(

(

)
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)

Figure 3.15 Delete on the PROJECT Table

DELETE PROJECT:

( start ) Delete PROJECT with pnumber = M
no

this

projeot ex

yes

tabi
V.

Can delete this project,
Deletion cannot be done

but need to check for

integrity constraints

C

END

)

)oes this project have^

yes

employees working onjt
[pnumber= = pnumber in other records in WORKS_ON ]

Delete work records of

this project

Delete this project

keep the information
of deleted project in the
audit t^ble

(
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)

Figure 3.16 Insert on the PROJECT Table

INSERT PROJECT:

Q START j InsertPROJECT with pnumber = N.
pname = Project_1,dno = A
Can insert this record,
but need to check

all integriti^ constraints

this pro

exist

yes

tabi

[pnumber== pnumber in other records]

A primary key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

IE

yes

this project numo?

A not null violation occurs.

Display error message

null

and rollback transaction.

[pnumber is null]

IE

( end

no

yes

the name of proj^

A not null violation occurs.

Display error message

null

and rollback transaction.

[pname is null]

IE

GH)
3^this projecfs ria^

yes

.exist in the tabig

A unique key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

[pname == pname in other records]

IE

GH
yes

Js this department null_

A not null violation occurs.

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

[dno is null]

G^
A foreign key violation occurs.
Display error message

Is^this department"

fisting departrrj^flf^
[dno == dno in other r.ecords in DEPARTMENT
yes

and rollback transaction.

2

END ^

Insert this project record.

END
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Figure 3.17 Update on the PROJECT Table
UPDATE PROJECT:

( START ^ Update PROJECTset dno = B where pnumber= N
Can update this project recort
oes this

exist

proje

yes

. but need to ched(

table

all mtegrit)( constraints

Update cannot be done
Is project

^~~-^Uimber updatsJ-^
[updste(pnumber)]

(

)

A not null violation occurs.

ves

Js it updsted to null^

Display error message

[pnumber Is null]

Is It updated tc^

and rollback transaction.

yes

^n existing project
[pnumber— pnumber in other records]
A primary key violation occurs.
DIsplayerror message

yes

Soesthis project hav?'

and rollbacktransactlon.

^ployees nioiklng cry
[pnumber == pnumber In other records In WORKS_ON]

Update project in woiks_on
recordsto the new project number

he project's nai
updated
[update(pname^

A not null violation occurs.

yes

Is it updated to nul
[pname is null]

Display error message
and rollbacktransaotion.

CED
yes
fit updated to!
^existing name^
[pname == pname in other records]

A unique key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollbacktransactlon.

j no
Is a depaitmen
number update

[update(dno)]
Is department upda'
an existing departnv
[dno == dno In DEPARTMENT.

3£eJ

A foreign key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollbacktransactlon.

Update this project record

(

)
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Figure 3.18 Insert on the WORKS_ON Table
INSERT WORKS ON:

START ^ InsertWORKS_ON with empno =X ,
I

pnumber = N , hour= 10

Can insert this record,
but need to check

all integrity constraints

A foreign key violation occurs.

yes

oes this employei

Display error message

ot exist in the tab

and rollback transaction.

[empno != empno in other records in EMPLOYEE]
no

END

Is this employee^
number null

yes

^

:)

A not null violation occurs.

,

J

[empno is null]

Display error message

^

and rollback transaction.

no

c
Is this project
number hull ^

END

3

A not null violation occurs.

yes

^

- .-i

[pnumber is null]

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

c
Does this project

END

3

A foreign key violation occurs

yes

Display error message

not exist in table

[pnuim ber != pnumber in other records in PROJECT]

and rollback transaction.

END

both employee numb^
yes

project number exist in table

[empno and pnumber = =

A primary key violation occurs.
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

empno and pnumber in other records]
END

3

A check constraint violation

IS employee's (I

yes
occurs.

ur less than ze

Display error message

[hour < 01]

and rollback transaction.

(If the employee is not a manager)
<boesthis
employee

A user-defined constraint

violation occurs.

in more than 10 projec^^-^'''^

Display error message

[total(pnumber) >10]

and rollback transaction.

no

END

Insert this woik record

^ END ^
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3

Figure 3.19 Update'on the WGRKS_ON Table
UPDAT E WORKS OINI:

^

START

Update WORKS^ON setpnumber= M
where empno = X and pnumber = N
Can update this employee woit

oes this employee

on record . but need to check

_record exist in table.-n-''^

Update cannot be done

Integrity constraints

no

^
\
yes
>4s amployee numTOv^
updated
[update(empno)]

EN

)

no

yes

-<fls It updated to nulT>

A not null violation occuis

; Display error message

[dno is null]

Is It updated to
n existing employ
[empno == empno In other records In EMPLOYEE

and rollback transaction.

A foreign key violation occuis.

^ END

Display error message
a h d ro11 back tra nsactlon.

yes

END

A primary key violation occurs

both employee number afuj.

yes

project number exist In table

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

[empno and pnumber ==
empno and pnumber In other records]

G53
no_//ls project numbe

yes

updated

[u|>daWpnumber)]
yes

A not hull violation occuis

Is it updated to null

[pnumber Is null]

Is it not updated

yes

an existing proje
[pnumber N pnumber In other records In PROJECT]

Display error message
and rollback transaction.'

A foreign key violation occurs
Display errcr message

END

and rollback transaction.

GMD
Xo^oth employee number and pTcj^ yes
number exist In table

[empno and pnumber ==

erppno and pnumber In other records)
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A primaiy key violation occurs
Display error message
and rollback transaction.

yes

no

s employee number o
■roject number updai&

[update(empno) or update(pnumber)]

^x^o both employee number
project number exist in i^ble
[empno and pnumber ==
empno and pnumber in other records]

yes

A primary key violation occurs
Display error message

no

no

and rollback transaction.

Is employee vuoik hour

updated

yes

^

(

END

)

[update(hour)]

employee lAioik ho

yes

less than zero

[hour < 0]
A check constraint violation
no

occurs. Display error message
and rollback transaction.

END

If this employee is not a manager
no

<>oesthis employee wioiRv^V^
in more than 10 projecjsy''^
[total(project) >10]
A user-defined constraint

Update this work record

violation occurs.

Display error message
and rollback transaction.

c

c

END
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END

3.6

Implementing COMPANY Triggers Using OfeACLE 8

This section explains an implementation of triggers in
ORACLE 8. All packages that will be called by triggers are

shown in Table 3.3. The general concepts of implementing
triggers for a delete, insert and update operation are

described in Figure 3.21 - Figure 3.22. These concepts will

be applied properly to the EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, LOCATION,
.

.: i

.

PROJECT knd WORK_ON tables as described next.
Tab Le

3.3 Packages Used in Implementing Triggers

package

PROJ_ERR.ORS

Description

Keep all error codes and error messages on
integrity constraint violations. It will be
called when a violation occurs on tables.

XXX_TAB_PKG

(XXX: DEL_DNO, DEPT,
EMP, LOG, PROJ, SSN,
WORKS_ON)

XXX_CONS_PKG

(XXX: DEPT, EMP,
, LOG, PROiJ, WORKS_ON)

Store transaction information of a delete,
insert or update on records. The function

description of this package is explained in
Figure 3.20.

Gheck all integrity constraints depending
on tables (DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, LOGATION,
PROJEGT or WORKS_ON).
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Figure 3.20 The XXX_TAB_PKG Package
PACKAGE XXX_TAB_PKG:
Declare appropriate temporary tables

Declare tatale_count, table_iterator
procedure Clear_table: Clear the table_counter to zero,
procedure Set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows affected by

a SQL DHL statement to the table_iterator variable,
function Hore_in_table: Check data in table exist,
function Next_rec: Return the data in the temporary table,
procedure Insert_value: Insert data into the temporary table.

c

)

Procedure:Clear table

Function Next rec

Set table count=0

return data in the

temporary table
End

(■Procedure:Set

J

table iterator=iterator-l

iterator

(

)

table_iterator:-table count
-

.

^

End

)

(■Procedure:Insert

Function:More in table

yes

table count=t-able count+1

table iterator>

Insert data into the

return false

D

value

return true

temporary table

End
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Figure 3.21 Implementing Triggers on a Delete Operation

Trigger: A DELETE Operation

START ^

XXX: Pertinent to record type

V

XXX_TAB_PKG.Clear_tatole

BEFORE DELETE STATEMENT

\

DELETE ST^a^TEMENT

XXX__TAB PKG.Insert value

AFTER DELETE ROM

XXX_CONS_PKG
[check referential

integrity constraints)

XXX TAB PKG.Set iterator

no

XX_TAB__PKG.MoreJnJable

yes T
END

XXX TAB PKG.Next rec

XXX__CONS_PKG
(check additional referential

integrity constraints)
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AFTER DELETE STATEMENT

Figure 3.22 Implementing Triggers on an Insert Operation
Trigger: An Insert Operation

c

XXX:

START

Pertinent to record type
DEPT, PROJ, LOG, WORKS ON)

J (EHP,

V

XXX_TAB_PKG

Clear table

BEFORE INSERT STATEMENT

XXX_CONS_PKG:
check certain constraints

BEFORE INSERT ROW

T
INSERT STATEMENT

XXX__TAB_ PKG.Insert

value

AFTER INSERT ROW

*

XXX TAB PKG.Set iterator

no

XX TAB PKG More

tabe

yes

END ^

XXX TAB PKG.Next rec

XXX_CONS_PKG
(Additional constraints)
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AFTER INSERT STATEMENT

Figure 3.23 Implementing Triggers on an Update Operation

Trigger: An UPDATE Operation.

C START J^

record type

(EHP, DEPT, PROJ, LOG, FORKS

XXS TAB PKG.Clear table

ON)

BEFORE UPDATE STATEMENT

T
UPDATE STATEMENT

xxx__TAB_ PKG.Insert

value

AFTER UPDATE ROW

1

xxx___TAB_ PKG.Set_iterator

AFTER UPDATE STATEMENT

no

XX TAB PKG More

table

yes

Q END J

XXX TAB PKG,Next rec

XXX_CONS__PKG
(check constraints)

The following figure shows an implementation of
triggers on a delete operation in the EMPLOYEE and

DEPARTMENT tables. These tables are applied similarly to
the general DELETE pattern in Figure 3.21. A delete

operation in the PROJECT table is implemented differently
from those

in EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables (see Figure

3.25).
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Figure 3.24 Implementing Triggers on a Delete
Operation in the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT Tables

Trigger A Delete Operation on EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT Tables

r
V START J 2JXX_TAB_PKG:SSN(EMPLOYEE),DEL_DNO(DEPARTHENT)
XXX__CONS_PKG: EHP, and DEPT
XXX_TAB_PKG.Clear_ table

BEFORE DELETE STATEMENT

J
DELETE STATEMENT

J
XXX__TAB__PKG.Insert

.

value

AFTER DELETE ROM

N

XXX_CONS_PKG
(check referential

integrity constraints on

EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT)

EMP: check if a deleted employee is a manager,then set
the manager to null and keep the change in the
audit table. If the deleted employee works in any
project, then delete all work records of this employee.
DEPT:check if a deleted department has employees,then set
the department of those employeesto null and keep
the change in the audit table. Then,delete the locations
of deleted department.

V

XXX_TAB__PKG.Set__iterator

AFTER DELETE STATEMENT

-^c3x^ab_pkg.Morejnjabir^^^^
yes ^1
END

XXX TAB PKG.Next rec

EMP: check if a deleted employee is a supervisor,

XXX_CONS___PKG

set the supervisor to null and keep the change in

(check additional
referential integrity

the audit table.

DEPT:If a delete department control projects,then apply
the default department(dno = 10)to those projects

constraints)

and keep the change in audit table.

j
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Figure 3.25 Implementing Triggers on a Delete
Operation in the PROJECT Table

Trigger: A Delete Operation on the PROJECT Table,

START

PROJ_CONS_PKG: check if a deleted project is
referred in the ¥ORKS_ON tatole, then delete work
records in the ¥ORKS_ON table and keep the

BEFORE DELETE R0¥

information of deleted project in audit table.

DELETE STATEMENT

END ^
For an insert operation, an implementation of triggers
in the EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, PROJECT and WORKS_ON tables
are described in Figure 3.26. The LOCATION table is
explained in Figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.26 Implementing Triggers on an Insert

Operation in the EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, PROJECT and WORKS_ON
Tables

Trigger: An Insert Operation on EMPLOYEE,
DEPARTMENT, PROJECT and WORKS ON Tables.

START ^

XXX: EMP, DEFT, PROJ,
and WORKS ON

XXX_CONS_PKG
(check constraints—primary key,
foreign key, not null, check constraint
and user-defined constraint)

BEFORE INSERT ROW

EMPLOYEE: See Figure 3.8
DEPARTMENT:See Figure 3.11
PROJECT: See Figure 3.18
WORKS_ON:See Figure 3.18

INSERT STATEMENT

(

)

.-R
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Figure 3.27 Implementing Triggers on an Insert
Operation in the LOCATION Table

Trigger: An Insert Operation on LOCATION Table.

\

LOC_TAB PKG.Clear table

BEFORE INSERT STATEMENT

^

INSERT STATEMENT

LOC_TAB_PKG.Insert

value

LOC_TAB_PKG.Set iterator

no

OC TAB PKG More

AFTER INSERT ROM

AFTER INSERT STATEMENT

table

yes

END

LOG TAB PKG.Next rec

LOC_CONS_PKG: check a foreign key
constraint on department number and a

primary key constraint on both department
number and department location.

An implementation of triggers on an update operation

in every table is similar as shown in the following figure,
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Figure 3.28 Implementing Triggers on an Update
Operation in the EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, LOCATION, PROJECT,
and WORKS_ON Tables

Trigger: An Update Operation on EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT,
LOCATION, PROJECT and liORKS_ON Tables.

START ^ XXX: EMP, DEPT, PROJ, LOG, and 10RKS_CW
XXX TAB PKG.Clear table

BEFORE UPDATE STATEMENT

UPDATE STATEMENT

1

xxx__TAB__PKG.Insert_value

AFTER UPDATE ROU

1

XXX TAB PKG.Set iterator

no

XX TAB PKG More

AFTER UPDATE STATEMENT

table

yes
\

END

)

XXX_TAB_PKG.Next_rec

XXX_CONS_PKG: check constraints
(primary key, foreign key, not
null, check constraint and
user-defined constraint)
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EMPLOYEE (see Figure 3.9)
DEPARTMENT (see Figure 3.12)
LOCATION (see Figure 3.14)
PROJECT (see Figure 3.17)

WORKS_ON (see Figure 3.19)

3.7

Implementing COMPANY Triggers Using SQL SERVER 7.0

J
Thi$ section describes all triggers implemented in SQL
SERVER 7,0. The description of each trigger to enforce

integrity constraints is also included. If any violation
occurs, these triggers will display an error message and
rollback a transaction. An implementation of triggers in
SQL SERVER 7.0 is described in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4 Implementing Triggers in SQL SERVER 7.0
Trigger
XXX
EHP

DEPT

DEL_XXX_TRG1

INS_XXX_TRG1

UPD_XXX_TRG1

Check a

Check a primary key

Similar to an insert.

referential

on employee number.

but an update will

integrity

a not null on first

check on a specific

constraint

name, last name.

column update.

when delete

birth date and

An additional

an employee.

address. A check

verification when

(See Figure

constraint on

update on employee

3.7)

employee's gender

number: if this

(male or female).

employee is a

A foreign key on

supervisor, a manager

supervisor and

of department, or

department number.

employee working in

The user-defined

projects, then update

constraints on the

them to the new

employee's salary.

employee number.

(See Figure 3.8)

(See Figure 3.9)

Check a

Check a primary key

Similar to an insert.

referential

on department

but an update checks

integrity

number and foreign

on a specific column

constraint

key on the manager

update. An update on

when delete a

of department.

department number

department.

(See Figure 3.11)

also checks if the

(See Figure

department is

3.10)

referred in the

EMPLOYEE, PROJECT,

and LOCATION tables.
the department number
in those tables are

also updated.

(See Figure 3.12)
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Trigger

DEL XXX TRGl

INS XXX TRGl

UPD XXX TRGl

XXX
LOG

constraint.

and department

ensure a primary key

department number

coliimn update, and

primary key on both

verify on a specific

number and a

but an update will

on department

Similar to an insert,

Check a foreign key

location.

(See Figure 3.14)
(See Figure 3.13)
PROJ

extra verification

number.

when delete a

column update. An

on department

constraint

on a particular

and a foreign key

integrity

but an update checks

on project number

referential

Similar to an insert,

Check a primary key

Check a

project.
(See Figure 3.16)

when update a project
number: if this

(See Figure

project is referred

3.15)

in the 1iJ0RKS_0N
table, then update
the project number in

TORKS_ON table.
(See Figure 3.17)
WORKS ON

number.

work more than 10

number or project

manager, cannot

either employee

an employee, not a

update occurs on

defined constraint:

constraint if an

and check a user-

primary key

key on both of them

update, and ensure a

Verify a primary

on a specific column

and project number.

but an update checks

on employee number

Similar to an insert,

Check a foreign key

projects.

(See Figure 3.19)

(See Figure 3.18)
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3.8

Triggers in Auditing Databases

Database auditing is the monitoring and recording of
selected user database activities. Information about the

event will be stored in the audit trail, which can be used
!

'

'

'

to investigate suspicious activity. For example, to track
1

'

'

an unauthorized user who updates data from tables can be
done by auditing all connections to the database with the

successfll and unsuccessful update options in the database.
Auditing database in ORACLE 8 can be performed by the
audit statements as follow:

1. Set I the AUDIT_TRAIL initialization parameter to enable
I

,

auditing in the instance.

2. Enable auditing options by the following syntax:

I

.

AUDIT {statement I system privl
i,{statement I system_priv}] ...
[BY user [, user ] ...]

[BY {SESSION I ACCESS}]
[WHENEVER [NOT] SUCCESSFUL]
where

Statement

Specifies the SQL statement
type or schema-object to audit.

System_priv Specifies the system privilege
to audit.
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User

Indicates to only audit the
users in the list.

BY SESSION

Causes ORACLE to insert only
one record per database object
into the audit trial for each

session, no matter how many SQL
DML statements of the same type
are submitted.

BY ACCESS

Causes ORACLE to insert a

record into the audit trail
each time an audited statement
is submitted.

WHENEVER

Specifies that auditing is to
be carried out only on
successful or unsuccessful

completion of SQL statements.
(The default is both.)

From the above example, auditing database can be done
by the following syntax commands:
AUDIT update any table
BY ACCESS;

However, auditing database by using the audit
statements records only who made the action, what was done

to the data, but not how the data was modified. If there is
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a mistake caused by this activity, the data cannot be

changed back without recovering it from the backup copy. A

trigger, however, makes it possible to track each activity
by recording changes to the data on the audit table. The
audit table, then, can be used to restore the database when
an

error

occurs

To illustrate an implementation of triggers for

auditing database, the following two triggers will be

created for the historical information. The first trigger

is used to track changes in the salary of employees. Every
time the I salary of an employee is updated, an updated

i

,

record will be kept in the EMP_SAL_AUD table. This table

includes I the employee number (empno), the old and new
salary of the employee (old_sal and new_sal), and the
date/time (dateupd) the salary updated. This information

can be used to trace the activity and change the data to
the last reliable state. The code for generating this
trigger is:
CREATE TRIGGER EMP_AUD
AFTER UPDATE OF SALARY ON EMPLOYEE
FOR EACH ROW
BEGIN

INSERT INTO EMP_SAL_AUD

VALUES(:old.empno, :old.salary, :new.salary,
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sysdate);
END;

The other trigger is used to track deleted records

from the PROJECT table. When a project is finished, this

project record might be deleted from the table. The trigger
will keep information on the deleted record into the

PROJECT_AUD table. This table includes the project number

(pnumber), the project name (pname), the department number

(dno), the department name (dname), and the department
manager (mgrssn). Later, if the company wants to know who

was the department manager of the deleted project, the
PROJECT_AUD table can be used to retrieve historical

information. The code for creating this trigger is:
CREATE TRIGGER PROJ_AUD
AFTER DELETE ON PROJECT

DECLARE

mgr department.mgrssn%type;

dept_dname department.dname%type;
BEGIN

SELECT d.mgrssn into mgr
FROM DEPARTMENT d

WHERE d.dno = :old.dno;

SELECT d.dname into dept_dname
FROM DEPARTMENT d

WHERE d.dno = :old.dno;
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INSERT INTO PROJECT_AUD

VALUES(:old.pnumber, :old.pname, :old.dno,
dept_dname, mgr);
END;
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CHAPTER FOUR: VIEW MANAGEMENT

A view is a logical table that provides logical

windows over table data and it can be manipulated by a
DELETE, INSERT or UPDATE operation. A view helps to

restrict access to the database because it can display only
a selective portion of the database. A view also allows
users to make simple queries to retrieve the results from

complicated queries. Users can query information from

multiple tables without knowing how to write a join
statement and they also can create different views of the

same data. The syntax for creating a view is:
CREATE [OR REPLACE] VIEW view_name

AS sub_query

When the view is created from a table, all DELETE,
INSERT, and UPDATE statements can be performed. However, if
a view is a join of at least two tables, these DML

statements are disallowed. To correct this problem,

triggers can be used on views. The efficiency of using
triggers to maintain views will be demonstrated in the
following section.
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4.1

View Modification

To modify complex views with the SQL DML statements

(DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE), triggers use three different
strategies.

1. Deleting a row from a view:

When the data is deleted from the view, the

trigger will delete from the underlying table. If the
deleted record in the underlying table is referred to

in another child table, the trigger will either delete
or modify the child record (See Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1 Delete a Record from a View

Delete a record from
View:

view A :

A

do

Table T1:(Underlying table ofview A)

r—

TT^

Table Cl: CChild table oFT )

(1)delete

46-

Table C2: CChild table ofT )
(2)modify

J^null
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2. Inserting a row to a view

When data is inserted into the view, the trigger
will insert into the underlying table. In case the

inserted record in the view is already in the
underlying table, appropriate columns of the

underlying tables will be updated (See Figure 4.2).
!

'

'

Figiire 4.2 Insert a Record into a View

Insert a record to view A:

View: A

20

Electric

Table Tl:(Underlying table ofview A)

(1)insert

20

Electric

Table Tl:(Underlying table ofview A)

(2)update

20

JTebT Electric

If an inserted record is already in the table,
a column value will be updated.
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3. Updating

row in a view

When data is updated on the view, the trigger

will update the underlying table. If the updated

record in the underlying table is referred to by

another child table, the trigger will cascade update
j

' .

• .

the update to the child table (See Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.

Update a Record in the View

Update a record in the view A
View: A

^30 Toy

Table Tl:("Underlying table ofview A)
update cascade

J<f 30

Tabled:(Childtable ofTl)
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4.2

The PROJECT_INFO View

To illustrate the use of trigger in a complex view,
the PROJECT_INFO view is created in this project. The

PROJECT_fNFO view (see Figure 4.4) joins two tables-I

DEPARTMEl{jT and PROJECT tables. This view tracks project
I

,

information--project number and project name as well as

j
departments (the department number and department name)
that controls the project.

To (preate the PROJECT_INFO view:
!

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW PROJECT_INFO AS
!

select p.pnumber, p.pname, d.dno, d.dname
from PROJECT p, DEPARTMENT d
where p.dno = d.dno;

Figure 4.4 The PROJECT_INFO View
PROJECT:

PNUMBER PNAME

DNO

2

1

ProductX

2

3

M

ProductY

4

ProductZ

4

4

depa:RTI™T;DNO DNAME

PROJECT INFO:
PNUMBER

PNAME

DNO

DNAME

2

ProductX

2

Administration

3

ProductY

4

4

ProductZ

4

Accounting
Accounting

MGRSSN

1

R^bearch

2

Administration 333444555

3

Headquarters

555666777

4

A|ccounting

123456789

111222333
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4.3

A PROJECT_INFO View Modification in ORACLE 8

V; ; ORACLE 8 ilse^^ a special option, INSTEAD OF, in the '
trigger command to specify how!to update;, delete or insert

records in :the underlying tahies when;the value iri a view
is modified. Unlike ordinary triggers, the INSTEAD OF

option can be applied to yiewspnly. It cannot be applied
to a table. Additiorially, this option is not alloAAred in the

stateineni:-level trigger. It can be activated only at the
row-level trigger.

By implementing triggers to the PROJECT^INFO view, a
DML statement will not be executed on the view but it will

be executed directly on the underlying tables--PROJECT and
DEPARTMENT tables. Any integrity constraint violation that
may occur when manipulating the PROJECT_INFO view will; be"
verified on these tables as well.

Eac h

PROJECT

SQL statement DELETE, INSERT and UPDATE on the

INFO view can be applied as follows.

1. Delete a record from the view

When a delete operation occurs in the
PROJECT.._TNF0;viewr t

record will be deleted from the

PROJECT table instead. If the deleted record in the
PROJECT table is referred to from another table
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IKS_0N), the triggers will delete cascade to
W0RB;S_0N table as shown below.

Figure 4.5 A Delete Operation on the PROJECT_^iNFO
View

DELEmFRQMPROJEGILI^
^^WHERE pnumber=3 and dnp =4;
PROJEGT INFO: <

PNUMBER

4

PNAME

DNO

DNAME

ProduetX

Admihislration

ProductY

AccountingAccounting

ProduetZ
PROJECT:
PNUMBER

PNAME

DNO

ProduetX

2 .

V -

T1ocluu L1

4

4

ProductZ

4

O

Delete Cascade

"

WORKS ON:
EMPNO
PNUMBER

HOURS

100055001

10

100055002
100043003

100052004 4

2. Insert a record into a view

Ari insert of a new record into the PROJECT_INFO

view implies inserting a new project for an existing
deE)artment as well as a new project for a new
)artment.

.

^

An insert of a new record for an existing
department requires the project number, project name
and

department number. The name of department is
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allowed to be Omitted since the inserted department

exists. Hbwever, if the name of an inserted department

is given, it must be the same as that of an existing
If no violation occurs, the information on the

one

project will be inserted in the PROJECT table as shown
in Figure 4.6.

Figiire 4.6 An Insert of a New Project Record for an
Existing Department into the PROJECT INFO View

Case1: The name ofdepartment is omitted

INSERTINTOPROJECT^INFO(pnumber,pname,dno)
: YAm^
Case2: The name ofdepartment is given.
INSERTINTO PROJECT_INEO(pnumber,pname,dno,dname)
VJilTJES(5, 'ProductM',4,'Accountingj;
PROJECT INFO:

Insert.

,

PI UMBER

PNAME

2

ProductX

2

Administration

3

ProductY

4

4

ProductZ

5

ProduclM

4 .
4

Accounting
Accounting
Accounting

DNO

DNAME

PROJECT:

sert

An

DEPARTMENT:
DNO DNAME.

PNUMBER

PNAME

DNO

2

ProductX

2

1

Research

111222333

3

ProductY

4

2

Administration

333444555

3

ProductZ

4

3

ProductM

4

4

Headquarters
Accounting

555666777

5

MGRSSN

123456789

insert of a new project for a new department

requires all column values. The new project information
will be

inserted into the PROJECT table, and the new

department will be inserted into the DEPARTMENT table. A
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default manager (mgrssn = 999999999) will also be assigned
for a new department as shown in the following figure.
Figure 4.7 An Insert of a New Project and Department
Record into the PROJECT INFO View

INSERTINTO PROIECT_INFO
VALUES(5, 'ProductM',5,'Marketing');
PROJECT INFO:

Insert

PNUMBER

PNAME

DNO

DNAME

2

ProduetX

2

Administration

Aeeounting
Aceounting
Marketing

3

ProduetY

4

4

ProduetZ

4

5

ProduetM

5

PROJECT:

Insert

PNUMBER

PNAME

DNO

2

ProduetX

2

3

ProduetY

4

3

ProduetZ
ProduetM

4

5

5

DEPARTMENT:

Insert

DNO

DNAME

1

Researeh

111222333

2

Administration

333444555

3

Headquarters
Aeeounting
Marketing

555666777

4
5

MGRSSN

123456789
999999999

3. Update a record in a view

When the project information in the PROJECT_INFO view
is updated, it will be updated at the PROJECT table. An
update on the PROJECT_INFO view can take one of the
following forms:
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-

Change department number to an existing department,

This implies that the control of this project is
being transferred to another department.

-

Change project name corresponding to an existing
project number. This project name cannot be one of
the existing project names.

-

Change the project number for an existing project
controlled by the department to a new project. If
this project is referred in the child table

(WORKS_ON), the project number in the WORKS_ON
table is also updated (see Figure 4.8).
An update operation is disallowed on the name of

department since that department may also control other
projects.
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Figure 4.8 An Update Operation on the PROJECT_INFO
View

UPDATEPI10JECT_INF0 set pnumber=6
"WHERE pnumber=4 and dno =4;
PROJECT INFO:
PNUMBER

PNAME

DNO

DNAME

Administration

2

ProduetX

2

3

ProduetY

4

Aeeounting

ProduetZ

4

Aeeounting

6

PROJECT:
PNUMBER

PNAME

2

ProduetX

2

3

ProduetY

4

ProduetZ

4

DNO

Update Cascade

WORKS ON:
EMPNO

PNUMBER

HOURS

100055001

2

10

100055002

3

4

100043003

3

8

100052004 >^6

4.4

5

Implementing the PROJECT_INFO View in ORACLE 8
The following figures shows the flowcharts of

implementing the PROJECT_INFO view on delete, insert and
update operation (Figure 4.9 - Figure 4.11). The source
code can be found in Appendix C.
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Figi;.re 4.9 Delete on the PROJECT_,INFO View
DELETE FROM PROJEeElNFD

VIEW::

START~^ Delete PRQJECTJNFQ VIEW with dno= xand pnumber-y
oes this reCOri
xist in the vie

Csn delete this record,
Delete canr ot be done.

but r^eed to check for

Integfitv constraints

C

END

no ^>^&^sthis department

"^"""^^the DEPARTMENT tay^>^^^
[dno == dnp in PEPARTMENT table]

Delete cannot be done

[pnumber =
.

(

)

. .

\

Delete cannot be done

^

Delete this project record from the PROJECT table:
If the deleted project is referred In the uuoik records,
all woik records of this project are also deleted.

L

END ^
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Figure 4.10 Insert on the PROJECT_INFO View

INSERT PROJECT INFO VIEW:

( START ) Insert into PROJECTJNFO VIEW with
7 ^ pnumber= i, pname ='Proi8ctZ',
dno = A,dnam0='DeptA'
Can insert this record,

but need to check for integrity
constraints

^y^oesthis department exisN<^

^n the DEPARTMENT tabj^-^
[dno == dno in DEPARTMENT table]

insertthe department number,
departnient name and a default
manager of department into the

js^e name of this deparfmixrt

yes

differentfrom that of an existing
department
[dname <> an existing dname]

DEPARTMENT table

Is it not null 73
[dnamejs not null]
The department exists, not allow to

insert a different name. Display error
is this project exisf

A primary key violation on the
yes

message and rollback transaction

PROJECT table. Display error

he PROJECT table

[pnumber = pnumber in PROJECT table]

message and rollback transaction
END

END ^
'oesthe name of projec
istinthe PROJECT tab

[pname == pname in other records]

Insert the project number, project
name

and department number

into the PROJECT table.

END

A unique key violation on the
PROJECT table. Display error
message and rollback transaction

END
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Figure 4.11 Update on the PROJECT_INFO View
UPDATE PROJECTJNFO VIEW:
Update PROJECTJNFO VIEW set pnumber= x

START

where pnumber= z and dno = a
Can update this record

yes

>oes this recore

but need to check

exist in the vie

Integrity constraints

Update cannot be done
the project

pdat
[update(pnumben]
umb

C

)

yes

s It updated to an^

i^ing ptoject nui^
[pnumbei== pnumber in the PROJECT table]

i
Update project number In the PROJECT
table. If It Is also referred In work

A primary key violation.
Display error message

reootds, then update the project numbe

and rollback transaction.

of those work records.

c

--^sthe projects
"^name updates

[update(pname)]

s it updated to

END

ves

n existing n^
[pnarDe=spnarne in other records]

"°[
Update the projects name
in the PROJECT table
to the new name.

END

[update(dno)]
updated

yes

xisting dep rtme
[dno == dno in DEPARTMENT]
department does

Update the department of
the project to the new
department number.

not exist.

Display error message
and rollback transaction

SThe departme
^name update
[update(dname)]

^ END ^

END

yes

and rollback transaction.

yes

the departme

umber updatj

c

A unique key violation.
Display error message

The department name is also
used In other projects.

Not allow to update. Display error
message and rollback transaction

(

)
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D

4.5 A PROJECT_INFO View Modification in SQL SERVER 7.0

Since PROJECT_INFO view is a join of two tables,
DEPARTMENT and PROJECT, SQL SERVER 7.0 will not allow

explicit DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE on the view. A

manipulation on the PROJECT_INFO view in SQL SERVER 7.0 is
done by issuing operation directly on the base tables and
not on the views (see Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 A PROJECT_INFO View Modification in SQL
SERVER 7.0 and ORACLE 8

SQL SERVER 7.0

ORACLE 8

delete from PROJECT

delete from PROJECT_INFO

where pnumber = 3 and dno = 4;

where pnumber = 3 and dno = 4;

1.Insert to the DEPARTMENT table

insert into PROJECT_INFO

insert into department

values (5, 'ProductM', 5,
'Marketing');

values(5, 'Marketing');
2.Insert to the PROJECT table

insert into project
values(5, 'Marketing', 5);
update PROJECT

update PROJECT_INFO

set pnumber = 6

set pnumber = 6

where pnumber = 4 and dno = 4;

where pniimber = 4 and dno = 4;
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CHAPTER :FiVE:^ANA]j^

In this chapter, the declarative and trigger methods
will be compared based on ease of implementation,

flexibility, execution time, limitation, view management,
and database audit.

5.1

Comparison Between Declarative and Trigger Methods

' / There are both advantages and disadvantages in the
declarative and^ trigger methodei The declarative method x

easier and faster,than the trigger: mdthod. However, the
trigger method proyides mote flexibility than the

declarative method does. Table 5.1 shows which comparison
criterion is satisfied by the declarative and trigger

methods. A deta.iled description will be discussed in the
following sections.
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Table

5.1 Declarative Versus Trigger Methods

Coniparison

Criterion

Declarative

Trigger

method

method

Not null constraint

Yes

Yes

Unique key constraint

Yes

Yes

Primary key constraint

Yes

Yes

Forei gn key constraint

Yes

Yes

Check constraint

Yes

Yes

Verif y

Yes

No

Yes^'

No

Fast ■;

Slow

-

,

the existing data

Ease 'of use

Execu tion

time

Flexi;bility

No

"

Yes

5.1.1 Implementing Integri ty Constraints
Both declarative and trigger methods can be used to
correct integrity constraints when a violation occurs on

unique key, primary key, foreign key, not null, and check
constraint. However, the trigger method requires more
cpmpliccited SQL programs to be written, while the

declarative method declares all of these constraints using
a simple SQL command (see Table 5.21.
5.1.2 Verifying the Existing Data

Wh^n implementing integrity constraints with the
declarative method, all existing data in the database will
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be checked for violations. An alert message will notify the
user of the invalid data. This system alert message makes
it easier to detect and correct the invalid data. The

integrity constraints will riot be allowed to activate,
until all invalid data are corrected.

in the trigger method, however, only newly entered
data are verified. Any existing data will not be checked

for violations. If the existing data is invalid, an alert
message will not be given. This makes it harder to locate

inaccurate data. Therefore, all existing data must be
carefully validated before implementing triggers.
5.1.3 Ease of Use

The implementation process of the declarative method

is much easier than that of trigger method. The integrity
constraints are simply added during the table definition.

After ail integrity constraint is declared, it is easy to
modify the constraint at anytime. Furthermore, both

declaration and modification of integrity constraints can
be defined using only one simple SQL statement (CREATE
TABLE, or ALTER TABLE ... ADD CONSTRAINT ...).

The implementation process of triggers is more

complicated. Triggers cannot be implemented during the
table definition process. They must be generated only after

the table already exists. Triggers will be created by using
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complex SQL statements, which are difficult to understand

and implement, SQL expertise is required. Coding, testing,
and debugging processes of triggers are also time
consuming. The following table. Table 5.2, shows the number

of statements used in both declarative and trigger methods
in the EMPLOYEE tables.

Table 5.2 Statements Used to Enforce Constraints in

the Declarative and Trigger Methods—EMPLOYEE Table
Constraints

Statements

Declarative Method

Trigger Method

Not Null

1

92

Unique Key

1

112

Primary Key

1

132

Check

1

98

1

198

Constraint

Foreign Key

From the above table, the trigger method requires a
higher number of statements than the declarative method

does (only one statement). In declarative method, when a

constraint is declared, the system automatically enforces
constraints from insert, update and delete operations. In

the trigger method, SQL statements must be implemented to
handle any possible violations that might occur from all of
these operations.
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5.1.4 Execution Time

Table 5.3 shows that the average execution times of

the declarative method are less than that of trigger
method. The execution time is measured by taking the

difference between the recorded system time before using an
operation and the recorded system time after the operation
is run. After the same number of records are inserted into
both tables ten times, the average execution time is

calculated by adding all execution times and divided by
ten. The following is the information on the EMPLOYEE table

that is used for testing the performance.
Employee Table:
Number of fields:

11

Length of a record:

149 bytes

Table 5.3 The Average Execution Time Using Declarative
and Trigger Methods for Insert Operation
Sizes of records

Average Execution Time (Seconds)

(Kb)
Declarative Method

Trigger Method

0.72

0.2

0.3

2.18

0.5

0.6

1.0

1.2

1.8

2.4

3.63

5.09

'
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Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 show the execution time used

for delete and update operations using declarative and
trigger methods. The measurements of the execution time in
Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 are similar to that of insert

operation by taking the difference between the recorded
system time before using an operation and the recorded

system time after executing an operation.
Table 5.4 The Execution Time Using Declarative and

Trigger Methods for Delete Operation
Query

Niomber of

Employee

Execution Time (Seconds)
Declarative Method

Trigger Method

Records
case 1

1

0

1

case 2

1

0

2

case 3

5

0

2

case 4

10

0

3

Case description for Table 5.4 and Table 5.5:

Case 1: Delete/Update an employee who also works on the
projects

Case 2: Delete/Update an employee who is a supervisor and a
manager of department, and also works on the projects
Case 3: Delete/Update employees of a supervisor
Case 4: Delete/Update employees on a department
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Table

5.5 The Execution Time Using Declarative and

Mlethods

Query

for Update Operation

Number of

Execution Time (Seconds)

Employee
Declarative Method

j|r Method

Trigge

Records

:0

case 1

case 2

case 3
case

4

0
• s

10

0 . ■"
'

1

ir
2

Frori Table 5.3, Table 5 .4 arid Table 5. 5, the execution

times used for insert, delete and update operations in the
declarative method are faster than the execution times used

in the trigger method. In the trigger method, rhe time

involved in running a trigger is spent mostly in
referencing other tables, which can be either in memory or
on the database device. This means when a trigger is fired,
not only does the database system execute that operation,
but it also takes time to compile other SQL statements that
are in the trigger, as well. If those SQL statements refer
to other tables not in cache memory, it will take extra
time to read data from the database device. The location of

other tables referenced by the trigger determiles the

amount of time the operation requires. The more the SQL
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statements the trigger method has, the longer the time it
uses to compile and execute.

5.1.5 Flexibility

In the declarative method, all integrity constraints
are corrected by the database system. The repair strategies

will be automatically defined by the system. These repair
strategies are unchangeable. Although, the system will
generate standard error messages, these are hard to

understand, and might not provide enough information to
handle problems (See Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 Error Message Provided by System
SQL Server Query Analyzer -[Query-ZEBRASERVER.company2.ZCBRAriETv>visdvap
File Edit View Query Window

Q & S3 ^ I . ^ ®

-iff' xi
m ^ \ y >

d

i3 DB; company2

insert into employee

values ('111111111'

;

John'

B'

Smith'

l-jan-19S0'

5026 Hollywood

323-660-8999','k',30000,'111000111' ,1);

£]
Server: Msg 547, Level 16, State 1, Line 1

INSERT statement conflicted with TABLE CHECK constraint 'emp_sex_ck'.
The conflict occurred in database 'company2', table 'employee'. ~
The statement has been terminated.

M

^

M

Resuilsy

The powerful advantage of the triggers is flexibility.
When triggers are implemented to correct an integrity

violation, the repair strategies are adaptable depending on
a situation. Also, triggers will display a more
understandable error message (See Figure 5.2) to the users
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instead of using the system error message that may give an
unclear explanation for the problems.

Figure 5.2 Error Message Provided by the Trigger
Method

»iSQlServer Query Analyzer-[Query- ZEBRASFKVER.iumpdnyl.^tBFtA'^Fr sviS(jv<i|i (u...
5File E* View Query Window Help

.ifitjxj

i) d!o K I f i'": P M : in "; V

a ; □ I if

DB companyl

insert into employee

values ( '111111111'

„

John'

B'

Smith'

l-jan-1950'

5026 Hollywood BJf

'323-660-8999' , 'ki ,30000, '111000111' ,1);

|

IL
Server: Msg 50107, Level 15, State 1, Line 0
The gender of employee must be either H male or T female.

■n

Results/
5.1.6 Complex User-defined Constraints

In declarative method, the user-defined constraint

normally can be verified by using the CHECK constraint
statement. However, the CHECK statement sometimes cannot

correct user-defined constraints when the constraint needs
to reference data in another table. The CHECK constraint is

defined for fields within one table only.

The trigger is an excellent method to implement the

user-defined constraint that cannot be modified by the
CHECK constraint statement. It can implement complex user-

defined constraints and perform the same functionality as
the CHECK statement. An example of complex user-defined

constraint implemented by trigger in this project is:
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The salary of employee who is not a manager
cannot get a raise in salary more than 15%.
This complex user-defined constraint needs to check
the information of two tables--EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT

tables. It also needs to check the change in employee's

salary--the difference between the new and the old salary.
This constraint cannot be performed by using the CHECK
constraint.

5.1.7 View Maintenance

A view can be manipulated by SQL DML (DELETE, INSERT,

and UPDATE) statements if the view derives data from only
one table. When the view is more complex--a join between
two tables or more--a modification on the view is not

permitted. By using the trigger, the modification of a

join-table view is acceptable. Triggers will perform SQL
DML operation directly on the underlying tables instead of
the view.

5.1.8 Database Auditing
Any database activity, such as authentication and

manipulation, can be audited by using the audit statements.
However, an audit statement will keep only the event

information. It will not record changes of the column
values. This means auditing the database cannot track the

modification of the column values. Trigger is an efficient
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tool used to audit the alteration of the column values. The

old and/or new values are stored every time the data is

modified. This makes it easier to track any change of the
data.

5.2

Comparison Between Triggers in ORACLE 8 and

SQL SERVER 7.0

Triggers in both ORACLE 8 and SQL SERVER 7.0 systems
are used to enforce an integrity constraint when a

violation occurs. The trigger features in both systems are
compared in Table 5.6 and the description follows.
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Table 5.6 Triggers in ORACLE 8 Versus Triggers in
SQL SERVER 7.0
Criterion

Number of triggers per

ORACLE 8

SQL SERVER 7.0

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

32 levels

table

Number of trigger levels

(Default=32)

Statement-level triggers

Yes

Yes

Row-level triggers

Yes

No

Trigger executed BEFORE

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Combination of triggers

12 types

3 types

Referring to new values

:new.column

Inserted,

INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE

Trigger executed AFTER
INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE

in an INSERT trigger
Referring to old values

column
:old.column

Deleted.column

Yes

No

in an DELETE trigger
View management

(Instead of)

Declarative Integrity-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Constraints

Complex business rules

Verify the existing data
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5.2.1 Number of Triggers

The number of triggers in both DRACL

8 and SQL SERVER

7.0 is ur.limited. Both of them allow creating triggers on
different tYpes of DML statementS---DELETE, INSERT or
UPDATE. For each DML statement, there are an unlimited

niomber of triggers used. Many DML statements are able to
share the same trigger.

A trigger can activate any other trigger, which inturn may activate other triggers. For example. Trigger A
activates Trigger B, and then Trigger B may activate
Trigger C, and so on. The number of trigger levels in
ORACLE 8 is flexible. The default value is 32 levels, and

it can be changed by using OPEN_CURSOR parameter. The level
of triggers in SQL SERVER 7.0, however, is limited to 32
levels.
5.2.2
ORA OLE

Trigger Level

8's triggers can be implemented in both row-

level—fired

once for each row affected by the SQL

statement--and a statement-level--fired once per statementi

All rows affected by the SQL statement will be verified by
triggers. ■:

' ■ ".i:''

In SQL SERVER 7.0, triggers can only be statement^

level. This means if more than one row is affected by the
SQL statement, a trigger will be fired only on the last
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row. To implement the multiple rows, the trigger has to
perform a delete, insert or update statement in a loop.
5.2.3 Trigger Timing

There are two types of trigger timing--BEFORE or

AFTER. The trigger timing indicates when the trigger action
will be executed. BEFORE and AFTER triggers can be
specified in ORACLE 8 while triggers in SQL SERVER 7.0 is

limited to the AFTER trigger timing only.
5.2.4 Trigger Combination
ORACLE 8 can create triggers in both two level

triggers and two trigger timings for each SQL DML statement

(DELETE/INSERT/UPDATE). Therefore, ORACLE 8 can provide up
to twelve trigger combination types (See Figure 5.3). SQL
SERVER 7.0, however, can only have statement-level trigger
and AFTER trigger timing for each DML statement. The

trigger combinations in SQL SERVER 7.0 are limited to only
three types.
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Figure 5.3 The Combination of Triggers in ORACLE 8

DELETE
BEFORE

INSERT
UPDATE

Statement-Level
DELETE
AFTER

INSERT

UPDATE
DELETE

-BEFORE

INSERT
UPDATE

Rdw-Level

DELETE
.AFTER

INSERT
UPDATE

5.2.5 Referencing Data

Both systems use aliases to refer to a record that is

inserted or deleted. In SQL SERVER 7.0, these aliases refer
i

,

to special tables—the INSERTED and DELETED tables—, which
are

crea

contains

ted when executing triggers. The INSERTED table

a copy of every row to be added or updated (new

value) ahd

the DELETED table contains a copy of every row

to be deleted
ORA CLE

or updated (old value).

8 uses the aliases :new and :old records to

refer to

an inserted or deleted data. The :new keeps the

value of

a new record after an insert or update statement.
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The :old keeps the value of an old record prior to change
from an update statement or the value of the deleted record
on a delete statement.

5.2.6 Maintenance of Complicated Views

ORACLE 8 has an INSTEAD OF trigger option to manage

complicated views. The DML statements will be automaticallyexecuted on the underlying tables instead of on the view.
SQL SERVER 7.0, however, does not provide this feature. The

DML statements must be executed manually on the underlying
tables.

Both ORACLE 8 and SQL SERVER 7.0 can implement

triggers to correct integrity constraint violations, which

include the user-defined constraints. Triggers will apply
data only after they are created and enabled. Additionally,
both of them can also create triggers without limitation in
the number of triggers. They can refer to the old and new

value when deleting, inserting, or updating a record. The

difference is that ORACLE 8 provides a row-level trigger,
an AFTER trigger timing, a higher number of combination

triggers, and the INSTEAD OF trigger option for the complex
view while SQL SERVER 7.0 does not.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion

This project presented the efficient mechanism to

implement database integrity constraints and view
managements. It compared and showed strengths and
weaknesses Of both conventional and active database

systems. The model databases also provided comprehensive

view of how to employ the active rules in database systems.
When compared with the conventional database system,
the acti ve

database system: piovides complex user-defined

constrainbs, Gbmplicated viaw managements and more detailed
systems. However, it requires

database

skill in

programming, more time to develop, higher system

resource
5s,

and longer execution time. Since there are both

advantagTes and disadvantages, the developers should
consider

the mixed database system to obtain the highest

possible

benefit.

Finally, this project strengthened my knowledge in the
database field, including the design, development,
implemer.tation, manipulation, and maintenance of commercial

database: systems. It also provided an in-depth

understc.nding of programming concept through SQL, PL/SQL,
and T-SQL languages. All of these skills are beneficial for
my career in the future.
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6.2 Future Work

Triggers normally correct integrity constraint

violations autoinatically without interacting with the endusers. Currently, when a supervisor EMPLOYEE is deleted

from the EMPLOYEE table, the supervisor SSN of the
supervisees are set to null. In the future, it would be

nice to have an interface to prompt the user on the various

options to deal with the supervisor value. Such options
might include (1) prompting for a new supervisor value, (2)
allowing a default value or (3) setting the value to null..
To overcome this problem, a user interface should be

implemented as a front-end application. Users will interact
with this

application and makes a decision on the change of

data. This

project, however, deals with the back-end

application only. The front-end application and the user
interface,

which are not developed in this project, can be

implemented in the future.
In

addition, if a user makes a mistake by deleting a

wrong employee, the work records Of this employee will also
be deleted. Although these records can be recovered from

the backup, the recover process is inconvenient and time
consuming.

Trigger provides a more efficient way to overcome this
problem. When a user updates or deletes any record, the
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changes will be kept into an audit table, which will be
used to recover data when the user makes a mistake. An

implementation of triggers for storing this information can
be developed in the future.
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APPENDIX A: TABLES AND VIEWS

The COMPANYl Database in SQL SERVER 7.0
DEPARTMENT:

CREATE TABLE department
(dno int,
dname varchar(40),
mgrssn varchar(11));
EMPLOYEE:

CREATE TABLE employee
(empno varchar(11),
fname varchar(20),

mint char(l),
Iname varchar(25),
bdate datetime,
address varchar(40),
tel varchar(20),
sex char(1),
salary money,
ssn varchar(11),
dno int);
LOCATION:
CREATE TABLE location

(dno int,

dlocation varchar(30));
PROJECT:

CREATE TABLE project
(pnumber int,
pname varchar(30),
dno int);
WORKS_ON:

CREATE TABLE works_on
(empno varchar(11),
pnumber int,
hours real);
DEPARTMENT_AUD:
CREATE TABLE department_aud
(dno int,

dname varchar(40),
employee varchar(11),
del_date datetime);
DEPT_OF_PROJ_AUD:
CREATE TABLE dept of pron aud

(pnumber int,
pname varchar(30),
dno int,
dname varchar(40),
del_date datetime);
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EMP_SAL_AUD:

CREATE TABLE emp_sal_aud
(empno varchar(ll),

old_sal money,
new_sal money,
dateupd datetime);
MANAGER_AUD:

CREATE TABLE manager_aud
(manager varchar(ll),
dno int,
dname varchar(40),

del_date datetime);
PROJECT_AUD:

CREATE TABLE project_aud
(pnumber int,
pname varchar(30),
dno int,

dname varchar(40),
mgrssn varchar(11),
del_date datetime);
SUPERVISOR_AUD:

CREATE TABLE supervisor_aud
(supervisor varchar(ll),
supervisee varchar(11),
del_date datetime);
PROJECT_INFO VIEW:

Create or replace view project_info as
SELECT p.pnumber, p.pname, d.dno, d.dname
FROM project p, department d
WHERE p.dno = d.dno
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The C0MPANY2 Database in SQL SERVER 7.0
DEPARTMENT
CREATE tab:

E department

(dno int NOT NULL,

dname varchar(40) NOT NULL,

mgrbsn varchar(11));
EMPLOYEE:

CREATE TABLE employee
(emp:no varchar(11) NOT NULL,
fname varchar(20) NOT NULL,
mm

t char(1),

Iname varchar(25) NOT NULL,
bda te datetime NOT NULL,
add ress varchar(40) NOT NULL,
tel
sex

varchar(20),
char(1),

salary money NOT NULL,
ssn

varchar(11),

dno int);
LOCATION:
CREATE TABLE location

(dno int NOT NULL,
dlocation

PROJECT:

varchar(30) NOT NULL);

I

CREATE TABIlE project

(pnujmber int NOT NULL,
pname varchar(30) NOT NULL,
dno int NOT NULL);

WORKS_ON:
CREATE TAB LE

works_on
(emp no varchar(11) NOT NULL,

pnumber int NOT NULL,

hoiirs real);

EMP_SAL_Ai|d:
CREATE TA^LE emp_sal_aud

(emplno varchar(11),
old_sal money,
new_sal money,
dateupd datetime);
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Constraints:
ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_empno_pk PRIMARY KEY (empno);
ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_sex__ck CHECK (sex in ('F', 'M'

'm'))

ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_salary_ck CHECK /(sal

>= 0);

ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_ssn_fk FOREIGN KEY (ssn)
'
REFERENCES employee (empno);
ALTER TABLE department

ADD CONSTRAINT dept_dno_pk PRIMARY KEY (dno); V,
ALTER TABLE department

add constraint dept_dname_uk UNIQUE (dname);; ;
ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_dno_fk FOREIGN KEY (dno)
REFERENCES department (dno);
ALTER TABLE department

ADD CONSTRAINT dept_mgrssn_fk FOREIGN KEY (mgrssn)
REFERENCES employee (empno);
ALTER TABLE works_on

ADD CONSTRAINT works_empno_fk FOREIGN KEY (empno)
REFERENCES

ALTER TABLE

employee (empno);
project

ADD CONSTRAINT proj_pnum_:pk PRIMARY KEY (pnumber);
ALTER TABLE

project

ADD CONSTRAINT proj_pname_uk UNIQUE (pname);
ALTER TABLE works_on

ADD CONSTRAINT works_pnum_fk FOREIGN KEY (pnumber)
^

REFERENCES project (pnumber);

ALTER TABLE works_on

ADD CONSTRAINT works_emp_pnum_pk PRIMARY KEY (empno, pnumber);
ALTER TABLE works_on

ADD CONSTRAINT works_hours_ck CHECK (hours >= 0);
ALTER TABLE project

ADD CONSTRAINT proj_dno_fk FOREIGN KEY (dno)
REFERENCES department (dno);
ALTER TABLE location

ADD CONSTRAINT loc_dno_fk FOREIGN KEY (dno)
REFERENCES department (dno);
ALTER TABLE location

ADD CONSTRAINT loc_dno_dloc_pk PRIMARY KEY (dno, dlpcation);
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The COMPi^LNYl Database in ORACLE 8
DEPARTMENT:

CREATE TABLE department
(dno NUMBER(4),
dname VARCHAR2(40),

mgrskn VARCHAR2(11));
EMPLOYEE: j
CREATE TABLE employee

(empnb VARCHAR2(11),
fnamb VARCHAR2(20),
mint! CHAR(1),

lnam|b VARCHAR2(25),
bdat^e DATE,
addrbss VARCHAR2(40)
tel ^/ARCHAR2(20)
sex

|bHAR(1),
NUMBER(8)

s

ssn

fV^ARCHAR2(11)

dno NUMBER(4));
LOCATION:
CREATE tab:LE location

(dno NUMBER(4),

dlocation VARCHAR2(30)
PROJECT:
CREATE TABLE

project
(pnuiriber NUMBER(4),
priaire VARCHAR2(30)
dno NUMBER(4));

WORKS_ON:

CREATE TAtLE works_on
(empno VARCHAR2(11),
pnumber NUMBER(4),
hours NUMBER(5,2));
DEPARTMENT_AUD:

CREATE TABLE department_aud
(dno NUMBER(4),
dname varchar2(40),
employee varchar2(11),
del date date.

del_.time varchar2(11));
DEPT_OF_PROJ_AUD:

CREATE TABLE dept_of proi aud
(pnuii±>er NUMBER(4),
pname VARCHAR2(30),

dno NUMBER(4),
dname VARCHAR2(40),
del__date DATE,

del_time VARCHAR2(10));
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EMP_SAL_AUD:
CREATE TABLE emp_sal_aud
(empno VARCHAR2(11),
old_sal NUMBER(8),
new_sal NUMBER(8),
dateupd DATE,

timeupd VARCHAR2(10));
MANAGER_AUD:

CREATE TABLE manager_aud
(manager VARCHAR2(11),
dno NUMBER(4),
dname VARCHAR2(40),
del_date DATE,
del_time VARCHAR2(10));
PROJECT_AUD:

CREATE TABLE project_aud
(pnumber NUMBER(4),
pname VARCHAR2(30),
dno NUMBER(4),

dname VARCHAR2(40),
mgrssn VARCHAR2(11),
del_date DATE,

del_time VARCHAR2(10)) ;
SUPERVISOR_AUD:

CREATE TABLE supervisor_aud
(supervisor VARCHAR2(11),

supervisee VARCHAR2(11),
del_date DATE,

del_time VARCHAR2(10));
PROJECT_INFO VIEW:

create or replace view project_info as

select d.dno, d.dname, p.pnumber, p.pname
from department d, project p
where d.dno = p.dno;
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The C0MPANY2 Database in ORACLE 8
DEPARTMENT

CREATE TAB

lE department

(dno NUMBER(4) NOT NULL,

dnaine VARCHAR2(40) NOT NULL,

mgrjssn VARCHAR2(11));
EMPLOYEE:

CREATE TABLE, employee

(empbo VARCHAR2(11) NQT NULL,

fnajme VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL, .
minlt CHAR(l),
ln4me VARCHAR2(25) NOT NULL,
bdajte DATE NOT NULL,
address VARCHAR2(40) NOT NULL,
teII VARCHAR2(20),

sejd CHAR(l),
salary NUMBER(8) NOT NULL,
ssn VARCHAR2(11),

dno NUMBER(4)));
LOCATION:
CREATE TABLE location

(dno NUMBER(4) NOT NULL,

dlocatlon VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL)
PROJECT:

CREATE TABLE project
(pnumber NUMBER(4) NOT NULL,

pn^me: VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL,
dno NUMBER(4));
1

WORKS_ON:|
CREATE TABLE works_on

(emi>no VARCHAR2(11) NOT NULL,
pnimber NUMBER(4) NOT NULL,
hoikrs NUMBER(5,2));

EMP_SAL_A^D:
CREATE TABLE emp_sal_aud

(emi)no VARCHAR2(11),
ol(|a_sal NUMBER(8), . ,

nej/_sal NUMBER(8),.
dateupd DATE,

timeupd VARCHAR2(10));
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Constraints:
ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_empno_pk PRIMARY KEY (empno);
ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_sex_ck CHECK (sex in ('F', 'M', 'f, 'm'));
ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_salary_ck CHECK (salary >= 0);
ALTER TABLE employee
ADD CONSTRAINT emp_ssn_fk FOREIGN KEY (ssn)
REFERENCES employee (empno) ON DELETE CASCADE;
ALTER TABLE department

ADD CONSTRAINT dept_dno_pk PRIMARY KEY (dno);
ALTER TABLE department

ADD CONSTRAINT dept_dname_uk UNIQUE (dname);
ALTER TABLE employee

ADD CONSTRAINT emp_dno_fk FOREIGN KEY (dno)
REFERENCES department (dno) ON DELETE CASCADE;
ALTER TABLE department

ADD CONSTRAINT dept_mgrssn_fk FOREIGN KEY (mgrssn)
REFERENCES employee (empno) ON DELETE CASCADE;
ALTER TABLE works_on

ADD CONSTRAINT works_empno_fk FOREIGN KEY (empno)
REFERENCES employee (empno) ON DELETE CASCADE;
ALTER TABLE project

ADD CONSTRAINT proj_pnum_pk PRIMARY KEY (pnumber);
ALTER TABLE project

ADD CONSTRAINT proj_pname_uk UNIQUE (pname);
ALTER TABLE works_on

ADD CONSTRAINT works_pnum_fk FOREIGN KEY (pnumber)
REFERENCES project (pnumber) ON DELETE CASCADE;
ALTER TABLE works_on

ADD CONSTRAINT works_emp_pnum_pk PRIMARY KEY (empno, pnumber);
ALTER TABLE works_on

ADD CONSTRAINT works_hours_ck CHECK (hours >= 0);
ALTER TABLE project
ADD CONSTRAINT proj_dno_fk FOREIGN KEY (dno)
REFERENCES department (dno) ON DELETE CASCADE;
ALTER TABLE location

ADD CONSTRAINT loc_dno_fk FOREIGN KEY (dno)
REFERENCES department (dno) ON DELETE CASCADE;
ALTER TABLE location

ADD CONSTRAINT loc_dno_dloc_pk PRIMARY KEY (dno, dlocation);
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APPENDIX B: DOADING DATA INTO DATABASES
DEPARTMENT:

insert into department(dno, dname, mgrssn)
values (1, 'Research', V111222333');
insert into department(dno, dname, mgrssn)
values (2, 'Administration", ;'333444555');/

insert into department(dno, dname, mgrssn)
values (3, 'Headquarters', '555666777');

insert into department(dno, dname, mgrssn)
values (4, 'Environment', '777888999');

insert into department(dno, dname, mgrssn)
values (10, 'Temporary', '999999999');

EMPLOYEE

insert into employee

values ('123455789','John','B','Smith','l-may-1967','5026 Hollywood
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA','323-660-8999','M',31000,'111000111',1);
insert into employee

values ('123456787','Johny','K','Black','2-jun-1966','5120 Hollywood
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA','323-660-8999','M',31000,'222000222',2);
insert into employee

values ('123456786','Jennifer','L','Wallace','3-jun-1965','10801
Sherman way. Sun Valley CA','818-764-9235','F',40000,'111000111',1);
insert into employee

values ('123456785','Armad','A','Joyee','4-july-1961','5108 Fullerton
Rd, Rowland Height, OA','323-660-8999','M',36000,'111000111',1);
insert into employee
values ('
'23456784'/'Kanda',NULL,'Dundee','5-aug-1971'/
Fullerton

'1010
Rd, Rowland Height, CA','626-660-8799','F',37000,

'222000222';2);

insert into employee

values {'123456783','Suchat',NULL,'Tim','6-dec-1970', '5108 Fullerton

Rd, Rowland Height, CA','714-460-8999','M',46000,'333000333',3);
insert into employee
values ('123456782','John','W','Lee','7-jan-1980','456 Pacific Coast
HWY, Long Beach, CA','562-591-1099','M',31000,'111000111',1);
insert into employee

values {'123456781','Jane','B','Kong','8-feb-1979', '555 Pacific Coast
HWY, Long Beach, CA','562-523-3399','F',35000, '222000222',2);
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insert into employee
values ('1 23456780'

Hollywood Blvd.

,'L^ ,'English','9-apr-1978','5126

CA','323-660-8999','M',31006,

• 333000333

insert int D

employee.

'' '

'

values ('1 23456779 " ,'Zin','B'v'Kong V,'lO^-iipv-l

', 345 Pacific Coast
HWY:, Long Beach, CAv, ■.562-591-1023 ' 'M' ,30,000, ';444000444:' ,4.) ;
insert; into', employee

values ( ■ 123456778 •, ' Gihdy' ' L' , • Lung • , ' ll-sep-1976" v ' 2345 Hollywcbod '
Blvd. , Los Angeles, OA' , '323-660-8999' , 'F' ,33000, 'illOOOlll' ,1);
insert into employee

values ( '123456777' , 'Katrino' , "B' , 'Sue' , '12-mar-1975' , '126 N.Western
Ave., Los Angeles, CA' , '323-660-8900' , 'F' ,32000, '444000444' ,4);
insert into employee

values ( 'IllOOOlll' , 'Suna' , 'S' , 'Mar' , 'l-oct-1945' , '328 N.Western Ave,
Los Angeles, CA' , '323-660-3119' , 'F' ,65000, '111222333' ,1);
insert into employee

values ( '222000222' , 'Jammy' , 'A' , 'Bone' , '2-jan-1952' , '5272 Fullerton

Rd, Rowland Height, CA' , '323-660-8227' , 'M' ,70000, '333444555 ' ,2) ;
insert into employee

values { '333000333' , 'Johny' , 'M' , 'Lui' , '2-dec-1945' , '503 N.Western Ave,
Los Angeles, CA' , '323-660-1229' , 'M' ,65000, '555666777' ,3);
insert into employee

values ( '444000444' , 'Sammy' , 'I' , 'Hong' , 'l-jun-1951' , '511 Fullerton

Rd, Rowland Height, CA' , '323-660-2222' , 'M' ,60000, '777888999' ,4);
insert into employee
;
( 111222333 ' , ' Sunita ' , ' S ' , ' Mar ' , ' 1—oct—1945 ' , '306 N.Western

Aye, Los Angeles, GA' , '323-660-3999' , 'F' , 80000, '987654321' ,1);
insert into employee
values ( '2 33444555' , 'James' , 'A' , 'Bone' ,
Rd, Rowlar d Height, CA' , ' 323-660-8567 ' ,

'2-jan-1952' , '5222 Fullerton

'M'•, 80000, ' 987654321' ,2) ;

insert int o employee

values ( '5 55666777' , 'John' , 'M' , 'Lui' , '2-dec-1945' / '523 N.Western Ave,
Los Angeles, CA' , '323-660-1299' , 'M' ,80000, '987654321' ,3);
insert int o employee

values { '
Rd, Rowlar

77888999 ' , 'Sony' , 'I' , 'Hong' , 'l-jun-1951' , '5111 Fullerton

d Height, CA' , '323-660-2222' , 'M' ,80000, '987654321' ,4);

insert int:o employee

values ( ' 987654321' , ' Sumuscha ' ,NULL, ' Teesri' , ' 5-apr-1950' ., '112 6
Hollywood Blvd. , Los Angeles, CA' , '323-660-8939' , 'M' , 100000, NULL,
NULL);

insert int.o employee

values ( '999999999' , 'Sammy' ,NULL, 'Tri' , '15-apr-1950' , '1126 Hollywood
Blvd. , Los Angeles, CA' , '323-660-8939' , 'M' , 80000, '987654321' ,NULL);
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WORKS ON

values

into works_on
('123456789' 1, 29);

insert
values

('123456787'; 2/ 7);

insert

into works_on

insert into works_on
values

('123456786', 3/ 10);

insert into works_on
values

('123456785', 4, 30);

insert into works_on
values ('123456787'
12, 7);
insert into works_on
values (M 23456786", 13, 10);

insert into works_on
values ('123456785",

Insert
values

14, 30);

into works_on
("123456784", 15, 13);

insert into works on
values

{"123456789", 13, 12);

insert into works on
values

("123456789", 14, 11);

insert
values

into works_on
("123456789", 15, 10);

insert
values

into works_on
("123456789", 16, 9);

insert

into works_on
("123456789", 17, 19);

values

insert
values

into works_on
("111222333 ", 1, 30);

insert into works_on
values

("111222333 ", 2, 30);

insert

into works_on
("111222333", 3, 10);

values

insert
values

into works_on
("111222333", 4, 20);

insert into works_on
values

('111222333", 5, 15);

insert into works_on
values

,
("111222333 " , 6, 30);
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insert into works_on
values ('111222333', 7, 10);

insert intj^ works_on
values ('111222333', 8, 30);

insert intjo works_on
values ('123456780', 16, 30);

insert into works_on
values ('123456780', 17, 30);
insert into works_on

values ('lj23456777', 18, 30);
insert into works_on
values ('333444555', 13, 30);
insert into works_on
values ('555666777', 17, 30);
insert into works_on
values ('777888999', 11, 30);

PROJECT:
insert int o project

values (1,

ProductY'

insert int o project

values (2,

ProductZ'

1)

insert int.o project

values (3, 'Computerization'

2);

insert into project
values (4, 'ReorganizationP2 . 3);

insert into project
values (5, 'Newbenefits', 2)

insert into project
values (6, 'SoilY', 4);

insert int;o project
values (7, 'SoilZ',

insert into project
values (8, 'ReorganizationPl', 3);
insert into project
values (9, 'ReorganizationP3', 3);

insert into project
values (10, 'AirX', 4);

insert into project
values (11, 'SoilX', 4);
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insert int D project
values {12
'Products V,

-1);

insert int o project
values (13

'ProductT'/ 1);

insert irit
nto project
values (14
'WaterX', 4);
-insert int•o project
values (15 / 'ProductP', 1);
insert
values

into project
(16, 'ReorganizationP4', 3);

insert

into project

values

(17, 'WaterY', 4);

insert into project
values (18, 'ProductR', 1);
insert
values

insert
values

into project
(19, 'WaterZ', 4);
into project
(20, 'ReorganizationPS V, 3);

LOCATION

insert int.o location(dno, dlocation)
values (1, 'Houston');

insert int:o location(dno. dlocation)
values (2, 'Houston');

insert into location(dno, dlocation)
values (3, 'Houston');

insert int:o location(dno, dlocation)
values (4, 'Houston');

insert into location(dno, dlocation)
values (1

'Stafford');

insert into location(dno, dlocation)
values (2, 'Stafford')

,

insert into location(dno. dlocation)
values (3

'Stafford');

insert into locatipn(dno,

dlocation)

values;(4. 'Stafford');

insert into location(dno. dlocation)
values (1
'Bellari');

insert into location(dno. dlocation)
values (1

'Sugarland'
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insert into location(dno, dlocation)
values (1, 'Soilland');

insert into location(dno, dlocation)
values (1, 'Fullerton');

insert into location(dno, dlocation)
values (1, 'Hollywood');
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APPEND IX

C r : SOURCE CODE OF SQL SERVER 7.0 AND ORACLE 8

The COMPANY1 Database Source Code in SQL SERVER 7.0
ERROR MESSAGES:
used to implement triggers in; both COMPANYl and

//*Error me ssages

C0MPANY2 databases.*/
.atabases-.-*/ ■"

sp_^addmess age ,50100, 15,

'Employee number cannot be null. '

go

sp__addmess age 50101, 15,

'Employee first name cannot be null. '

go

sp_addmes£ age 50102, 15,

'Employee last hame cannot be null. '

go

; sp_addmes£ age 50103, 15,

go

^

'Employee birthdate cannot be null. '
'

sp_addmes£iage 50104, 15, ' Employee address cannot be nu11. '

sp_addmes£!age 50105, 15, ' The salary of employee cannot be null. '
go

- '

sp_addmessage 50106, 15, 'Employee number must be unique. '
go
. r,:,
sp_addmessage 50107, 15, 'The gender of employee must be either M male
or F

female. '

go
■ ■ ■ . ,■ ;
■ ;;
sp_addmessage 50108, 15, 'Salary cannot be less than zero. '

'go

;■ •

■'

■. ■ ,

. ' ■

sp_addmessage 50110, 15, 'Supervisor must be an employee in EMPLOYEE
table or null value. '

■;go

.i,

sp_addmessage 50111, 15, 'Department number must be a department in
DEPARTMENT table or null value. '

^

90
■ .1',
..
i .. .
sp_addmessage 50112, 15, 'A default department (department number -10
)

cannot be deleted. '

■

go
/ ■ ■
,
^ ■
sp_addmes.3age 50115, 15, 'An emp1oyee cannot have a higher sa1ary than
the manager of department. '

go

1

'■

V-.

sp__addmes sage 50116, 15, ' The salary of employee cannot be higher thari
that of his/her supervisor salary. '
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■ :

■ ■V-' '

■V'

;':V^

^

V./;/' ^

sp_addmessage 50117, 15, 'The salary of employee, who is not a manager
of department, cannot increase more than 15%%. '
go

sp_addmes sage
cannot ge t

50118, 15, 'Employee who is more than 60 years old
a raise in salary. '

go

sp_addmes sage 50119, 15,
65 years old. '

'The age of employee must be between 18 and
^

;

go

sp_addmes sage 50200, 15,

'Department number cannot be null. '

;

go

sp_addmes sage

50201, 15> 'Department number must be unique. '

go

sp_addme£ sage 50202, 15,

'The manager of department must be an
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/

employee in EMPLOYEE table.

yo

.
sp_addmessage 50203, 15, 'Department number or department location

cannot be:null.

^-go-

.

sp_addmessage 50204, 15, 'The name of department milst be unique.
:go

sp_addmess age 50205, 15,

'The name of department cannot be nu11. '

go

sp_addmessage
department

50206, 15, 'Department number must be an existing

go

sp_addmessage

50250, 15, 'Department location cannot be null. '

go

sp_addmessage

50251, 15, 'Department and location must be unique.

go

sp_addmessage 50300, 15, 'Employee number must be an employee in
EMPLOYEE table. •
go

sp_addmess age
table,'

50301, 15, 'Project number must be a project in PROJECT

go

sp_addmes£ age

50302, 15, 'Employee and Project number must be unique. '

go

sp_addmes£ age 50303, 15,
10 project S
, ; ■ ■' .

'Employee, not manager, cannot work more than
:■ . ' '
■
^
■

go

sp_addmes£ age 50304, 15,

'Employee number or project number cannot be

null
go

sp_addmessage 50305, 15, 'Employee work hours cannot be less than
zero.'

go
;
■- ■ ■ ■■
•,
sp_addmes£!age 50401, 15, ' Project number cannot be null. '
go

V

/J

'

,

sp_addmessage 50402, 15, 'Project number must be unique. '
go

, ,. ■

^

.

' ■ . ■ ■ ' ;■

sp_addmessage 504Q3, 15, 'The name of project must be unique,
go

■ ;■■■

sp_addmessage 50404, 15, 'A project must be controlled by a :
department.
go

sp_addmessage 50405, 15, 'A department must be an existing
department. '
go

sp_addmessage 50406, 15, ; 'The name of project cannot be null.
go

,
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TRIGGERS:

DEPARTMENT:

/* Trigger for a delete operation on the DEPARTMENT table. */
CREATE TRIGGER [del_dept_trgl] ON DEPARTMENT
FOR

DELETE

AS

declare @dno int,
@default_dno int,
@num_del int,
@dname varchar(40),
@empno varchar(11),
©pnumber int,
@pname varchar(30)

/*Deterinine how many rows are deleted. */
select @num_del = ®®rowcount
if ®num_del = 0
return

/*Cursor keeps the information of the deleted department. */
declare cur_del_department cursor
for select d.dno, d.dname
from deleted d

open cur_del_department

fetch next from cur_del_department into ®dno, ®dname
while

(®®fetch_status <> -1 )

begin

/* Delete a default department (dno = 10) is not allowed.
*/
if @dno = 10

begin

raiserror( 50112 ,15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* If a deleted department controls projects, set the department
number in project records to a default department (dno =10). */
if exists

(select *

from project

where dno = ®dno)

begin

declare cur_default_proj cursor
for select pnumber, pname
from project
where dno = ®dno

open cur_default_proj

fetch next from cur_default_proj into ®pnumber,
®pname

while (®®fetch_status <> -1)
begin

insert into dept_of_proj_aud
values(®pnumber, ®pname, @dno, ®dname.
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getdate{))

fetch next: from cur_defaultjiroj::iihto @pnuinber,
Spname
end /*while*/

deallocate cur_defau1t_proj
, select @default__dno = 10
.update :project
set dno = @default_dno
:

^

'

where dno = @dno
end

/* If a deleted department has some employees working on
it, set the department number in employee records to null. */
if exists

(select *

from employee

where dno = @dno)

begin

/* Cursor keeps the information of employees who
works on to

the deleted department.*/
declare cur_emp_on_dept
: for select empno
from employee

cursor

where dno = ©dho

;

open cur_emp_on_dept

,

fetch next from cur_emp_on_dept into (iempno
while (@@fetch_status <> -1 )
begin

/* Keep the information of supervisees whose

supervisor is deleted in to the suprvisor_aud audit table. */
insert into department_aud
values(@dno, @dname, (iempno, getdate())

fetch next from cur_emp__on__dept into 0empno
end /*while*/

deallocate cur_emp_on_dept
update employee
set dno = NULL

where dno = @dno
end

/* If a department is deleted from the DEPARTMENT table,
all locations of this department are also deleted. */
if exists

(select *

.

from location

^

where dno = @dno)

begin

end,

delete location
where dno = @dno
'

fetch next from cur_del__department into @dno, @dname
• end /*end while */

deallocate cur_del_department
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•

/^Trigger for ah insert operation on the DEPARTMEiSTT: table.*/
;g:REATE TRIGGER [ins_dept_trgl] ON DEPARTMENT
FOR INSERT

^s :
declare
(idno int,
©countt int.
©counttl int
sele ct ©dno = i.dno

.from inserted i

7* Check a primary key constraint on the department number
field. - -*/ .

/* Display an error message if the department number is null. */
if ©dno is NULL

begin

raiserror(50200/ 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
else

begi

/* Display an error message if the department number is
not unique. */
select ©countt = count(*)
from department
where dno = ©dno
if ©countt> 1

begin
raiserror(50201, 15, 1)
rollback tran

return

, //7',, .

end
/*end if*/
/*end else */

end

/* Check not null and unique key constraints on the
department name. */
;
declare ©dname varchar(40) : . "
select ©dname = i.dname
from inserted i

if ©dname is NULL

begin

:
raiserror(50205, 15,1)
rollback tran

return

i

'^7/
,

;'7\

/7'Z'"

end

else :

begin

select ©counttl = count(*)
from department
where upper(dname) f upper(©dname)
if ©counttl > 1

begin
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raiserror(50204, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
end

/* Check a foreign key constraint: the manager of department
must be an employee in the EMPLOYEE table. */

/* Display an error message if an inserted department's manager
is not an existing employee. */
declare @mgrssn varchar(ll)
select @mgrssn = i.mgrssn
from inserted

i

if (@mgrssn is not NULL) and exists
from inserted i

left join employee e
on e.empno = i.mgrssn
where e.empno is NULL )
begin

raiserror(50202, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
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(select 'true'

/^Trigger for an update operation on the DEPARTMENT table.*/
CREATE TRI

JGER [upd_dept_trgl] ON DEPARTMENT

FOR UPDATE
AS

decl
Lare

@dno int, @old_dno int,

©countt int, ©num_updated int
/*De
stermine

how many rows were updated.

sele
2ct

@num_updated = @(irowcount
if @
^num_updated =0
return

r

Uipdate the department number.*/

if uipdate(dno)
begin

/* Check a primary key constraint: a department number
cannot be updated to a null value. */

select ©dno = i.dno

from inserted i
if ©dno is NULL

begin

raiserror(50200, 15, ,1)
rollback tran
return

end
cannot be

/* Check a primary key constraint: a department number
updated to an existing one. */
select ©countt = count(*)
from department
where dno = ©dno

if ©countt >1

begin

raiserror(50201, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* If this department have any employee working on it,
update the department number in employee records to the new one.*/
select ©old_dno = d.dno
from deleted d

if exists ( select * from employee where dno = ©old_dno)
begin
update employee
set dno = i.dno

from employee e, inserted i, deleted d
where d.dno = e.dno
end

departmen

/* If this department controls projects, update the
number in project records to the new one.*/

if exists (select * from project where dno = ©old_dno)
begin

update project
set dno = i.dno

from project p, inserted i, deleted d
where d.dno = p.dno
end

/* Update the department in the department locations.*/
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update location
set dno = i.dno

from

location 1, inserted i, deleted d

where d.dno = 1.dno

end /* Update department number. */
/* Update department name*/

if update(dname)
begin

/* Check a unique key constraint on the department name:
If the name of department is updated to an existing one. */
declare @dname varchar(40)
select ©dname = i.dname
from inserted i

if ©dname is null

begin

raiserror(50205, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
else

begin

select ©countt = count{*)
from department

where upper(©dname) = upper(dname)
if ©countt > 1

begin

raiserror(50204, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
end

end /*Update department name. */
/*Update the mgrssn. */

if update(mgrssn)
begin
declare ©mgrssn int

select ©mgrssn = i.mgrssn
from inserted

i

/* Check a foreign key constraint: the manager of
department must be updated to an existing employee. */
if (©mgrssn is not NULL) and exists
(

select 'true'
from inserted i

left join employee e
on e.empno = i.mgrssn
where e.empno is NULL )
begin

raiserror(50202, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update the mgrssn. */
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EMPLOYEE:

/♦Trigger for a delete operation on the EMPLOYEE table.*/
CREATE TRIGGER [del_eiiip_trgl] ON [EMPLOYEE]
FOR DELETE
AS

declare @empno

varchar(ll) ,

@num_del int,

©supervisee varchar(ll),
@dno int,
©dname varchar(40)

/♦Determine how many rows are deleted. ♦/
select @num_del = @@rowcount
if @num_del = 0
return

/♦Cursor keeps the information of the deleted employees.*/
declare cur_del_emp cursor
for select d.empno
from deleted d

open cur_del_emp

fetch next from cur_del_emp into ©empno
while

(@®fetch_status <> -1 )

begin

/♦ If a supervisor is deleted from the EMPLOYEE table, the
supervisor ssn of the supervisees will be set to null. ♦/
if exists

(select 'true'

from deleted d

join employee e
on d.empno = e.ssn)
begin

/♦ Cursor keeps the information of supervisees whose
supervisor is deleted from the table.*/
declare cur_supervisee
for select empno

cursor

from employee

where ssn = ©empno
open cur_supervisee

fetch next from cur_supervisee into ©supervisee
while (©@fetch_status <> -1 )
begin

/♦ Keep the information of supervisees whose

supervisor is deleted in to the suprvisor_aud audit table. ♦/
insert into supervisor_aud
values (©empno,
©supervisee, getdateO)
fetch next from cur_supervisee into
©supervisee
end /*while*/

deallocate cur_supervisee
/♦ Update the supervisor ssn to null. ♦/
update employee
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set ssn = null

where ssn = @empno
end

/* If an employee, a manager of department, is deleted
from the EMPLOYEE table, the department's manager mgrssn in the
DEPARTMENT table will be set to null. */
if exists
(select *

from department dept
where dept.mgrssn = @empno)
begin

/* Cursor keeps the information of the department
when the manager of department is deleted. */
declare cur_manager cursor
for select dno, dname
from department
where mgrssn = @empno
open cur_manager

fetch next from cur_manager into @dno, @dname
while (®@fetch_status <> -1)
begin

/*keep the information of the department's

manager in the manager_aud audit table when a deleted employee is a
manager. */

insert into manager_aud
values(@empno, @dno, @dname, getdate())
fetch next from cur_manager into @dno, @dname
end /*while*/

deallocate cur_manager
/* Update the manager of department to null. */
update department
set mgrssn = null
where mgrssn = Sempno
end

/* When an employee is deleted from the EMPLOYEE table,
all employee work records in the WORKS_ON tables are also deleted. */
if exists

(select * from works_on

where empno = ©empno)

begin
delete from works_on
where empno = @empno
end

fetch next from cur_del_emp into ©empno
end /*end while*/

deallocate cur_del_emp
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/♦Trigger for an insert operation on the EMPLOYEE table. */
CREATE TRIGGER [ins_enip_trgl] ON [EMPLOYEE]
FOR INSERT
AS

declare

@empno varchar(ll),

Scountt int

select @empno = i.empno
from inserted i

/* Check a primary key constraint on the employee number
field.*/

/* Display an error message if an employee number is null. */
if @empno is NULL
begin
raiserror(50100, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Display an error message if an employee number is not unique.
*/
else

begin
select ©countt = count(*)
from employee
where empno= @empno
if

@countt > 1

begin

raiserror(50106, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end

/* end else */

/* Check a not null constraint on the employee's first name. */
/* Display an error message if the first name of employee is
null.

*/

declare @fname

varchar(ll)

select @fname = i.fname
from inserted i

if @fname is NULL
begin

raiserror(50101, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a not null constraint on the employee's last name. */
/* Display an error message if the last name of employee is
null.

*/

declare @lname

varchar(ll)

select Slname = i.Iname
from inserted i

if @Iname is NULL

begin
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raiserror(50102, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a not null constraint on the employee's birth date. */

/* Display an error message if the birth date of employee is
null. */

declare Qbdate

varchar(ll)

select @bdate = i.bdate
from inserted i

if @bdate is NULL

begin

raiserror(50103, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a user-defined constraint: the age of employee
must be between 18 and 65. */
declare @age int

select @age = datediff(year,i. bdate, getdateO)
from inserted i

if (@age <18) or (Sage > 65)
begin

raiserror(50119, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a not null constraint on the employee's address. */

/* Display an error message if the address of employee is null.
*/

declare Saddress varchar(ll)
select Saddress = i.address
from inserted i

if Saddress is NULL
begin

raiserror(50104, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a check constraint: sex must be either 'M' male or 'F'
female. */

declare Ssex char(l)
select Ssex = i.sex
from inserted

i

if (Ssex is not NULL)
begin

if ((upper(Ssex) != 'F' ) and (upper(Ssex) != 'M'))
begin

raiserror(50107, 15, 1)
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rollback tran
return

end
end

/* Check a foreign key constraint: the supervisor ssn must be an
existing employee. */

/* Display an error message if the inserted supervisor is not an
employee in the EMPLOYEE table. */
declare @ssn varchar(ll)
select @ssn = i.ssn
from inserted

i

if (@ssn is not NULL) and exists {

select 'true'

from inserted i

left join employee e
on e.empno = i.ssn

where e.empno is

NULL )

begin

raiserror(50110, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a foreign key constraint: the department in the
EMPLOYEE table must exist in the DEPARTMENT table.*/

/* Display an error message if the inserted department is not an
existing department. */
declare @dno int
select @dno = i.dno
from inserted

i

if (@dno is not NULL) and exists (

select 'true'

from inserted i

left join department dept
on dept.dno = i.dno

where dept.dno is

NULL )

begin

raiserror(50111, 15, 1]
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a not null constraint on the employee's salary. */
/* Display an error message if the salary of employee is null.
declare Snewsal money

select @newsal = i.salary
from inserted i

if @newsal is NULL
begin

raiserror(50105, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
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/* Check a check constraint: the salary of employee cannot be
less than zero. */
if @newsal < 0

begin

raiserror(50108, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a user-defined constraint: the supervisee cannot have a
higher salary than his/her supervisor. */
declare ©ssnsal money,
©mgrssnsal money

select @ssnsal = s.salary
from inserted i, employee s
where i.ssn = s.empno
if @newsal > @ssnsal

begin

raiserror(50116, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a user-defined constraint: an employee cannot have a
higher salary a manager of department. */
else

begin

select ©mgrssnsal = salary
from employee

where empno in (select mgrssn
from inserted i, department d
where i.dno = d.dno);

if @newsal > Smgrssnsal
begin

raiserror(50115, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
end
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/♦Trigger for an update operation on the EMPLOYEE table. */
CREATE TRIGGER [upd_emp_trgl] ON [EMPLOYEE]
FOR UPDATE
AS

declare

@empno varchar(ll) ,
@old_empno varchar(ll),

Scountt int,
@num_updated int

/♦Determine how many rows are updated. ♦/
select @num_updated = @@rowcount
if @num_updated = 0
return

/♦ Update the employee number ♦/
if update(empno)
begin

/♦ Check a primary key constraint: an employee number
cannot be updated to a null value. ♦/
select @empno = i.empno
from inserted i

if ©empno is NULL
begin

raiserror(50100, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/♦ Check a primary key constraint: an employee number
cannot be updated to an existing one. ♦/
select ©countt = count(♦)
from employee
where empno = ©empno
if

©countt > 1

begin

raiserror(50106, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/♦ If this employee is a supervisor ssn, then update the
supervisor ssn to a new value. ♦/
select ©old_empno = d.empno
from deleted d

if exists (select ♦ from employee where ssn = ©old_empno)
begin
update employee
set ssn = i.empno
from employee e, inserted i, deleted d
where d.empno = e.ssn
end

/♦ If this employee is a manager mgrssn of department,
then update the manager of department to a new value. ♦/
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if exists (select * from department where mgrssn =
@old_empno)
begin
update department
set mgrssn = i.empno
from department dept, inserted i, deleted d
where dept.mgrssn = d.empno
end

/* If this employee works on projects, then update
employee number in the WORKS_ON table.*/

if exists (select * from works_on where empno =
@old_empno)
begin
update works_on
set empno = i.empno
from works_on w, inserted i, deleted d
where d.empno = w.empno
end

end /* Update employee number */

/* Update the first name of employee. */
if update(fname)
begin

/* Check a not null constraint: display an error message
if the first name is updated to a null value. */
declare @fname varchar(20)
select @fname = i.fname
from inserted i
if @fname is NULL

begin

raiserror(50101, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update the first name of employee. */
/* Update the last name of employee. */
if update(Iname)
begin

/* Check a not null constraint: display an error message
if the last name is updated to a null value. */
declare @lname varchar(20)
select @lname = i.Iname
from inserted i
if @lname is NULL

begin
raiserror(50102, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update the last name of employee. */
/* Update the birthdate of employee. */
if update(bdate)
begin
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/* Check a not null constraint: display an error message
if the birth date is updated to a null value. '^/
declare @empbdate varchar(20)
select ©empbdate = i.bdate
from inserted i

if @empbdate is NULL
begin
raiserror(50103, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a user-defined constraint: the age of
employee ir^ust be between 18 and 65. */
declare ©age int

select ©age = datediff(year,i. bdate, getdate())
from inserted i

if (©age <18) or (©age >65)
begin

raiserror(50119, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update the birth date of employee. */
/* Update the address of employee. */
if update(address)
begin

/* Check a not null constraint: display an error message
if the address is updated to a null value. */
declare ©address varchar(20)
select ©address = i.address
from inserted i

if ©address is NULL

begin

raiserror(50104, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update the address of employee. */
/^Update the sex attribute. */
if update(sex)
begin

/* Check the gender of employee: display an error message
if the sex of employee is not updated.to 'F' or 'M'. */
declare ©sex char(l)
select ©sex = i.sex
from inserted

i

if (©sex is not NULL)
begin

if ((upper(©sex) != 'F' ) and (upper(©sex)
begin

raiserror(50107, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return
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I=

•M'

end
end

end /*Updating sex */
/* Update the supervisor ssn. */
if update(ssn)
begin

/* Check a foreign key constraint: the supervisor
ssn must be updated to an existing employee. */
declare @ssn varchar(ll)
select @ssn = i.ssn
from inserted i

if (@ssn is not NULL) and exists (

select 'true'

from inserted i

left join employee e
on e.empno = i.ssn
where e.empno is NULL )
begin

raiserror(50110, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update the ssn */

/* Update the department number dno. */
if update(dno)
begin

/* Check a foreign key constraint: the department must be
updated to an existing department in the DEPARTMENT table. */
declare @dno int
select @dno = i.dno
from inserted i

if (@dno is not NULL) and exists (

select 'true'

from inserted i

left join department dept
on i.dno = dept.dno
where dept.dno is NULL )
begin

raiserror(50111, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update the dno. */

/* Update the salary. */
if update(salary)
begin

declare ©newsal money,
Ooldsal money,

@ssnsal money,
/*the supervisor's salary. */
Smgrssnsal money,
/*the manager's salary. */
©bdate datetime,
©sal money

/* Check a not null constraint: the employee's salary
cannot be updated to a null value. */

select ©sal = i.salary
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from inserted i
if @sal is NULL

begin

raiserror(50105, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a check constraint: the salary of employee cannot
be less th an zero. */

if @sal <0

begin

raiserror(50108, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/*Cursor keeps the information of updating the salary of
employees. */
declare cur_upd_sal cursor

for select i.empno, i.salary, d.salary, i.bdate
from inserted i inner join deleted d
on i.empno = d.empno
open cur_upd_sal

fetch next from cur_upd_sal into ©empno, ©newsal, ©oldsal.
@bdate

while (©©fetch_status <> -1 )
begin

/* Check a user-defined constraint: the employee,

who is more than 60 years old, cannot get a raise in salary. */
if datediff(year,: ©bdate, getdate()) > 60
begin

raiserror(50118, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a user-defined constraint: the salary of
employee. not manager, cannot be increased by more than 15%. */

if (©newsal > (©oldsal * 1.15 )) and
not exists (select 'true'
from employee
where ©empno in

(select distinct(mgrssn)
from department) )

begin
raiserror(50117, 15, 1)
rollback tran

deallocate cur_upd_sal
return

end
else

begin
/* Check a user-defined constraint: a

supervisde cannot have a higher salary than his/her supervisor. */
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select ©ssnsal = s.salary
from inserted i, employee s
where i.ssn = s.empno
if @newsal > @ssnsal

begin

raiserror(50116, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
else

begin
/* Check a user-defined constraint: an

employee cannot have a higher salary than the manager of department.
*/

select ©mgrssnsal
= salary

from employee
where empno in (select mgrssn
from inserted i, department d
where i.dno = d.dno);

if ©newsal > ©mgrssnsal
begin

raiserror(50115, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
end
end

/* Keep an update of salary in the emp_sal_aud audit table.*/
insert into emp_sal_aud

values(©empno, ©oldsal, ©newsal, getdateO);

fetch next from cur_upd_sal into ©empno, ©newsal, ©oldsal,
©bdate

end /*while*/

deallocate cur_upd_sal
end /*update the salary */
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LOCATION

/★Trigger for an insert operation on the LOCATION table. */
CREATE TRIGGER :[ins_loc_trgl] ON [LOCATION]
FOR INSERT

as;

decl^-re
@dno int,
@dloc varchar (30),
@countt int

select @dno = i.dno
from inserted i
select @dloc = i.dlocation
from inserted i

/* Check a not null constraint on the primary key values: the
number and department location cannot be NULL. */
if (@dno is NULL ) or (ddloc is NULL)

department

begin:

raiserror(50203, 15, 1)
rollback tran ;
return

end
/* C
Iheck a foreign key constraint: a department must exist in
the DEPARTMENT table. */
,
,
/* Display an error message if the department number is not an

existing c.epartment. */

if (@dno is not NULL) and exists (

select 'true'

from inserted i
left join department dept

'

on dept.dno = i.dno

where dept.dno is

NULL )

begin

raiserror(50206, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

'

'

'

end

/* Check a primary key constraint on both department number and
department location. */

select ©countt = count(*)
from location 1

where
if

beg

©dno = 1.dno and ©dloc = 1.dlocation

©countt > 1
,n :'

.

raiserror(50251, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
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/♦Trigger for an update operation on the LOCATION table. */
CREATE TRIGGER [upd_loc_trgl] ON [LOCATION]
FOR

UPDATE

AS

declare
@dno int, @dloc varchar (30) ,
@num_updated int, Ocountt int,
©counttl int, @countt2 int
select @dloc = i.dlocation
from inserted i
select @dno = i.dno
from inserted i

/♦Determine how many rows are updated. ♦/
select @num_updated = @@rowcount
if @num_updated = 0
return

/♦ Update the department number. ♦/
if update(dno)
begin
declare ©count int

select ©count = count(♦)

from inserted

/♦ Check a not null constraint on the primary key value. ♦/

/♦ Display an error message if the department number is updated
to a null value. ♦/
select ©dno = i.dno
from inserted i
if ©dno is NULL

begin

raiserror(50200, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/♦ Check a foreign key constraint: a department must exist
in the DEPARTMENT table. ♦/

/♦ Display an error message if the department is not
updated to an existing one. ♦/

if (@dno is not NULL) and exists (

select 'true'

from inserted i

left join department dept
on dept.dno = i.dno

where dept.dno is

NULL )

begin

raiserror(50206, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/♦ Check a primary key constraint on both department
number and department location when update a department number.♦/
select ©counttl = count(distinct(1.dlocation))
from location 1 inner join inserted i
on 1.dno = i.dno

select @countt2 = count(1.dlocation)
from location 1 inner join inserted i
on 1.dno = i.dno
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if (@count * ©counttl) <> ©countt2
b^'gin.

raiserror(50251, 15, 1)

^

rollback tran
return.

end;
end

-

^

/* Update department number. */ ;

/* UJpdate the department
if u
jpdate(dlbcation)

begi
in

location. */;

:

..

.

/* Check a not null constraint on the primary key value.*/
/* Display an error message if the department location is .
updated to a hull value. */
select @dloc = i.dlocation
from inserted i
if @dloc is NULL

begin

1

raiserror(50250, 15, 1). ^
rollback tran
return

\:. '-

end

/* Check a primary key constraint on both department and
location When update a department location. */
select ©counttl = count(distinct(l.dno))
from location 1 inner join inserted i
on 1.dlocation = i.dlocation

select @countt2 = count(1.dlocation)
from location 1 inner join inserted i
on 1.dlocation = i.dlocation

if Scounttl <> @countt2
begin

1

raiserror(50251, 15, 1)
rollback tran

return

end
end

' 'Iv '

111;. !■ T

'0";

/* Updating department location */

/*c;leck

a primary key constraint when updating both department

number ah<
i department

location. */

update(dno) or update(dlocation)
begin,
■ ■ ■•select @countt = count(*)

if

from location 1

where
@dno = 1.dno
and
@dloc = 1.dlocation
if

©countt > 1

'begin

raiserror(50251, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end ■ ' ■

. ,

enc
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PROJECT:

/* Trigger for a delete operation on the PROJECT table.*/
CREATE TRIGGER [del_proj_trgl] ON [PROJECT]
FOR DELETE
AS

declare Spnum int.
@pname varchar(30),
@dno int,
@dname varchar(40),
©mgrssn varchar(11),
@num_del int

/*Determint how many rows are deleted. */
select @num_del = @@rowcount
if ®num_del = 0
return

/*Cursor keeps the information of the deleted projects. */
declare cur del oroi cursor

for select d.pnumber, d.pname, d.dno
from deleted d

open cur_del_proj

fetch next from cur_del_proj into @pnum, @pname, @dno
while

(@@fetch_status <> -1 )

begin

/* If the deleted project has employees working on it,
delete work records of this project. */
if exists

(select *

from works_on where pnumber = @pnum)

begin
delete from works_on

where pnumber = @pnum
end

/* Keep the deleted project information in the project_aud
audit table. */

select @dname = dname from department where dno = @dno
select @mgrssn = mgrssn from department where dno = @dno
insert into project_aud

values(@pnum, @pname, @dno, @dname, ©mgrssn, getdateO);
fetch next from cur del proj into @pnum, @pname, @dno
end /*while*/

deallocate cur_del_proj
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/* Trigger for an insert operation on the PROJECT table.*/
CREATE TRIGGER [ins_proj_trgl] ON [PROJECT]
FOR INSERT
AS

declare
@pnum int,
©pname varchar(30),
©countt int

select @pnum = i.pnumber
from inserted i

/* Check a primary key constraint on the project number field.

/* Display an error message if a project number is null. */
if Opnum is NULL
begin

raiserror(50401, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end .

else

begin

/* Display an error message if the project number is not
unique. */

select @countt = count(*)
from project
where pnumber = ©pnum
if ©countt >1

begin

raiserror(50402, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end

/* Check not null and unique key constraints on the project
name.

*/

/* Display an error message if the project name is null. */
sel

ict Opname = i.pname

from inserted i

if ©pname is null
begin

raiserror(50406, 15,1)
rollback tran
return

end

/*Display

an error message if the name of project is

duplicated.*/
sel
Lect @countt = count(*)
from project

where upper(pname) = upper(©pname)
if Ocountt > 1
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begin

raiserror(50403, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check constraints on the department number field. */
declare @dno int
select @dno = i.dno
from inserted

i

/* Check a not null constraint: a project must be controlled by
a department. It cannot be null. */
If @dno is null

begin

raiserror(50404, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
else

begin

/* Check a foreign key constraint: a department must exist
in the DEPARTMENT table. */

/* Display an error message if an inserted department does
not exist in the DEPARTMENT table. */

if (@dno is not NULL) and exists (
from inserted i

left join department dept
on i.dno = dept.dno
where dept.dno is NULL )
begin

raiserror(50405, 15, 1)
rollback tran
end
end
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select 'true'

/♦Trigger for an update operation on the PROJECT table.*/
CREATE TRIGGER [upd_proj_trgl] ON [PROJECT]
FOR UPDATE
AS

declare
Qpnum int, @old_pnum int,
Scountt int, @nuin_updated int

/♦Determine how many rows are updated. ♦/
select @num_updated = @@rowcount
if @num_updated = 0
return

/♦ Update the project number ♦/
if update(pnumber)
begin

/♦ Check a primary key constraint on the project number field.
♦/

/♦ Display an error message if this project number is updated to
a null value.

♦/

select @pnum = i.pnumber
from inserted i

if @pnum is NULL
begin
raiserror(50401, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/♦ Display an error message if this project number is
updated to an existing one. ♦/
select Ocountt = count(♦)
from project
where pnumber = @pnum
if

Ocountt > 1

begin

raiserror(50402, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/♦ If this project has employees working on it, update
work records in the WORKS_ON table.*/
select @old_pnum = d.pnumber
from deleted d

if exists (select *

from works_on where pnumber =

@old_pnum)
begin
update works_on

set pnumber = i.pnumber
from works_on w, inserted i, deleted d
where d.pnumber = w.pnumber
end

end /♦ Updating project number. ♦/
/♦ Update the project name. ♦/
if update(pname)
begin

/♦ Check not null and unique key constraints on the project name.
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*/

/* Display an error message if the project name is updated to
null. */

declare @pname varchar(30)
select @pname = i.pname
from inserted i

if @pname is null
begin

raiserror(50406, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Display an error message if the name of project is
updated to an existing project's name.*/
select Scountt = count(*)
from project
where upper(pname) = upper(@pname)
if Ocountt > 1

begin

raiserror(50403, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update the project name. */
/* Update the department number. */
if update(dno)
begin
declare ®dno int
select @dno = i.dno
from inserted

i

/* Check a constraint: a project must be controlled by a
department. */
if @dno is null

begin

raiserror(50404, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
else

begin

/* Check a foreign key constraint: A department number
must be updated to an existing department. */
if (@dno is not NULL) and exists ( select 'true'
from inserted i

left join department dept
on i.dno = dept.dno
where dept.dno is NULL )
begin

raiserror(50405, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
end

end /* Update the department number. */
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WORKS_ON:

/*Trigger executed when inserting data in WORKS_ON table.*/
CREATE TRIGGER [ins_works_on_trgl] ON [WORKS_ON]
FOR INSERT
AS

declare
@empno varchar(ll),
@pnum int,
@countt int

select @empno = i.empno
from inserted i

select @pnum = i.pnumber
from inserted i

/* The composite key, empno and pnumber, cannot be NULL. */
if (@empno is NULL ) or (@pnum is NULL)
begin

raiserror(50304, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Foreign key, the empno attribute, must be in EMPLOYEE parent
table. */

if (Sempno is not NULL) and exists {

select 'true'

from inserted i

left join employee e
on e.empno = i.empno
where e.empno is NULL )
begin

raiserror(50300, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Foreign key, the pnumber attribute, must be in PROJECT parent
table. */

if (@pnum is not NULL) and exists (

select 'true'

from inserted i

left join project p
on i.pnumber = p.pnumber
where p.pnumber is NULL )
begin

raiserror(50301, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Both empno and pniimber must be unique. */
select @countt = count(*)
from works_on w

where
@empno = w.empno
and
@pnum = w.pnumber
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if

Scountt > 1

begin
raiserror(50302, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Display error message if the hour is less than zero. */
declare ©hours real
select ©hours = i.hours
from inserted i
if ©hours < 0

begin

raiserror(50305, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* An employee, not a manager, cannnot work more than 10
projects. */
select ©countt = count(*)
from works_on w

where ©empno = w.empno
group by w.empno

if (©countt > 10 ) and not exists
(select 'true'
from department dept
where dept. mgrssn = ©empno)
begin

raiserror(50303, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
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/*Trigger for an update operation on the WORKS_ON table.VV

CREATE TRI|GGER [upd_works_on_trgl] ON [WORKS_ON]
vEOR-Ut
■;ASdecl
Lare

@empno varchar(11) ,
(ipnum int,.
, • @num_updated int,
@countt int,
@counttT int,
@countt2 V int

/'^beitermine how many rows are updated. */;
select @nurri^i;pdated =
if ©nuti_update
'

= 0

xeturn

/

dedlare @count int

select ©count = count(*)

from inserted

select @empno=i.empno
from inserted i

/
:

L

select (ipnum ; =. i.pnumber
from inserted i

/*^pdate the employee numberv */

V

if update(empno) ;
begin ■;

^

/i

' ' '

• . 'vi

/* Check a not null constraint on the primary key value.
if @empno is NULL
begin

v

raiserror(50100, 15, 1)
■ rollback-.. -tran-z.
return

end

/* Check a foreign key constraint: an employee must exist
in the EMPLOYEE table.*/

/* Display an error message if this employee is not
updated t D an existing employee. */

if (@empno is not NULL) and exists (

select 'true'

from inserted i

left join employee e
on e.empno = i.empno
where e.empno is

NULL )

begin

raiserror(50300, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

select @counttl = count(w.pnumber)
from works^onzw inner join inserted i
on w.empno = i.empno

,

select @countt2= count(distinct(w.pnumberj) V
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i

/

from works_on w inner join inserted i
on w.empno = i.empno

if

Ocounttl <> ( @countt2 * ©countt)

begin

raiserror(50302, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

select ©countt = count(*)
from works_on w

where

©empno = w.empno
and ©pnum = w.pnumber

if

©countt > 1

begin

raiserror(50302, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Updating employee number */
/* Updating the project number */
if update(pnumber)
begin

select ©pnum = i.pnumber
from inserted i

/* Display an error message if the project number is
updated to a null value. */

if ©pnum is NULL
begin

raiserror(50401, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a foreign key constraint: a project must exist in
the PROJECT table. */

/* Display an error message if the project number is not
updated to an existing project. */
if (©pnum is not NULL) and exists ( select 'true'
from inserted i

left join project p
on i.pnumber = p.pnumber
where p.pnumber is NULL )
begin
raiserror(50301, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Check a primary key constraint on both project number
and employee number when project number is updated. */
select ©counttl = count(empno)
from works on
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where pnumber = @pnum

select @countt2 = count(distinct(empno))
from works_on

where pnumber = Spnum
if @counttl <> @countt2

begin

raiserror(50302, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

select @empno = i.empno
from inserted i

select @countt = count(*)
from works_on w

where

if

@empno = w.empno
and ®pnum = w.pnumber

©countt > 1

begin

raiserror(50302, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update project number */

/* Check a primary constraint on both employee number and
project number when both attributes are updated. */
if update(empno) or update(pnumber)
begin
select ©countt = count(*)
from works_on w

where

@empno = w.empno
and Spnum = w.pnumber

if

@countt > 1

begin

raiserror(50302, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end

/* Check a user-defined constraint: an employee, not a manager
of department, cannot work more than 10 projects. */
select @empno = i.empno
from inserted i

select @countt = count(*)
from works_on w
where @empno = w.empno

if (@countt > 10 ) and not exists
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(select 'true'

from department dept
where dept. mgrssn = @empno)
begin

raiserror(50303, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/* Update employee work hours */
if update(hours)
begin

/* Check a constraint on hours: an employee work hours
cannot be less than zero. */
declare ©hours real
select ©hours = i.hours
from inserted i

if ©hours < 0

begin

raiserror(50305, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /*Update employee work hours. */
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EMPEOYEE

/*Trigger for an inseft , operation on,'the" EMPLOYEE table.*/,
CREATE TRIGGER

[xns_en©_tr32] : 0N [EMEEoY^

'

FOR INSERI
AS

dec!are
@empno varchar(11)
:
X heck a user-defined constraint: The supervisee cannot have a
higher sal ary than his/her supervisor. */
dec!are ©ssnsal money,
©newsa1 money,

©mgrssnsal money

'

select ©newsal = i.salary
from inserted i

select ©ssnsal = s.salary
from inserted i, employee s
whei'e i.ssn = s.empno
if ©newsal > ©ssnsal

begin

raiserror(50116, 15, 1)
rollback tran

:

end
else

begin

;/* An employee cannot have a higher salary than the
manager of department. */

select ©mgrssnsal = salary
from employee
where empno in (select mgrssn

from inserted i, department d
where i.dno = d.dno);

if ©newsal > ©mgrssnsal
begin

.

raiserror(50115, 15, 1)
rpllback tran

i

return

end

:

end

Check a user-defined constraint: the age of employee must be
between 15 and 65. */

^

declare ©age int

r... ;

^

select ©age = datediff(year,i. bdate, getdate())
from inserted i • '

V:'

(©age <18) or (©age > 65)
begin

raiserror(50119, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
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/♦Trigger for an update operation on the EMPLOYEE table.*/
CREATE TRIGGER [upd_enip_trg2] ON [EMPLOYEE]
FOR UPDATE
AS

declare

@empno varchar(ll),

©countt int,
@nuin_updated int,

@old_empno varchar{11)

/♦Determine how many rows are updated. ♦/
select @num_updated = @@rowcount
if @num_updated = 0
return

/♦ Update the salary. ♦/
if update(salary)
begin

declare @newsal money,
Soldsal money,

@ssnsal money,
/♦the salary of supervisor. ♦/
©mgrssnsal money, /♦the salary of the department's
manager. ♦/
@bdate datetime

/♦Cursor keeps the information about an update on the
salary of employees. ♦/
declare cur_upd_sal cursor

for select i.empno, i.salary, d.salary, i.bdate
from inserted i inner join deleted d
on i.empno = d.empno
open cur_upd_sal

fetch next from cur_upd_sal into ©empno, ©newsal, ©oldsal.
@bdate

while (@@fetch_status <> -1 )
begin

/♦The age of employee who is more than 60 not get a raise
in salary. ♦/

if datediff (year, ©bdate, getdateO) > 60
begin

raiserror(50118, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

/♦ The salary of employee, not manager, cannot be
increased by more than 15%. ♦/

if (©newsal > (@oldsal ♦ 1.15 )) and
not exists (select 'true'

from employee
where ©empno in (select

distinct(ssn) from employee) )
begin

raiserror(50117, 15, 1)
rollback tran

deallocate cur_upd_sal
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return

end

else

/* Supervisee cannot have a higher salary than

his/her supervisor. */
begin

: /

select @ssnsal = s.salary
from inserted i, employee s
where i.ssn = s.empno
if @newsal > @ssnsal

begin

raiserror(50116, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

,

else

begin

/* An employee cannot have a higher salary
than the manager of department.*/
select Omgrssnsal = salary
from employee

where empno in (select mgrssn
from inserted i, department d
where i.dno = d.dno);

if Onewsal > Omgrssnsal
begin

raiserror(50115, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end
end

/* Keep an update salary of employee to the emp_sal_aud
audit table.*/

insert into emp_sal_aud

values(@empno, ©oldsal, @newsal, getdate());

fetch next from cur_upd_sal into ©empno, ©newsal, ©oldsal.
Obdate

end /*while*/

deallocate cur_upd_sal
end /*update the salary */

/*Update the age of employee.*/
if update(bdate)

begin /* The age of employee must be between 18 and 65. */
declare ©age int

select ©age = datediff(year,i. bdate, getdate())
from inserted i

if (©age <18) or (©age >65)
begin

raiserror(50119, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end

end /* Update the birth date.*/
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WORKS_ON:

/* Trigger for an insert an employee work record into the WORKS_ON
table. */

CREATE TRIGGER [ins_works_oii_trg2] ON [WORKS_ON]
FOR INSERT
AS

declare

@empno varchar{ll),

@pnum int,
@countt int

select @empno = i.empno
from inserted i

select Spnum = i.pnumber
from inserted i

/*Check an employee, not a manager, cannot work more than 10
projects. */
select @countt = count(*)
from works_on w

where @empno = w.empno
group by w.empno

if (Scountt > 10 ) and not exists

(select 'true'

from department dept
where dept. mgrssn = gempno)
begin

raiserror(50303, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
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/* Trigger for an update on employee work record in the WORKS_ON
table. */

CREATE TRIGGER [upd_works_on_trg2] ON [WORKS_ON]
FOR UPDATE
AS

declare

@empno varchar{ll),

@num_updated int,
©countt int

/*Determine how many rows are updated. */
select @num_updated = @@rowcount
if ®num_updated = 0
return

/* An employee, not a manager of department, cannot work more
than 10 projects. */
select @empno = i.empno
from inserted i

select ©countt = count(*)
from works_on w

where @empno = w.empno
group by w.empno

if {©countt > 10 ) and not exists
(select 'true'
from department dept
where dept. mgrssn = ©empno)
begin

raiserror(50303, 15, 1)
rollback tran
return

end
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The COMPANYl Database Source Code in ORACLE 8
TRIGGERS:

DEPARTMENT:

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl
BEFORE DELETE ON "COMPANYl

DEPT_BDS"

"DEPARTMENT"

begin

del_dno_tab_pkg.clear_table;
end dept_bds;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl

"DEPT_ADR"

AFTER DELETE ON "COMPANYl "DEPARTMENT"
REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

begin

dept_cons_pkg.dept_del(:old.dno, :old.dname);

del_dno_tab_pkg.insert_value(:new.dno, :old.dno, :old.dname);
end dept_adr;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."DEPT_ADS"
AFTER DELETE ON "COMPANYl

"DEPARTMENT"

declare

rec del_dno_tab_pkg.rec_type;
countt int;

begin

del_dno_tab_pkg.set_iterator;

while del_dno_tab_pkg.more_in_table loop
rec := del_dno_tab_pkg.next_rec;
-- Delete a default department is not allowed,
if rec.old_dno = 10 then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.default_dno,
proj_errors.default_dno_msg);
end if;

— If a deleted department controls projects, assign the
default department to those projects.
select count(*) into countt
from project
where dno = rec.old_dno;
if countt > 0 then

dept_cons_pkg.audit_proj(rec.old_dno, rec.old_dname);
update project
set dno = 10

where dno = rec.old_dno;
end if;
end loop;
exception
when no_data_found then
null;
end dept_ads;
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CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."DEFT^BIR"
BEFORE INSERT ON "COMPANY!"."DEPARTMENT"

REFERENCIl^G OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

begin

dept_cons_pkg.enforce_pk_dno_ins(ihew.dno);
dept_cons_pkg.enforce_uk_dname_ins(:new.dname);
dept_cons_pkg.enfor.ce_fk_mgr_ins(:new.mgrssn);
_end- _dept_bir;

CREATE ORI REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANY!"."DEPT_BUS"
BEFORE UPDATE ON "COMPANY!","DEPARTMENT"

begin;-,.':

dept_tab__pkg.c!ear_tab!e;
end dept_bus;

. •

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANY!"."DEPT_AUR"
AFTER UPDATE OF; "DNAME", "DNO", "MGRSSN" ON "COMPANY!"."DEPARTMENT"
REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

:

'

, begin

: if updating ('dho') then

dept_tab_pkg.insert_value(mew.dno, ibid.dno, nu!!, nu!!);
:

dept__^tab_^kg.check_field := !;
e]ld■if;'^

:

.

if updating ( 'dname' ) then

dept_tab_pkg. insert_va!ue ( mew.dno,nu!!, nu!!, mew.dname) ;
dept_tab_pkg:check_fieid :=4;
end\if7

^

.£ updating ( 'mgrssn' )

■

' ■■V'

then

dept__tab_pkg. insert_va!ue (null, null, mew.mgrssn, nu!!) ;
:dept_tab_pkg.check_fie!d := 3;
end if;

end dept_aur;
CREATE OR

REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANY!"."DEPT_AUS"

AFTER UPD?^TE ON

"COMPANY!" . "DEPARTMENT"

begin

iept_tab__pkg. set_iterator;

fjhilB dept_tab_pkg.more_in_tab!e loop
if dept_tab_pkg.check_fie!d = ! then

dept_cons_jpkg. erifbrGe_pk_dno__upd(dept_tab_pkg.next_rec) ;
end if;

if dept_tab_pkg.check_field =3 then

dept_cons_pkg. enforce_fk_mgr_upd(dept_tab_pkg.next_rec) ;
end if;

if dept_tab_pkg.check_fieid = 4 then

dept__cons__pkg. enforce_uk_dname_upd(dept_tab_pkg.next_rec) ;
end if ;
nd loop;
end dept_aus;
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EMPLOYEE

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."EMP_BPS"
BEFORE DELETE QN 'VCOMPANyi"."EMPLOYEE"
begin

ssn__tab__pkg,clear_table;
end emp_bds;

CREATE OR

REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."EMP_ADR"

AFTER DELE'
TE ON "COMPANYl"."EMPLOYEE"
REFERENCINlG OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

begin
emp,
'_cons^kg.emp_del{:old.empno);

n_tab_pkg.insert_value(:new.empno, :old.empno);

ss

end emp_adr;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."EMP_ADS"
AFTER DELETE ON "COMPANYl"."EMPLOYEE"£
declare

rec ssn_tab_pkg.rec_type;
countt int;

begin
ssn_tab_pkg.set_iterator;

while ssn_tab_pkg.more_in_table loop
rec := ssn_tab__pkg.next_rec;

If a deleted employee is a supervisor, set the
supervisor of supervisees to null.
select count(*) into countt
from employee
where ssn = rec.old_ssn;

.

if countt > 0 then

emp_cons_pkg.audit_ssn(rec.old_ssn);
update employee
set ssn = null

where ssn = rec.old_ssn;
end if;
end loop;

exception

-i :

when no_data_found then

' null;"•

■. •

. .

■; ; ■ ■

end emp_ads;

CREATE OR

REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."EMP_BIR"

BEFORE INSERT ON

"COMPANYl"."EMPLOYEE"

REFERENCi;NG OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW

FOR EACH ROW

begin

emp_cons_pkg. enf orce_pk_empno__ins (:new. empno) ;
emp_cons_pkg.check_fname ( :new. fname) ;
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emp_cons_pkg.check_lname(:new.Iname);
emp_cons_pkg.check_bdat0(:new.bda10);
enp_cons_:pkg.,check_address(:new.address);

emp_cons_pkg.check_salary(:new.eiripno,. :new.salary, :new.ssn,
inew.dno); .

emp_cons_pkg.enforce_sex_ins(:new.sex);\
emp_cons_pkg.enforce_fk_ssn_ins(:new.ssn);
emp_cons_pkg.enforce_fk_^dno_ins( rnew.dno);
end emp_bir;

CREATE GR

REPLACE TRIGGER "CGMPANYl"."EMP_BUS"

befgre-up:DATE ON "CGMPANYl"."EMPLGYEE"

begin
emp_ tab_pkg.clear_table;

t:ab_pkg.clear_table;
end einp_bus;
ssn

CREATE GR REPLACE TRIGGER "CGMPANYl"."EMP^AUR"

AFTER UPDATE GF "ADDRESS", "BDATE", "DNG", "EMPNG", "FNAME", "LNAME".,
"SALARY", "SEX", "SSN" GN "CGMPANYl"."EMPLGYEE"
REFERENCING.GLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

..

^

begin

f updating ('empno') then

1

einp_tab_pkg.insert_value( mew.empno, :old.empno,null, null,
null, null, null, hull,null,

null,null);

-

emp_cons_j)kg.old_einpno := :old.empno;
emp__GOns__pkg.new_empnp := :new.empno;
emp_tab_pkg.check_field :=,1;
end if;

d.f upda;ting ('fname') then

emp_tab_pkg.insert_value(null, null, mew.fname,null, null,
null, null, null, null, null, null);
emp_tab_pkg.check_field := 2;
end if;

if updating ('Iname') then

I

emp_tabj>kg.insert_value(null, null, null, mew.Iname,

null, nuJ.l, null, null, null, null, null);
emp_tab_pkg.check_field := 3;
end if;

if updating ('bdate') then

emp_tab_pkg.insert_value(null, null, null, null, mew.bdate,
null, null> null, null, null, null);
emp_tab_pkg.check_field := 4;
end if;

if updating ('address') then

emp_tab_pkg.insert_value(null, null> null, null, null,
mew.address, null, null, null, null, null);
emp_tab_pkg.check_field := 5;
end if;
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if updating ('sex') then

einp_tab_pkg.insert_value(null, null, null, null, null, null,
mew.sex, null, null, null, null);
emp_tab_pkg.check_field := 6;
end if;

if updating ('salary') then

emp_tab_jpkg.insert_value( mew.empno, :old.empno, null, null,
mew.bdate, null, null, :new.salary, :old.salary, mew.ssn, mew.dno);
emp_tab_pkg.check_field := 7;
end if;

if updating ('ssn') then

emp_tab_pkg,insert_value(null, null, null, null, null, null,,
null, null, null, mew.ssn, null);
emp_tab_pkg.check_field := 8;
end if;
v v' "

r

; ,,

if updating('dno') then
; i .
emp_tab_pkg.insert_value(null, null, null, null, null, null,
null, nul!L, null, null, mew.dno);
einp_tab_^kg.check_field := 9;
>
end if;
end einp_aur;

CREATE OR

REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."EMP_AUS"

AFTER UPD.\TE ON

"COMPANYl"."EMPLOYEE"

declare
■'

ol

i_emp__ssn employee. empno%tYpe;

•!

Cursor keeps employees who have the same ssn as
the updated employee in EMPLOYEE table.
cursor get__ssn is
select empno ;

friom employee ,
wh ere

ssn =

emp_cons_pkg. oldmmpno;

begin
emp^tabjkg. set__iterator;

while emp_tab_pkg.more_in_table loop ;
-- check_^field =, 1: update empno field must be unique and
cannot be null.

,

■'

if emp_tab_pkg.check_field = 1 then

emp_cons_pkg. enforce_pk_empno_upd(emp_tab_jpkg.next_rec) ;
. end if;

.. V '

:

:

v ■

-- check_field = 2 : update fnaitie field cannot be null.
if emp_tab_pkg.check_field = 2 then
emp__cons_pkg.check_fname_upd (emp_tab_pkg.next_rec) ;
end if;

-- check_field;= 3: update Iname field cannot be null.
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if emp_tab_pkg.check_field = 3 then
emp_cons__pkg.check_lname_upd(emp_tab_^kg.next__rec);
; end if;

qheGk^field =4: update birth date field cannot be null,
if emp_tab_pkg.check_field = 4 then
emp_cons_pkg.check__bdate_upd(einp__tab__pkg.next_rec); •
, 'efid'.if

-- check_field = 5: update address field cannot be hull.

if bitip^tabL^kg.Gheck_^field = 5 then
emp_cons_pkg.check_address_upd(emp_tab_pkg.next_rec);

end if;

• - i'- ', '

;v

-- check_field = 6: update sex field can be either f or m.
if emp_tab_pkg.check_fieid = 6 then
einp_cons_pkg.enforce_sex_upd(emp_tab_pkg.next_rec);
end if;

•

•v

-- check_field = 7: update salary
if emp_tab_pkg.check_field = 7 then
emp_cons_pkg.enforce_sal_upd(einp__tab_pkg.next__rec);
end if;

— check = 8: update ssn field must be an employee in
EMPLOYEE table.

if emp_tab_pkg.check_field = ,8 then

;

ernp_conslpkg.enforce_fk_ssn_upd(emp_tab_pkg.next_rec);
end if;

check = 9: update dno field must be a department in
DEPARTMENT table.

if emp_tab_pkg.check_field = 9 then

emp_cons_pkg.enforce_ifk_dnb_upd(emp_tab_^kg.next_rec);
. end if; •
end loop;

,

,'"

Update ssn when the updating employee is also a supervisor«

if emp_cons_pkg.old_empno 1= emp_cpns_pkg.new_empno then
open get_ssn;

loop

i

fetch get_ssn into bld_emp__ssn;
. V

exit when get_ssn%ndtfound;
update employee
set ssn = emp_coris_jpkg.new_einpho

^ where ssn = emp__cons_pkg.old_einpno;
' end loop;
md if;
end emp_aus;

.
^
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^

,

LOCATION:

CREATE. OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."L0C_BIS"

BEFORE TNSERT ON "GOMPMyI V .> LOCATO
■begin^

} loc^tab^kg.clear^table;
end IogJdis.;:-.

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl" /'^LOC_Am^
AFTER INSERT ON "COMPANYl"."LOCATION"
REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

■ begin-

'

:

loc_tab_j)kg.insert.jv'alue mew.dno, nully :hew.dlocet£on,:^ ,

null);
end loc_air;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER ;" COMPANYl" " LOC__AIS "
" COMPANYl" . LOCATION"

AFTER INS ERT ON

begin
. ■!oc__tab__pkg. set_iterator;

,

,

while loc_tab_jpkg.more_in_table loop

loc_cons_pkg.enforce_pk_loc(loc_tab_pkg.next_rec) ;
end loop;
end loc_aIS;

CREATE OF REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."LOC_BUS"
"COMPANYl"."LOCATION"

BEFORE UP DATE ON

begin

,

loc_tabj)kg.clear_table;
end loc__bus

REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."LOC_AUR"

CREATE OF

BEFORE up:DATE OF

"DLOCATION",

"DNO" ON "COMPANYl"."LOCATION"

REFERENCi:NG OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

:

begin .

loG_tab_pkg.insert_value ( mew.dno, :old.dno, :new. dloGation,
:old.dloc ation) ;

end loG_aur;

CREATE OR

■

•.

REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl

AFTER UPDATE ON

■

LOC_AUS"

"COMPANYl"."LOCATION"

begin
OG_tab_pkg.set_iterator;

while loG_tab__pkg.more_in_table loop
loG_Gons_pkg. enf orGe_^k_loG (loq^tab_pkg.next_reG) ;
end loop;
end loG_

aus;
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/■/ 'y

PROJECT:
CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."PROJ_BDR"
BEFORE DELETE ON "COMPANYl
PROJECT"

reperenciAg old as old new as new
FOR EACH iow

begin

|
proj_cons_pkg.project_del(:old.pnumber, lold.pname,

:old.dno)

end proj_bdr;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."PROJ_BIR"
BEFORE INSERT ON "COMPANYl"."PROJECT"
REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

begin

proj_cons_pkg.enforce_pk_pnum_ins(:new.pnumber);
P--oj_cons_jpkg.enforce_uk_pnaine_ins(inew.pname);
proj_cons_pkg.enforce_fk_dno_ins(:new.dno);
end proj_bir;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."PROJ_BUS"
BEFORE UPDATE ON "COMPANYl"."PROJECT"

begin

proj_tab__pkg.clear_table;
end proj_bus;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."PROJ_AUR"
AFTER UPDATE OF "DNO", "PNAME", "PNUMBER" ON "COMPANYl"."PROJECT"
REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

begin

f updating ('pnumber') then

proj_tab_pkg.insert_value(:new.pnumber, :old.pnumber, null,
null)

proj_tab_pkg.check_field := 1;
end if;

■f updating ( 'dno' )

then

proj_tab_pkg.insert_value(null, null, mew.dno, null);
proj_tab_pkg.check_field := 3;
end if;

if updating ( 'pname' ) then

proj_tab_pkg.insert_value(null, null, null, rnew.pname) ;
proj_tab__pkg.check_field := 4;
end if;
end proj_aur;

CREATE OR

REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."PROJ_AUS"

AFTER UPDATE ON

"COMPANYl"."PROJECT"

begin

proj_tab_pkg.set_iterator;
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while proj_tab_pkg.more_in_table loop
if proj_tab_pkg.check_field = 1 then

proj_cons_pkg.enforce_pk_pnum_upd(proj_tab__pkg.next_rec);
end if;

if proj_tab_pkg.check_field = 3 then
proj_cons_pkg.enforce_fk_dno_upd(proj_tab_pkg.next_rec);
end if;

if proj_tab_pkg.check_field = 4 then

proj_cons_pkg.enforce_uk_pnaine_upd(proj_tab_pkg.next_rec);

I

end if;

end loop;
end proj_aus;
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WORKS^QK
CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGQER:^^;^

"."WORKS_ON_BIR"

BEFORE INSERT ON "CQMPANYl" vWORKS_ON"
REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

begin

works_on_cons_pkg.enforce_fk_empno(:new.empno);
works_on_cons_pkg.enforce_fk_pnum(:new.pnumber);
works_on_Gdhs_pkg.enfdrce^k_work_ips(:new.e^^
:new.pnumber);

works_on_Gons_pkgicheck_hours(:new.hours);

works_on_cons_pkg.enforce_work_ins(:new.empno, :new.pnumber);
end works_pn_bir;

REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANY!"."WORKS_i.OFL.BUS"
ON "COMPANY!"."WORKS_ON"

CREATE OR

BEFORE UPD.
)ATE

begin :

orks_on_tab_pkg.Glear_tab!e;
pn_^bus;

w<

end works

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANY!"."WORKS_ON_AUR"

BEFORE UPDATE OF "EMPNO"/ "PNUMBER" ON "COMPANY!"."WORKS_ON"
REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW

FOR EACH ROW

begin

;

j
works_on__tab_pkg.insert_value(:new.empno, ::old.empno,

:new,pnumber, :old..pnumber);
end wprks_on_aur;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANY!"."WORKS_ON__AUS"
AFTER UPDATE ON "COMPANY!"."WORKS_ON"
begin
:
works_on_tab__pkg.set_iterator;

i

w!iile works_on_tab_pkg.more__in__table loop ' ^
V works__on_Gons_pkg.enforce_pk__work__upd
(works_on_tab_pkg.next__reG);
end loop;
end works_on_aus;
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•

PROJECT.inforeplace TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."PROJECT_iNFO_DEL"
OF DELETE ON "COMPANYl
PROJECT_INFO"

CREATE OR
INSTEAD

counttl number;
count12 number;;

declare

begin

/* Check the deleted department is in DEPARTMENT table or
not.*/

select count(*) into counttl
from department
where dno = lold.dnp;
/

Check the deleted project is in the PROJECT table or not.*/

select count(*) into countt2
from project

where pnumber = :old.pnumber;

/* Delete the project that belongs the department. */
if (counttl >0) and (countt2 > 0)then
delete from project
where pnumber = :old.pnumber;
end if;
end project_info_del;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl
PROJECT_1NF0_1NS"
INSTEAD OF INSERT ON "COMPANYl
PROJECT_1NF0"
declare

counttl
countt2
counttB
counttl

number;
number;
number;
number;

dept_default department.mgrssn%type; .
begin

--Check constraints when insert the project number,
if :new.pnumber is null then

raise_application_error(project_errors.pnum_nn,
project_errprs.pnum_nn_msg );
else

-- Find the number of projects that have the same project
number

--as the inserted project,
select count(*) into countt2

from project

where pnumber = :new.pnumber;

-- Check a primary key constraint on the project number,
if countt2 = 0 then

-- Check a not null constraint when insert the name of

project.

if inew.pname is null then

raise_application_error(project_errors.pname„nn,
project^errors.pname_nn_msg);
else

-- Check a unique key constraint when insert the
name of project.
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select count(*) into countt4

from project

where upper(pname) = upper(:new.pnamej;
if countt4 > 0 then

raise_application_error{project_errors.pname_uk/
project_errors.pname__uk_msg);
end if;
end if;

else

,

^

--Display an error message if insert an existing
project.

[

raise_application_error(project_errors.proj_exists,

project_errors.proj_exists_msg);
end if;

end if; /* end checking project number. */
-- Check constraints on the department.
-- Display an error message if the department number is null,
if inew.dno is null then

raise_application_error(project_errors.proj_control_dno,

project_ejrrors.prbj_control_dno_msg);
.else

-- Find the number of departments that have the same
department number

-- as the inserted department.
select count(*) into counttl
from department

where dno = rnew.dnp;
-- Insert the new department into the DEPARTMENT table

-- and assign the default mananger, mgrssn = '999999999',
for the new department.
if counttl = 0 then

.

select count(*) into countt4
from department

where upper(dname) = upper(:new.dname);
— The name of new department cannot be the same as that
of an existing one.
if countt4 > 0 then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.dname_uk,
proj_errors.dname_uk_msg);
else

insert into department(dno, dname, mgrssn)
values(:new.dno, mew.dname, '999999999');
end if;
else

— Insert a project with an existing department, check
the name of department.

-- Find the number of department that has the same
department number
-- and department's name as the inserted one.
select count(*) into counttl

from department

where upper(dname) = upper(:new.dname)
and dno = rnew.dno;
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-- If insert an existing department, the name of
department can be omitted (null).
-- If the name of department is given, it must be the
same as an existing one.

if (countt3 = 0) and (inew.dname is not null) then
raise_application_error(project_errors.dno_exist,
project_errors.dno_exist_msg);
end if;
end if;

end if; /* end checking department.*/
insert into project(pnumber, pname, dno)
values(mew.pnumber, mew.pname, mew.dno);
end project_info_ins;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "COMPANYl"."PROJECT_1NF0_UPD"
INSTEAD OF UPDATE ON "COMPANYl
PROJECT_1NF0"
declare

counttl number;
countt2 number;

begin

if updating('pnumber') then

-- Display an error if update project number to a null value,
if mew.pnumber is null then

raise_application_error(project_errors.pnum_nn,
project_errors.pnum_nn_msg);
else

-- Display an error if update project number to an existing
one.

^

select count(pnumber) into counttl
from project

where pnumber = :new.pnumber;

-- If no violation occurs, update the project number in the
PROJECT table.

if counttl ,= 0 then

update project
set pnumber = mew.pnumber

where pnumber = :old.pnumber;
else

raise_application_error(project_errors.pnum_exist,
project_errors.pnum_exist_msg);

I

end if; ,

end if;
end

if; /* End of ; updating pnumber. */

if updating('pname') then
— Display an error if update a project name to a null value,
if :new.pname is null then

raise_application_error(project_errors.pname_nn,
project_errors.pname_nn_msg);
else

-- Display an error if update a project name to an exist
one.

select count(*) into counttl

from project
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where upper(pname) = upper(:new.pname);
if counttl = 0 then

update project
set pname = :new.pname

where pnumber = :old.pnumber;
else

raise_application_error(project_errors.pname_uk,
project_errors.pname_uk_msg);
end if;
end if;

end if;

/* End of updating pname. */

if updating('dno') then
if rnew.dno is null then

raise_application_error(project_errors.proj_control_dno,
project_errors.proj_control_dno_msg);
else

-- Check the department does exist,
select count(*) into countt2
from department
where dno = :new.dno;

-- Update the department that controls a project,
if countt2 > 0 then

update project
set dno = :new.dno

where pnumber = :old.pnumber;
else

-- Display an error message if the department is not
updated to an existing one.

raise_application_error(project_errors.proj_control_dno,
project_errors.proj_control_dno_msg);
end if;
end if;

end if;

/* End of updating dno. */

if updating('dname') then

raise_application_error(project_errors.dname_is_used,
project_errors.dname_is_used_msg);
end if;

end project_info_upd;
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ERROR PACKAGES:

/* Error package for the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables. */
CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE PROJ_ERRORS is
-- Error codes for EMPLOYEE table.

einpno_nn constant number := - 20100;

fname_nn constant number := -20101;
lname_nn constant number := -20102;
bdate_nn constant number := -20103;
address_nn constant number := -20104;
salary_nn constant number := -20105;
empno_uk constant number := -20106;
sex_ck constant number := -20107;
salary_ck constant number := -20108;
ssn_fk constant number := -20110;
dno_fk constant number := -20111;
sal_over_ssn number := -20116;

sal_higher_limit number := -20117;
sal_age_limit number := -20118;
age_limit number := -20119;
sal_over_mgr number := -20120;
-- Error messages for EMPLOYEE table.
empno_nn_msg varchar2(50) :=

'Employee number cannot be null.';
fname_nn_msg varchar2(50) :=
'Employee first name cannot be null.';
lname_nn_msg varchar2(50) :=
'Employee last name cannot be null.';
bdate_nn_msg varchar2(50) :=
'Employee birthdate cannot be null.';
address_nn_msg varchar2(50) :=
'Employee address cannot be null.';
salary_nn_msg varchar2(50) :=

'The salary of employee cannot be null.';
empno_uk_msg varchar2(50) not null :=

'Employee niimber must be unique.';
sex_ck_msg varchar2(100) not null :=

'The gender of employee can be either M male or F female.';
salary_ck_msg varchar2(50) not null :=

'The salary of employee cannot be less than zero.';
ssn_fk_msg varchar2(100) not null :=

'Supervisor must be an existing employee in EMPLOYEE table or null
value.';

dno_fk_msg varchar2(100) not null :=

'Department number must be an existing department in DEPARTMENT
table or null

sal_over_ssn_msg varchar2(100) not null :=

'The salary of employee cannot be higher than that of his/her
supervisor.';

sal_higher_limit_msg varchar2(70) not null :=

'The salary of an employee, not manager, cannot increase more than
15%.';

sal_age_limit_msg varchar2(70) not null :=

'Employee who is more than 60 years old cannot get a raise in
salary.';

age_limit_msg varchar2(70) not null :=
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'The a?e

of employee must be between 18 and 65 years old.';

sal__over :Tigr_jnsg varchar2{1001 hot nul
'The s alary

of err^loyee cahnot be higher than that- of the, manager

pf depart:ment.

t-- ,

t'. : y.

-- Error codes in DEPARTMEN'T table.

dno_nn constant number := -20130;
dno_uk constant number := -20131;
mgrssn_fk constant number := -20132; :

defaulttdno constant number := , -20133;
dname_uk constant number := -20134;
dname_nn constant number := -20135;

messages in DEPARTMENT table.

-- Error

/dno_nn_msg varchar2(50) not null :=
'Department number cannot be null.'
dno_uk_msg yarchar2(50) not null :=

'Department iiumber must be unique.
mgrssn_fk _jmsg varchar2(100) not null :=
'The m anager

of department must be an existing employee.';

default_d no_msg varchar2(100) not null :=
'A default;

department (department number = 10) cannot be deleted.

dname^uk msg yarchar2(50) not null::=
'The name of department already exists.';
dname_nn msg V"archar2(50) not null :=
'The n ame of department cannot be null.';
end proj_ errors.;.'

./* Error package for the LOCATION table. */

REPLACE PACKAGE loc_errors is
dlocation __nn constant number := -20500;

CREATE OR

dno dipc uk constant number := -20501;

dlocation_nn_^msg yarchar2(50) not null :=
''Ihe location of department cannot be hull.'

dno_dloc_luk_msg varchar2(100) not null :=
'The department and location must be unique,
end loc_errors;

package for the PROJECT table and PROJECT_INFO view. */

/* Error
CREATE OR

-- Error

REPLACE PACKAGE PROJECT_ERRORS is

.

codes in PROJECT table (-20400 to -20499)

onstant number := -20400;
pnum_uk onstant number := -20401;
proj_dno: fk constant number := -20402;
pname^uk cohstant number := -20403;
proj__control_dno number := -20404;
pname_nn constant number := -20405;
proj_exis ts cohstant number := -20406;
pnum_nn

-- Error messages in PROJECT table.
pnum__nn_msg varchar2(50) not null :
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^

'Project number- cannot, be null,
pnum__uk_msg varchar2(50) not null

'Project number ,mukt b#^ unique.';
proj_dno_fk_msg varchar2(100) not null :=

'A project: must be cobtrqlled by a department.';
pname_uk_msg varchar2(5Q

null;:=

'The: name of projedt already exists.';
proj_control_dno_msg varchar2(100) not null :

'A proliect

-

controlled by ari existing department.';

pname_jln_jmsg yarchar2(50) nob null :=
'The name of project cannot be null.';
proj_exists_msg varchar2(50) not null := :
'The project already exists in the table.
— Error codes for the PROJECT_INFO view.

dno_exist constant number := -20407;
pnum_exist constant number := -20408;
dname_is__used constant number := -20409;
-- Error

message in the PROJECT.^INFO view.

dno_exist:._msg varchar2(100) not null :=
. ; 'The d.
.apartment already exists.
different from that of an existing

The name of department cannot be
one.

pnum_exis b_msg varchar2(100) not null :=
'Project; number cannot be updated to an existing
dname_is, ised_msg varchar2(150) not null :=
'The n.
.ame

project.';

of department does not allow to update since some

projects may be controlled by that department.';
end proje t_errors; -

/* Error package for the WORKS_ON table. */
CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE WORKS_ON_ERRORS IS

— Error codes in WORKS_ON table (-20300 to -20399)
empno_fk constant number := -20300;
pnum_fk constant number := -20301;
empno_^num_uk constant number := -20302;

hours_ck constant number := -20303;
proj_limit constant number := -20304;
— Error message in WORKS_ON table.
empno_fk_msg varchar2(700) not null :=

'Employee number must be an employee in EMPLOYEE table.
pnum_fk_msg varchar2(70) not null :=

'Project number must be a project in PROJECT table.';
empno_pnum__uk_msg varchar2(70) not null :=;

'Employee and Project number must be unique.';
hours_ck_msg varchar2(70) not null :=
'Employee work hours cannot be less than zero'

proj_1imic^msg varchar2(70) not null :=

'Employee, not manager, cannot work more than 10 projects.';
end works_on_errors;
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;

PAGKAGES

DEPARTMENT:

REPLACE PACKAGE DEPT_:TAB^PKG is

CREATE OR

check_field number := 0;

-check which field is updated.

rec_type is record(
new_dno department.dno%type,

old_dno department.dno%type,
new_:iigrssn department.mgrssn%type,
, new^dname department.dname%type)
procedure clear_table;
procedure set_iterator;

.

function [nore_in_table return booleari;
function next_rec return rec_type;

insert_value(new_dno department.dno%type,

procedure

old__dno department.dno%type ^
new_mgrssn department.mgrssn%type,
new_dname department.dname%type);
end dept_ tabj>kg; ; —

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY DEPT_TAB_PKG is

type dno_tab_type is table of department.dno%type
index by binary_integer;
type mgrssn_tab_type is table of department.mgrssn%type
index by binary__integer;
type dnaire_tab_type is table of department.dname%type
index by binary_ihteger;
new_dno_-tab dno_tab_type;

old_dno. tab dno_tab_type; .
mgrssn_tab

mgrssn_tab__type;

dhame_tab dname_tab_type;
table_cou:nt number; /
table_it€ rator number := 0;
-- Procediure

procedure

clearntable: Clear the counter of table to zero.

elear_tabie is

begin
table__count
end clear _table;

0;

-- Procedure set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows
— after

manipulating to the table_iterator variable.

procedure set_iterator is

begin
table_iterator := table_count;
end set_iterator;

— Function more_in_table: Check data exists in the table.
function more_in_table return boolean is

begin
:

return

(tablel_iterator > 0)
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end more_in_table;

— Function next_rec: Return the data in the table,

function iiext_rec return rec_tYpe is rec rec_tYpe;
begin
rec.new_dno ;= new_dno_tab(table_iterator);
rec.old_dno := old_dno_tab(table_iterator);
rec.new_mgrssn := mgrssn_tab(table_iterator);
rec.new_dname := dname_tab(table_iterator);
table_iterator := table_iterator - 1;
return rec;

end next_rec;

— Procedure insert_value: Insert data into the table

procedure iiisert_value(new_dno department.dno%type,
old_dno department.dno%type,
new_mgrssn department.mgrssn%type,
new_dname department.dname%type) is
begin
table_count := table_count+l;
new_dno_tab(table_count) := new_dno;
old_dno_tab(table_count) := old_dno;
mgrssn_tab(table_count) := new_mgrssn;
dname_tab{table_count) := new_dname;
end insert_value;
end dept_tab_pkg;
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CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE DEL_DNO_TAB_PKG is
type rec_type is record(
new_,dno department.dno%type,
old_dno department.dno%type,

old_ldname department.dname%type);
procedure clear_table;
procedure set_iterator;

function more_in_table return boolean;

function next_rec return rec_type;
procedure insert_value(new_dno department.dno%type,
old_dno department.dno%type,
old_dname department.dname%type);
end del_dno_tab_pkg;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY DEL_DNO_TAB_PKG is

type dno_[tab_type is table of department.dno%type
index by binary_integer;
type dname_tab_type is table of department.dname%type
index by binary_integer;
new_dno_tab dno_tab_type;
old_dno_t:ab dno_tab_type;
old_dname_tab dname_tab_type;
table_count number;

table_iterator number := 0;
-- ProcedLure

clear_table: Clear the counter of table to zero.

procedure clear_table is

begin
tab e_count := 0;
end clear_table;

— Procedure set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows
— after manipulating to the .table_iterator variable,
procedure set_iterator is
begin

table_iterator := table_count;
end set_iterator;
-- Funct

on more_in_table. Check data exists in the table.

function more_in_table return boolean is

begin
return

end more

(table_iterator > 0);
in_table;

— Function next_rec: Return the data in the table.
function

next_rec return rec_type is rec rec^type;

begin

new_dno := new_dno_tab(table_iterator);
old_dno ,: = old_dno_tab(table_iterator);
rec old_dname := old_dname_tab(table_iterator);
table_iterator := table_iterator - 1;

rec
rec

return rec;

end next_rec;

-- Procedure insert_value: Insert data into the table
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procedure iiisert_value(new_dno department.dno%type,
old_dno department.dno%type,
old_dname department.dname%type) is
begin
table_count := table_count+l;
new_dno_tab(table_count) := new_dno;
old_dno_tab(table_count) := old_dno;
old_dname_tab(table_count) := old_dname;
end insert_value;
end del_dno_tab_pkg;
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CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE DEPT_CONS_PKG is

procedure dno_num(dept_dno department.dno%type,

I rownuml out number);
procedure mgrssn_num(dept_mgrssn department.mgrssn%type,
rownum2 out number);

procedure dno_emp(dept_dnb department.dno%type,
rownumS out number);

procedure dno_proj(dept_dno department.dno%type,
rownum4 out number);

procedure dno_loc(dept_dloc department.dno%type,
rownumS out number);

procedure dname_num(dept_driame department.dname%type,
rotA7num6 out number);

procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure

enforce_pk_dnQ_ins(new_dno department.dno%type);
enfQrce_pk_dno_upd(rec dept_tab_pkg.rec_type);
enforce_uk_dname^ins(new_dname department.dname%type);
enforce_uk_dname_upd(rec dept_tab_pkg.rec_type);
dept_del(old_dno department.dno%type,
old_dname department.dname%type);

procedure audit_proj(old_dno department.dno%type,
old_dname department.dname%type);

procedure dept_upd_cascade(rec dept_tab__pkg.rec_type);

procedure enforce_fk_mgr_ins(new_mgrssn department.mgrssn%type);
procedure enforce_fk_mgr_upd(rec dept_tab__pkg.rec_type);
end dept_cons_pkg;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY DEPT_CONS_PKG is
— Procedure Name: dno_num

--Purpose: Find the number of departments that have the same number
as an inserted one.

procedure dno_nu2n(dept_dno department.dno%type,
rownuml out number) as

cursor get_dno_row(dept_dno department.dno%type) is
select count(*)
from department
where dno = dept_dno;
begin
open get_dno_row(dept_dno);
fetch get_dno_row into rownuml;
close get_dno_row;
end dno_num;

-- Procedure Naitie: mgrssn_num

— Purpose: Find the number of employees who have the same employee
number as the department's manager. .

procedures mgrssn_nuin(dept_mgrssn department.mgrssn%type,
rownum2 out number) as .

cursor get_mgrssn_row(dept_mgrssn department.mgrssn%type) is
select count(*)
from employee
where empno= dept_mgrssn;
begin
open get_mgrssn_row(dept_mgrssn);
fetch get_mgrssn_row into rownum2;
close get_mgrssn_row;
end mgrssn_num;
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-- Procedure Name: dno__einp

-- Purpose: Find the nurtiber of- emp

who work on the deleted

department.

procedure dno_enip(dept^dno department.dno%type,
rownumS out number) as

cursor get_emp_row(dept_dno department.dno%type) is
select count(*)
from emp1oyee,
where dno = dept_dno;
begin
open get_emp_row(dept_dno);
fetch get_emp_row into rownum3;
close get_emp_row;
end dno__emp;

-- Procedure Name: dno^roj
-- Purpps;e: Find the number of projects that are controlled by the
deleted department.

procedure dno_proj(dept_dno department.dno%type,
rownum4 out number) as

cursor get_proj_row(dept_dno department.dno%type) is
select count{*)
from project
where dno = dept_dno;
begin
open get_proj_row(dept_dno)

fetch get_proj_row into rownum4;
close get_proj_row;
end dno_proj;

-- Procedure Name: dno_loc

— Purpose: Find the number of loGations of the deleted department.
procedure dno_loc(dept_dloc department.dno%type,
rownumS out number) as

cursor get_dloc__row(dept_dloc department.dno%type) is
select count(*)

from location

/,;■ ''V

"'y ;

where dno = dept_dloc;
•
begin
open get_dloG_row(dept_dloc) ;
fetch get__dloc_row into rownumS;
close get_dloc_row;
end dno_loc;

— Procedure Name: dname_num

Purpose: Find the number of departments that have the same name as
■an'inserted/one. '

procedure dname_n\rni(dept_dname department. dname%type /
rownum6 out number) as

cursor get_dname__row (dept_dname department. dname%type) is
select count(*)
from department
where upper(dname) = upper(dept_dname)
begin
open get_dname_row (dept__dname) ;

fetch get_dname_row into rownum6;
close get_dnaine_row;
end dname_num; .

-- Procedure Name: enforce_pk_dno_ins
-- Purpose: Enforce a primary key constraint when insert the
department number.

procedure enforce_pk_dno_ins(new_dno department.dno%type)
I as total number;
begin

-- Display an error message if the department number is null,
if new_dno is null then

raise_application_error

(proj_errors.dno_nn, proj_errors.dno_nn_msg);
else

-- Display an error message if the department number already
exists.

dno_num(new_dno, total);
if total > 0 then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.dno_uk,
proj_errors.dno_uk_msg);
end if;
end if;

end enforce_pk_dno_ins;

-- Procedure Name: enforcej)k_dno_upd

-- Purpose: Enforce a primary key constraint when update the
department number.

procedure enforce_pk_dno_upd(rec dept_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is countt number;
begin

- Find the number of department that has the same as the
inserted

one.

select count(*) into countt
from department
here dno = rec.new_dno;

-- bisplay error message if the department is updated to a null
value.

if rec.new_dno is null then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.dno_nn, proj_errors.dno_nn_msg);
else

Display error message if the department is updated to an
existing

one.

f countt > 1 then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.dno_uk,
proj_errors.dno_uk_msg);
Ise

-- Update cascade department number.
dept_upd_cascade(rec);
end if;
end if;

end enforce_pk_dno_upd;
-- Proced ure

Purpose:

Name: enforce_uk_dname_ins

Enforce not null and unique key constraints when insert
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the cJepai'tment.

procedure enforce_uk_dname_ins(new_dnaine department.dnaine%type)
as.total number;

begin^

— Display an error message if the department name is null.
if new:_dname: is null then

'

raise_app1ication_error

(proj_errors.dname_nn, proj_errors.dname_nn_msg); ;
■else

' • ' -V.

—Display an error message if the department name already
■ exists.

dname_num (new_dname, total) ;
if

total > 0 then

'

;

raise_application_error(proj_errors.dname_uk,
proj^errors.dname_uk_msg) ;
., ■ ■ ■

.end if ;
end if;
^
end enf02:0e_uk_dname_ins;

' ■• ; ■ ■Vi
i..i' ii

,

•

. :r

--Procedure Name: enforce_uk_dname_upd

-- Purpose: Enforce not null and unique key constraint when update the
department.

procedure enforce_uk_dnanie_upd(rec dept_tab_pkg.rec_type)

;

is countt number;

begin
' ''Vi'i' ' ' - '
i'
'i^
i —- Find the number of department that has the same name as the
inserted one.

select count(*) into countt
from department

t//here upper (dnaine) = upper (rec .new__dname) ;

—- Display error message if the department name is updated to a:
null value.

.

if rec.new_dname is nu11 then
3:aise_application_error

(proj_errors.dname_nn, proj_errors.dname_nn_msg);
else

"'

i i-;

V-:; i

: ;i-

-- Display error message if the department's name is updated
to an existing one.
if countt > 1 then

•

i■ ■ ■. ■

raise_application_error (proj__errors. dname_uk,
proj_errors.dname_uk_msg) ;
: :
v
end if;

'■ ■ ■; i- 'end if; .

'i' " ^

end enfo2:ce__uk_dname_upd;
-- Procedure Name: dept_del

-- Purpose: Enforce a referential integrity constraint when delete a
department.

vi.

procedur€i dept_del(old_dno department.dno%type,
old_dname department.dname%type) as
cursor emp__of_dept_cur(old_dno department.dno%type) is
select enpno

from employee
where dno = old_dno; .
emp__of_dpo employee. empno%type;
countt number;

' ■ ,;"■■■
' , ' ;

- ■ ■'i

■i
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\ ■:

^

begin

—- If the deleted department has employees working ori it,
--set the department of those employees to null.
dno_.emp(old_dno, countt);
if countt > 0 then

— keep the information of employee department in
departmemnt_aud table.
open emp_of_dept_cur(old_dno);
loop

Vly 1

^ ^ 1"'

fetch emp_of_dept_cur into emp_of_dno;
exit when emp_of__dept_cur%notfound;
insert into department^aud

values(old_dno, old_dname, emp_of_dno, sysdate,
to_char(sysdate,'hh24

end loop;
update employee
set dno = null

where dno = old_dno;
end if;

^

— The locations of the deleted department are also deleted
--when a department is deleted from the table.
dno._loc(old_dno, countt);
if countt > 0 then
delete from Ideation

where dno = old_dno;

I;!.';.! end -if; V'
end dept_del;

'l;:- .
1,

I'-

Procedure Name: audit_proj

-- Purpose: Keep the project information that belongs to the delete
department.

procedure audit^jproj(old__dno department.dno%type,
old_dname department.dname%type) as

cursor proj_default_cur(old_dno department.dno%type) is
select pnumber, pname
from project ■"
,;where\ dno = old_dno;

proj_default proj_default_cur%rowtype;
open proj_default_cur(old_dno) ;

loop fetch proj_default_cur into proj_default;
exit when proj_default_cur%notf ound; ! ;
insert into dept__of_proj_aud
\

values(proj_default.pnumber, proj_default.pname,
o1d_dno,p1d_dname, sysdate, to_char(sysdate, 'hh24:mi:ss'
end loop;
end

aud
lit_pro j;

Proce lure

-

) )

Purpo se:

Name: dept_upd_cascade

,

An update cascade to the EMPLOYEE, PROJECT, LOCATION

tables
-- when

update a department number

procedur e

dept_upd_cascade(red dept_tab_pkg.rec_type)
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is Gountt integer;
begin

];f this department has employees working on it,
-- update the department number of these employees to the new
one.

select count(*) into countt

/from-emplpyee'V

\/^ere-,.,dnQ- == ■rec'^AldLidnp;;;' .

;'if;, countt;'> ^ 0 , then/, ..iipdate; employee'

■ set_:dno'. =/■ rec:mev\i^dno
;/where. ■ dno
rec V pld:_dno ;V://-^ ■
end if,;

. >;

•\//\./•^^•

•--- If this department controis projects

v,

— set the department number in the PROJECT table to the new one.
select count(*)

into countt

from project

■

■ , ■/"■/' ■

where dno = rec.old_dno;

if countt > 0 then

■

/

update project
set dno = rec.new_dno
where dno = rec.old_dno;
end if;
■

Ef the department is updated, update the department in the
LOCATION table. , ■

select count(*)

into countt

fro Ti location

whe ire

if

dno = rec.old_dno;

countt >

0

then

apdate location
set dno = rec.new_dno
j\7here dno = rec. old_dno;
end if ;
end dept_upd_cascade;

-- Procedure Name: enforce_fk_mgr_ins
-- Purpose: / Enforce a referential integrity constraint when insert a

manager bf department.

-- A manager of department must be an existing employee.
procedur e

enforce_fk_mgr__ins (new_mgrssn department.mgrssn%type)
as total number;

'■

-

^

begin

Display an error message if the manager of department does not
exist in the EMPLOYEE table,

if new_mgrssn is not null then
mgrssn_num(new_mgrssn> total);
if

total < 1 then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.mgrssn_fk,
pro j_errors .mgrssn_fk__msg) ;
b ^"
; / /
end if ;
end if;
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end enforce_fk_mgr_ins;

-- Procedure Name: enforce_fk_mgr_upd

-- Purpose: Enforce a referential integrity constraint when update the
manager of department.

— The manager of department must be updated to an existing employee,
procedure enforce_£k_mgr_upd(rec dept_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is countt number;
begin
if rec.new_mgrssn is null then
return;

end if;

select count(*) into countt
from employee

where rec.new_mgrssn = empno;

— Display an error message if the manager of department is not
updated to an existing employee.

if (rec.new_mgrssn is not null) and (countt < 1) then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.mgrssn_fk, proj_errors.mgrssn_fk_msg);
end if;

end enforce_fk_mgr_upd;
end dept_cons_pkg;
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EMPLOYEE:

REPLACE PACKAGE EMP_TAB_PKG is
_fieId number :=,0; --check which field is updated,
type rec type is record(
empri'
,o employee.empno%type,
old empno employee.empno%type,

CREATE OR

check

new..fname

employee.fname%type,
employee.lname%type,
new..bdate employee.bdate%type,
new..address employee.address%type,
new..sex employee.sex%type,
new..salary employee.salary%type,
old..salary employee,salary%type,
new..ssn employee.ssn%type,
new. dno employee.dno%type);
new..Iname

procedure clear_table;
procedure set_iterator;
function more_in_table return boolean;
function next_rec return rec_type;

procedure

insert_value(empno employee.empno%type,
old_empno employee.empno%type,
new_fname employee.fname%type,
new_lname employee.Iname%type,
new_bdate employee.bdate%type,
new_address employee.address%type,
new_sex employee.sex%type,
new_salary employee c salary%type,
old_salary employee.salary%type,
new_ssn employee.ssn%type,

new_dno employee.dno%type);
end emp_tabj>kg;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY EMP_TAB_PKG is

type emp__tab_type is table of employee.empno%type
index by binary_integer;
type fname_tab_type is table of employee.fname%type
index by binary_integer;
type lname_tab_type is table of employee.lname%type
index by binary_integer;
type bdate_tab_type is table of employee.bdate%type
index by binary_integer;

type address_tab_type is table of employee.address%type
index by binary_integer;
type sex__tab_type is table of
index by binary_integer;
type salary_tab_type is table
index by binary_integer;
type ssn__tab_type is table of
index by binary_integer;
type dno__tab_type is table of
index by binary_integer;

employee.sex%type

of employee.salary%type
employee.ssn%type
employee.dno%type

emp_tab emp_tab_type;

old_emp_tab emp_tab_type;
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fname _tab fname_tab_tYpe;
lname_tab lname_tab_type;
bdate _tab bdate_tab_type;
address. tab address_tab_tYpe;
sex_tab sex_tab_type;
salary_tab salary__tab_type;
old_sal tab salary_tab_type;
ssn_tab ssn_tab_type;
dno_tab dno_tab_type;
table_co'unt number;,,
table i
Lterator number := 0;

-- Procedure clear_tabel: Clear the counter of table to zero,
procedure clear_table is
begin
tab e_count := 0;
end clear_table;

-- Procedure set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows
-- after manipulating to the table_iterator violation,
procedure set_iterator is

begin

table_iterator := table_count;
end set_iterator;
-- Function

more in table: Check data exists in the table.

function more_in_table return boolean is

begin
retu:
rn

(table_iterator > 0);
in_table;

end more

-- Function next_rec: Return the data in the table.
function next_rec return rec_type is rec rec_type;
begin
empno := emp_tab(table_iterator);

rec
rec
rec
rec

rec
rec

old_empno := old_emp_tab(table_iterator);
new_fname := fname_tab(table_iterator);
new_lname := lname_tab(table_iterator);
new_bdate := bdate_tab(table_:iterator);
new_address := address_tab(table_iterator);
new_sex := sex_tab(table_iterator);

rec.

new_salary := salary_tab(table_iterator);
rec.old_salary := old_sal_tab(table_iterator);

rec.

new_ssn := ssn_tab(table_iterator);

rec.
rec

new_dno := dno__tab(table_iterator);
,:= table_iterator - 1;

table_iterator
retu:
.rn rec;

end next.

rec; \

-- Procedi
lure

insert_value: Insert data into the table

procedure: insert_value(empno employee.empno%type,
old_em]
ipno employee.empno%type,
new_fr.ame employee.fname%type,
new_lr ame employee.1name%type,

new_bc.i
.ate employee.bdate%type,
new_ac.(
.dress
new_se:X

employee.address%type,

employee.sex%type.
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, new_salary

employee.salary%type,

old_salary employee.salary%type,
new_ssn
new._dno

employee.ssn%type,
employee.drio%type) is

begin
tab!e^count

:= ta;ble_count+l;
tab(table_count) := empno;
old. .emp_tab(table_count) := old_empno;
emp.

: fnam-e_tab(table_count) := riew_fname;
lnara<e_tab(table_count)
bdal:e_tab(table_count)

:= new_lname; :
:= new_bdate;

address.^tab(table_count)
sex.

:= new_address;

tab(table_count) := new_sex;

saia:ry_tab(table_count)

/

:= new_salary;
old. sal__tab(table__count) := old__salary;
ssn. tab(table_cdunt) := new_ssn;
dno. tab(table_count) := new_dno;

end inse:rt
.
._value;

end emp_tab_pkg;
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CREATE OR

REPLACE PACKAGE SSN_TAB_i*KG is
type rec. type is record(

ssn employee.ssn%type,

new.

old ssn employee.ssn%type);

;

procedure clear_table;
procedure set_iteratdr;
function more_in_table return boolean;
function next_rec return rec_type;

prodedure insert^value(new_ssn employee.ssn%type,
old_ssn employee.ssn%type);
end ssn tab_pkg;
CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY SSN_TAB_PKG is

type ssn_tab_type is table of employee.ssn%type index by
binary_integer;
new_ssn_tab ssn_tab__type;
old_ssn_tab ssn_tab_type;
table_count; number;

table_iterator number := 0;
--Procedure clear_table: Clear the counter of table to zero,
procedure clear_table is

begin

|

table_count := 0;
end clear_table;

—■ Procedure set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows
-- after manipulating to the table_iterator variable,
procedure set_iterator is

begin

table_iterator := table_count;
end set_iterator;

— Function more_in_table. Check data exists in the table,
function more_in_table return boolean is
begin
return (table_iterator > 0) ;
end more

in_table;

-- Function next_rec: Return the data in the table.
function

next_rec return rec_type is rec rec_type;

begin
rec

new_ssn := new_ssn_tab(table_iterator) ;

old_ssn := old_ssn_^tab (table_iterator) ;
table_iterator := table_iterator - 1;

rec

return rec;

end next_rec;

Procedure insert_value: Insert data into the table

procedure insert_value(new_ssn employee.ssn%type,
old_ssn employee.ssn%type) is
begin
tab

e_count :=

new.

ssn_tab(table_count)
ssn_tab(table_count)

old

table_count+l;

:= new_ssn;
:= old_ssn;

end inse:rt_value;
end ssn .tab_pkg;
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CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE EMP_CONS_PKG is

:

dld_einpno enployeeVeiripn6%type:= '';
new_empno employee.empno%type:= '';

procedure emp_num(emp_empno employee.empno%type,
rownuml out number);

procedure ssn_num(emp_ssn employee.ssn%type,
rownum2 out number);
procedures dno_num(emp_dno employee.dno%type,
rownum3 out number);
procedur 2 mgr_num{emp_empno employee.emprio%type,
rownum4 out number);

.

procedure emp_work(emp_empno employee.empno%type,
rownumS out number); :
; \ ,
procedur check_fname(emp_fname employee.fname%type)
procedur check_fname_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);
procedur check_lname(emp_lname employee.lname%type);
procedur check_lname_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);
procedur e check_bdate(emp_bdate employee.bdate%type);
procedur e check_bdate_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);

procedure check_address(emp_address employee.address%type);
procedur e check_address_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);

procedure check_salary(emp_empno employee.empno%type,
emp_salary employee.salary%type,

emp_ssn employee.ssn%type, emp_dno employee.dno%type);
enforcej>k_empno_ihs(new_empno employee.empno%type);
enforce__pk_empno_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);

procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedur
procedure
procedure
procedure

emp_upd_cascade(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);
enforce_sex^ins(new_sex employee.sex%type);
enforce_sex_upd{rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);
enforce_fk_ssn_ins(new_ssn employee.ssn%type);
enforce_fk_ssn__upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);
enforce_fk_dno_ins(new_dno employee,dno%type);
enforce_fk_dno_upd(rec emp_tab__pkg.rec_type);
enforce_sal_upd(rec emp_tab_j)kg.rec_type);
procedure emp_de1(del_empno employee.empno%type);
procedure audit__ssn(del_ssn employee.ssn%type);
end emp_ cons Pkq;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY EMP_CONS_PKG is
Proce dure Name: emp_num
-- Purpcse: Find the number of employees who have
numbe r as an inserted one.
procedur e emp_huxn(emp_empno employee.empnb%type,
rownuml out number) as
cursor

et_^emp_rdw(emp_empnd emp1oyee.empno%type)

select

ount(*) from employee

the same employee

IS

where errprio = emp_empno;

begin
ope n

get_emp_row(emp_empno);

fet ch

get_emp_row into rownuml;;

^ clc se get_emp__row;

end emp_num;
-- Proce dure

-- Purpc se:

Naiiie: ssn_jiu

Find the number of employees who have the same employee

-- number as the supervisor number.
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procedure ssn_nxm(emp_ssn employee.ssn%type,
i

rownum2 out number) as

cursor get_ssn_row(emp_ssn employee.ssn%type) is
select count(*) from employee
where emp_ssn = empno;

begin

|

open get_ssn_row(emp_ssn);

fetph get_ssn_row into.rownum2;
close get_ssn_row;
end ssn_num;
-- Procedure Name: dno_num

-- Purpose: Find the number of departments that have the same
— department number as the inserted one.

procedurp dno_n\im(emp_dno employee.dno%type,
I rownum3 out number) as
cursor gpt_dno_row(emp_dno employee.dno%type) is
select C(Dunt(*) from department
where emp_dno = dno;

begin

!

open get_dno_row(emp_dno);

fetbh get_dno_row into roWnum3;
clo'se get_dno_row;
end dno_num;

-- Procedure Name: mgr_num

-- Purpojse: Find the number of the department's manager who has the
-- same number as an existing employee,
procedure mgr_nuin(emp_empno employee.empno%type,
rownum4 out number) as

cursor get_mgr_row(emp_empno employee.empno%type) is
select count(*) from department
where emp_empno = mgrssn;
begin
open get_mgr_row(emp_empno);
fetch get_mgr_row into rownum4;
close get_mgr_row;
end mgr_num;
-- Proce
^dure

Name: emp_work

-- Purpo
Dse: Find the number of employees in EMPLOYEE table
-- which has the same number as an inserting employee number
WORKS_ON table.
procedur
:e emp_work(emp_empno employee.empno%type,
rownumS out number) as
cursor g
jet_work_row(emp_empno

in

employee.empno%type) is

select count(*) from works_on

where emp_empno = empno;
begin
open get_work_row(emp_empno);
fetch get_work_row into rownumS;
close get_work_row;
end emp_work;

-- Procedure Name: check_fname
-- Purpose: Enforce a not null constraint when insert the employee's
first name.
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procedure check_fname(emp_fname employee.fname%type) is
begin
if emp_fname is null then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.fname_nn, proj_errors.fname_nn_msg);
end if;
end check_fname;

-- Procedure Name: check_fname_upd

-- Purpose: Enforce a not null constraint when update the employee's
first name.

procedure check_fname_upd(rec emp_tab_j)kg.rec_type) is
begin
if rec.new_fname is null then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.fname_nn, proj_errors.fname_nn_msg);
end if;

end check_fname_upd;
-- Procedure Name: check_,lname

-- Purpose: Enforce a not null constraint when insert the employee's
last namfe.

procedure check_lname(emp_lname employee.lname%type)

is

begin
if emp_lname is null then

raise_application_error

(proj_errors.lname_nn, proj_errors.lname_nn_msg);
end if;
end check_lname;,

-- Procedure Name: check_lname_upd

--Purpose: Enforce a not null constraint when update the employee
last name.

procedure check_lname_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type) is
begin
if rec.new_lname is null then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.lname_nn, proj_errors.lname_nn_msg);
end if;

end check_lname_upd;
-- Procedure Name: check_bdate

-- Purpose: Enforce not null and user-defined constraints when insert
the employee's birth date.

procedure Gheck_bdate(emp_bdate employee.bdate%type) is
begin

-- Display an error message if the birthdate is null.
if emp_bdate is null then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.bdate_nn, proj_errors.bdate_nn_msg);
else

-- Check user-defined constraint: the age of employees must by
between 16 and 65.

if (((sysdate - emp_bdate)7365) < 18) or
(((sysdate - emp_bdate)7365) > 65) then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.age_limit/
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proj_errors.age^limit_msg);
end if;

endj if;
end check_bdate;

-- Procedure Name: check_bdateupd

— Purpoipe: Enforce not null and user-defined constraints when update
the employee's birth date.

Procedurk check_bdate^upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type) is

begin'' ' j •

if rec.new_bdate is null then
raise_application_error

I

(proj_errors.bdate_nn, proj_errors.bdate_nn_msg);

else

if (((sysdate - rec.new_bdate)/365) <18) or

j

{((sysdate - rec.new__bdate)/365) > 65) then

i

raise_application_error(proj_errors.age_limit,

I

proj_errors.age_limit_msg);

end if;

endj if;
end check_bdate_upd;
-- Procedure Name: check__address

--Purpose: Enforce a not null constraint when insert the employee's

■address, j . .
procedure check_address(emp^address employee.address%type) is
begin
if emp_address is null then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.address_nn, proj_errors.address_nn_msg);
end if;
end check address;

-- Procedure Name: check_address__upd
-- Purpose: Enforce a not null constraint when update the employee's
birthdate.

procedure check_address_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type) is
begin
if rec.new_address is null then

raise_application_error

(proj_errors.address_nn, proj_errors.address_nn_msg) ;
end if;
end chec]ic_address__upd;

-- Procedure Name: check_salary

-- Purpose: Enforce integrity constraints when insert the employee's
salary.

procedure check_salary(emp_empno employee.empno%type,
emp_salary employee. salary%type,
emp_ssn employee.ssn%type,
emp_dno employee.dno%type)

is ssn__sal employee. salary%type;
ingr_sal employee. salary% type;
mgr__ssn department.mgrssn%type;
countt number;

begin
-- Check a not null constraint.
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if emp^salary is nul1 then
raise_^application_error

(proj^errors.salary_nn, proj_errors.salary_nn_msg);
else

-- Check a constraint: the salary of employee cannot be negative,
if emp^salary < 0 then
raise_application_error

(proj^errors.salary_ck, proj_errors.salary_ck_msg);
end if;

„■ v-: end if;

■V

^

--Check a user-defined constraint: An employee cannot have a
higher salary than the supervisor,
select count(*) into countt

from employee , ' X

.

where emp_ssn = empno;

;?" ■

if countt > 0 then

select salary into ssn_sai

'r

from employee

where emp_ssn = empno; . ■ ,
if

(emp_salary > ssn_sal) hhen

raise_application_error(proj^errors.sal_over_ssn,
proj_errors . sal__over_ssn_msg) ; '
end if ;
'v' ' - ' ; .
end if;

.

^

^

\

-- Check a user-defined constraint: An employee cannot have a
higher salary than the manager of department.
select count(*) into countt
from department

where dno = emp_dno;
if countt > 0 then

select mgrssn into mgr_ssn
from department
where dno = emp_dno;
if mgr_ssn is not null then

/ select salary into mgr_sal
■ from employee
where empno = mgr_ssn;

■

if

;

:

(emp_salary > mgr_sal) then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.sal_over_mgr,
proj_errbrs.sal_over_mgr_msg);
end if;
end if;
end if;
-'v
end check_salary;

f-'-"
i-"

-- Procedure Name: enfbrce_pk_empno__ins
r
-- Purpose: Enforce a primary key constraint when insert a new
employee.

•

procedure enforce__pk_empno_iiis (new_empno emplbyee. empno%type)
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as total number;
begin

-- Display an error message if the new employee number is null,
if (new_empnd is null) then

raise_application^error

(proi__errors.empno_nn, proj_errors.empno_nn_msg);
else

'

"

-- Display an error message if the new employee already exists in
the table.

emp_num{new_empno, fcdtal);
if total > 0 then

raise_applicatioh_error(proj_errors.empno_uk,
proj__errors.empno_uk_msg);
end if:;
end

if;. .

. v.'-- '

end enfo rce_pk_empno_ins;
-- Proce dure

-- Purpose:

Name: enforGe_pk_empno_upd

Enforce a primary key constraint when update the employee

number

procedur e enforce_jpk_empno_upd(rec emp^tab_pkg.rec_type)

is countt number;
begin

-- Display an errpr message if the employee number is updated to
■■a null value.

..i-:

if rec.empno is null then
raise_application_error
. else

(proj_errdrs.empno_nn, proj_errors.empno_nn_msg) ;
■

■■ ■ 'i ■

-- Display error message if the updating empno is not unigue.
select count(*)
from employee. ;

into countt

where empno =; rec.empno;
if countt > 1 then

raise_application_error (pro j_errdrs . empno__uk,
proj_errors.empno_uk_msg) ;
;,els.e,.

emp_upd_cascade(rec) ;
end if;
, •end if;, ■

end enforce_pk^empno_upd;
--Procedure Name: emp_upd_cascade
v
--Purpose: Update cascade when update an employee number

procedure einp_upd_cascade(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is countt number;
old_ssn employee.ssn%type;
new_ssnempldyee.ssn%type;
begin

^- |If this emp1oyee is a manager of department,
—update the manager of department to a new one.
select count(*) into countt
from department

where mgrssn = rec.old_empho;
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if countt > 0 then

update department
set mgrssn = rec.empno

where mgrssn = rec.old_empno;
end if;

-- If this employee is in the WORKS_ON table,

update the employee in the WORKS_ON table to the new employee
number.

select count(*) into countt

froijn works_on
where empno = rec.old_empno;
. if countt > 0 then

update works_on
set empno = rec.empno

where empno = rec.old_empno;
end if;

exception
when no_data_found then
null;

end emp_upd_cascade;

-- Procedure Name: enforce_sex_ins

—^ Purpose: Enforce a check constraint when insert the gender of the
employee.
-- Sex-can be 'F' female or 'M' male.

procedure ©nforce_sex_ins(new^sex employee.sex%type) is
begin
if (upper(new_sex) != 'F') and

(upper(new_sexj != 'M') then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.sex_ck, proj_errors.sex_ck_msg);
end

if;

end enforce_sex_ins;

-- Procedure Name: enforce_sex_upd

-- Purpose: Enforce a check constraint when update the employee's
gender.

procedure enforce_sex_upa(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type) is
begin

(upper(rec.new_sex) I= 'F') and
(upper(rec.new_sex) != 'M') then
raise_application_error

if

(proj_errors.sex_ck, proj_errors.sex_ck_msg);
end

if;

end enforce_sex_upd;
-- Procedure Name: enforce_fk_ssn

— Purpose: Enforce a referential integrity constraint when inserting
a new supervisor.

--The supervisor must be an existing employee,
procedure enforce_fk_ssn_ins(new_ssn employee.ssn%type)
,

as total number;

begin

-- Display error message if the inserting ssn is not
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— an employee in the EMPLOYEE base table,
if new_ssn is not null then
3sn_num(new_ssn, total);
if total < 1 then

raise_application_error

(proj_errors.ssn_fk, proj_errors.ssn_fk_msg);
end if;
end if;
end enforce_fk_ssn_ins;

-- Procejdure Name: enforce_fk_ssn_upd
-- Purpose: Enforce a referential integrity constraint when updating
the supervisor

The supervisor must be updated to an existing employee.

procedur^ enforce_fk_ssn_upd(rec emp_tab__pkg.rec_type)
I is countt number;
begin
i
if iec.new_ssn is null then
return;
end

if;

select count(*) into countt

from employee
where rec.new_ssn = empno;

if i(rec.new_ssn is not null) and (countt < 1)

then

!raise_application_error

(proj_errors.ssn_fk, proj_errors.ssn_fk_msg);
end if;

end enforce_fk_ssn_upd;
-- Procedure Name: enforce_fk_dno_ins

-- Purpoise: Enforce a referential integrity constraint when inserting
the depa'rtment.

-- The department must exist in the DEPARTMENT table,
procedure enforce_fk_dno_ins(new_dno employee.dno%type)
I as total numbersbegin

if new^dno is not null then
dno_num(new_dno, total);
if total < 1 then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.dno_fk,
proj_errors.dno_fk_msg);
end if;
end if;
end enforce_fk_dno_ins;
-- Proce dure

-- Purpcse:

Name: enforce_fk_dno_upd

Enforce a referential integrity constraint when updating

the depa rtment.
-- The d epaftment

must be updated to an existing department,

procedur e enforce_fk_dno_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is countt number;
begin
if rec.new_dno is null then
return;
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end

if;

sel

ct count(*) into countt

department
where dno = rec.new_dno;
from

if (rec.new_dno is not null) and (countt < 1) then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.dno_fk, proj_errors.dno_fk_msg);
end if;
end enforce_fk_dno_upd;

-- Procedure Name: enforce_sal_upd

-- Purpobe: Enforce user-defined constraint on the salary of employee,
procedure enforce_sal_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is sal_avg employee.salary%type;
ssn_sal employee.salary%type;
mgr_sal employee.salary%type;
mgr_ssn department.mgrssn%type;

I

begin

counttl number;

|

-- Check a not null constraint on the salary of employee,
if rec.new_salary is null then
raise_application_error

(proj_errors.salary_nn, proj_errors.salary_nn_msg);
else

-- (::heck the salary cannot be negative,

if rec.new_salary < 0 then
I
raise_application_error(proj_errors.salary_ck,
I
proj_errors.salary_ck_msg);
^nd if;
enid if;
'

I.

.

-- jC!heck a user-defined constraint:
--An employee older than 60 years old cannot get a raise in

salary. |

if j((sysdate-rec.new_bdate)/365) > 60 then
jraise_application_error(proj_errors.sal_age„limit,
proj_errors.sal_age_limit_msg);
end if;
-- Check a user-defined constraint:

-- ^ employee, not manager, cannot have a raise in salary more

than 15%|.
select count(*) into counttl
from department

where rec.empno = mgrssn;
if (counttl < 1) and

((rec.old_salary * 1.15) < rec.new_salary) then
raise_application_error

i

j

(proj_errors.sal_higher_limit,

proj_errors.sal_higher_limit_msg);

end! if;
!

-- Check a user-defined constraint:
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--An employee cannot have a higher salary than his/her
supervisbr.
select count(*) into counttl
from employee
where empno = rec.new_ssn;
if counttl > 0 then

pelect salary into ssn_sal
from employee
where empno = rec.new_ssn;

if, rec.new_salary > ssn_sal then
raise_application_error(proj_errors.sal_over_ssn,
'!

'

i

"

proj_errors.sal_over_ssn_msg);

bnd if;

endj if;
—- Check user-defined constraint: an employee cannot have a
higher salary the manager.
select count(*) into counttl
from department
where dno = rec.new_dno;
if

ounttl > 0 then

elect mgrssn into mgr_ssn
from department
where dno = rec.new dno;

I

.

~

if mgr_ssn is not null then
select salary into mgr_sal
from employee
where empno = mgr_ssn;

if rec.new_salary > mgr_sal then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.sal_over_mgr,
proj_errprs.sal_over_mgr_msg);
end if;
end if;
end

if;

insert into emp_sal_aud

valties(rec.empno, rec.old_salary, rec.new_salary,sysdate,
to__char(sysdate,'hh24:mi:ss');
exception
when no_data^found then
null;

end enfo::ce_sal_upd;
-- Procedure Name: emp_del

-- Purpose: Check a referential integrity constraint when delete an
employeel
procedure enip_del(del_^empno employee.empno%type) as
cursor manager_cur(del_empno employee.empno%type) is
select dho,dname
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from department
where mgrssn = del_empno;
total number;

dept_inf manager_cur%rowtype;
begin

,

If this employee is a manager of department, set the manager

of department to null.
mgr_num(del_empno, total);
if total > 0 then

j — Keep the information of the deleted manager in the
manager_aud table

open mahager_cur(del_empno);
loop

fetch manager_cur into dept_inf;
, ejtit when manager__cur%notfound;
insert into manager_aud

values(del_empno, dept_inf;.dno, dept^inf.dname, SYsdate,
to_char(sysdate,'hh24:mi:ss'));
end loop;
update department
set mgrssn = null

where mgrssn = del_empno;
end

if;

—- if this employee is in WORKS__ON table, delete all work records
of this employee.
emp_work(del_empno, total);
if total > 0 then

delete from works_on
where del_empno = empno;
end if;

exception
when np_data_found then
null;
end emp_del;

procedure audit_ssn(del_ssn employee.ssn%type) as
cursor del_ssn__cur(del_ssn employee.ssn%type) is
select ssn, empno
from employee
where ssn = del_ssn;

supervisor

begin

j

del_ssn_cur%rowtype;

open del_ssn_cur(del_ssn);

looip
fetch del_ssn_cur into supervisor;
exit when, del_ssn_cur%notfound;
insert into supervisor_aud

values(supervisor.ssn, supervisor.empno, sysdate,
to_char(sysdate,'hh24:mi:ss'));
end loop;
end audit_ssn;
end empi^cons_pkg;
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LOCATION:

CREATE ojR REPLACE PACKAGE LOC_TAB_PKG.is
check^fiield number :- 0;

check which field is updated,

type recLtype is record(
newL_dno location.dno%type,

old|_dno location.dno%type,

newLdloc location.dlocation%type,

oldl_dloc location.dlocation%type);

procedur|e clear_table;
procedure set^iterator,•

function! inore^in_table return boolean;
functioni next_rec return rec_type;

procedur|e insert_value(new_dno location.dno%type,
i

end loc

old_dno location.dno%type,
new-dloc location.dlocation%type,
old_dloc location.dlocation%type);

tab_pkg;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY LOC__TAB^PKG is

type dno_tab_type is table of location.dno%type
index by binary_integer;
type dloc_tab_type is table of location.dlocation%type
index by binary_:_integer;

new_dno_|tab dno_tab_type;
old^dno_|tab dno^tab^type;
new_dlocLtab dloc^tab_type;

old_dlocLtab dloci,.tab_type;
table_copnt number;
table_^itprator number := 0;
-- Proceidure clear_table: Clear the counter of table to zero,

procedur^ clear_table is
begin

j

tabie_count := 0;
end clear_table;
r—

set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows
manipulating to the table_iterator variable.

Procedure

-- after

procedure set_iterator is

begin
table__iterator

:= table^count;

end set iterator;

T- .Function more_^in_^table: Check data exists in the table,
function niore_in__table return boolean is
begin
return (table_iterator > 0);
end more„in_table;
V" Function next_rec: Return the data in the table.
function

next_rec return rec_type is rec rec_type;

begin

new_dno := new_dno_tab{table_iterator);

rec.
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rec.old_dno := old_dno_tab(table_iterator);
rec.new_dloc := new_dloc_tab(table_iterator);
rec.old_dloc := old_dloc_tab(table_iterator);

tab|le_iterator := table_iterator - 1;
retjurn rec;
end next_rec;

— Procedure insert_value: Insert data into the table

procedure insert_value(new_dno location.dno%type,

I

old_dno location.dno%type,
new_dloc location.dlocation%type,
old_dloc location.dlocation%type) is

begin
j
tab!le_count ;= table_count+l;
newLdno_tab(table_count) := new_dno;

old_dno_tab(table_count) := old_dno;
new_dloc_tab(table_count) := new_dloc;

oldl_dloc_tab(table_count) := old_dloc;
end inseirt_value;
end locJtab_pkg;
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CREATE GR REPLACE PACKAGE LOC_CONS_PKG is

procedurje enforGe_pk_loc(rec loc_tab_pkg.rec_type);
end loGjcons_pkg;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY LOC_CONS_PKG is
-- ProGedure Name: enforGe pk Iog

-- Purpose: CheGk the primary key Gonstraint on both the department
number .and loGation.

procedure enforce_pk_loc(red loG_tab_pkg.reG_type)
I is counttl number;
GOuntt2 number;

begin
select count(*) into counttl
from department
where dno = rec.new_dno;

-- Display error^ message if the inserting department is null,
if reG.new_dno is null then
raise_appliGation_error

I

(proj_errors.dno_nn, proj_errors.dno_nn_msg);

els^
Display error message if the department does not exist in the
DEPARTMENT

if counttl < 1 then

raise_appliGation_error

(proj^errors.dno_fk, proj_errors.dno_fk_msg);
dnd if;
end! if;

-- Display error message if the department location is null,
if reG.new_dloG is null then

raise_appliGation_error(loG_errors.dloGation_nn,
loG_errors.dlocation_nn_msg);
if;

end

-- Check the inserting department number and department
-- location must be unique,
select count(*) into countt2
from location

;

where dno = rec.new_dno and

I

dlocation = rec.new_dloc;

-- Display errbr if the department and location is not unique,
if countt2 > 1 then

;

:

raise_application_error(loc_errors.dno_dloc_uk,
Toc_errors.dno_dloc_uk_msg);
.
end if;
end enforce_pk_loc;

end loc^cons_pkg;
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PROJECT:

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE PROJ_TAB_PKG is

check_field number := 0; -- check which field is updated.
type rec_type is record(

new_pnum project.pnumber%type,
old_jpnum project.pnumber%type,
new_dno project.dno%type,
new_pname project.pname%type);
procedure clear_table;

procedure set_iterator;
function more_in__table return boolean;

function next_rec return rec_type;
procedure insert_value(new_p)num project.pnumber%type,
old_pnum project.pnuiriber%type,
new_dno project.dno%type,
new_pname project.pname%type);
end proj_tab_pkg;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY PROJ_TAB_PKG is

type pnum_tab_type is table of project.phuinber%type
index by binary_integer; .
•
type dno_tab_type is table of project.dno%type
index by binary_integer;
type pname_tab_type is table of project.pname%type
inc.ex by binary_integer;
new_pnum_tab pnum_tab_type;

old_pnum_tab pnum_tab_type;
new_dno_ tab dno_tab_type;

new_pname_tab pname_tab_type;
table_cc unt number;

table„iterator number := 0;
-- Proc€ dure

clear_table: Clear the counter of table to izero.

proceduie clear_table is

begin
table_count

:= 0;

end clear_table;

Procedure set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows
--after manipulating to the table_iterator variable,
procedure set_iterator is

begin
table_iterator := table_count;
end set_iterator;
-- Funct ion

functior

more_in_table. Check data exists in the table,
mbre_in__table return boolean is

begin
ret;urn

(table_iterator > 0);

end more. in_table;

,

-- Funct.ion

functior.

next_rec: Return the data in the table.
next_rec return rec_type is rec rec_type;
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begin

.new^phum ::= new_pnuin_tab(table_iterator)
.old_pnum := old_pnum_tab(table_iterator);
rec.new_dnb := new_dno_tab(tabie_iterator);
rec
rec

.new_pname := new__pname_tab(table_iterator);

rec

tab le_iterator

,return rec;
end next rec;
; ■"
-- Procedure

procedur e

:= table_iterator - 1;
.

"

insert_value: Insert data into the table

insert_value {new_pnum project .pnurnber%type,
old__pnum project.pnumber%type,
new_dno project.dno%type,
new_pname pro ject .pname%type) is

begin

table-count := table_count+l;
nevv__pnum_tab (table_count) := new_pnum;
olc._pnuin_tab (table_count) := old_pnuin;
ne^i_dno__tab ( table_count) : := new_dno;

new_pname_tab (table_count) ;= new_p>name;
end insert_value;
end proj_tab_pkg;
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CREATE CjR REPLACE PACKAGE PROJ_CONS_PKG is
procedurje pnum_num(proj_pnum project.pnuinber%type,
I

rownuml out number);

procedure dno_num(proj_dno project.dno%type,

I

rownum2 out number);

procedure pnum_works_on(proj^num project.pnumber%type,

I

rownumS out number);

procedure pname_num(proj_pname project.pname%type,
I

rownum4 out number);

procedurje enforce_j)k_^num_ins(new_pnumber project.pnumber%type);
proceduzje enforce_^k_ipnum_upd(rec proj_tab_j)kg.rec_type);
procedure enforce_uk_pname_ins(new__pname project.pname%type);
procedure enforce^uk_pname_upd(rec proj_tab__pkg.rec_type);
procedure project__del(old_pnum project.pnumber%type, ^
old_pname project.pname%type,
old__dno project.dno%type);

procedure proj_upd_cascade(rec proj_tab_pkg.rec_type);
procedure enforce_fk__dno_ins(new_dno project.dno%type);
procedure enforce_fk_dno_upd(rec proj_tabj)kg.rec_type);
end proj__cons_pkg;

CREATE QR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY PROJ__GONS_PKG is
Procedure Name: pnum_num

Purpose: Find the number of projects that have the same number as
an inserted project.
procedure pntim__num(proj_pnum project.pnumber%type,
rownuml out number) as

cursor get_pnum_row(proj_pnum project.pnumber%type) is
select count(*)

from project
where pnumber = proj_pnum;
begin
open get_pnum_row(proj_pnum);
fetch get_pnum_row into rownuml;
close get_pnum_row;
end pnum_num;
-- Procedure

'v'v ^

Name: dno_num

-- Purpose: Find the number of departments that have the same number
as an inserted department.

procedure dno^xiTim(proj_dno project.dno%type,
rownum2 out number) as

cursor g|et_dno_row(proj_dno project.dno%type) is

select cjount(*)
from deplartment
where dno = proj_dno;
begin
open get_dno_row(proj_dno);
fet!ch get_dno_row into rownum2;
close get_dno_row;
end dno_num;

Proce|dure Name: pnum_works_on
-- PurpOjSe: Find the number of projects in the WORKS_ON table,
procedure pniain_works_on(proj_pnum project.pnumber%type,
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rownumB out number) as

cursor get_pnum_work(proj_pnum project.pnuinber%type) is
select count(*)
from works^on

where pnumber = proj pnum;
begin
open get_pnum_work(proj_pnum);
fetch getj>num_work into rownumS;
close get__pnum_work;
end phurr._works_on;
-- Procedure Name: pname_num

-- Purpose: Find the number of projects that have the same name as an
inserted one.

procedure

pname_n\iiii(proj_pname project.pname%type,
rownum4 out number) as

cursor get_pname_row(proj_pname project.pname%type) is
select count(*)

from project
where upper(pname) = upper(proj_pname);
begin
open get_pname_row(proj_pname);
fetch get_pname_row into rownum4;
close get_pname_r6w;
end pname_num;

,

-- Procejdure Name: enforce_pk_jpnum_ins
-- Purpose: Enforce a primary key constraint when insert a new
project.

procedure enforce pk pnum ins(new pnumber project.pnumber%type)
as total number;

begin

-- :Display error message if the project number is null,
if new_pnumber is null then
raise_application_error(project_errors.pnum_nn,

project_^rrors.pnum_nn_msg);
else

-- Display error message if the project already exists.
pnum_num(new_pnumber, total);
if total > 0 then

raise_application_error(project_errors.pnum_uk,
project_errors.pnum_uk_msg);
end if;
end if;
end enforce_pk_pnum_ins;

-- Procedure Name: enforce_pk_pnum_upd
--Purpose: Enforce a primary key constraint when update the project
number.

procedure enforce_pk_pniijn_upd(rec proj_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is countt number;

begin
select count(*) into countt

from project
where pnumber = rec.new_pnum;
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Display error message if the project number is updated to a
null value.'

if (rec.new_pnum is nuir) theri .
rai5e_application_,error;

(project_errors.pnum^nn, project_errors.pnum_nn_msg);
else,. ...

'

;

-- Display error messagesif the project number is updated to
an existihg.pne.'

if cpuhtt > 1 then :
; raise__applicatioh_errbr

(project_errors.pnum^uk^ project_errors.;pnum_uk_insg);
else:'-':;v'vP\';\-V;i:.i
i':/ "
V';
-- Update cascade project number.

proj_upd^cascade(rec);
jehd'u'f;

if';

end

end enforce

•"

"

i"

pk pnum upd;

dure Name: enforce_uk^name_ins

-- Proce

Purpose: Enforce not null and unique key constraint when insert a

project' S:^ ^name
procedure enforce uk pname ins(new_pname project.pname%type)

as -total number;-

,

ii;

begin

-- Display error message if the project name is null. ;
if newupname is null then
;;
f

jraise_application_error(pr(pject_errors.pname_rin,
project^errors.pname_nn_msg);

p

elsje

-- Display error message if the project name already exists.
pnameuium(newi^name, total);
if total > 0 then:

'

;

,raise_application_error(project_errors.pname^uk,
project:_errors.pnaine_uk_msg;);
end,.-i'f;
.end' if;

:

''

end enforce uk pname ins;

--- Procedure Name: enfbrce_uk_pname_upd
-- Purpo se:

Enforce not null and unique key constraint when update the
"
enforce uk pname upd(rec proj_tab_pkg.rec_type)

project :name.
procedure

is countt number;
begin
select count(*) into countt

from project
where upper(pname) = upper(rec.new_pname);

-- Display error meshage if the project name is updated to a null
value.

if (rec.new_^name is nul1) then
raise_^application_error
(project-errors,pname__nn, project_errors.pname_nn_msg);
else

Display error message if the project uame is:updated to an
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existing orie.
if countt > 1 then

raise_application_error

(project_errors.pname_uk,, project_errors.pname_uk_msg);
end if;
,end if;

end enfdrce uk pname upd;
-- Procedure Name: project_del
-- Purpose: Enforce a referential integrity constraint when delete a

project.!
procedure project_del(old_phum project.pnumber%type,
old_pname project.pname%type,
old_dno project.dno%type)
is countt number;

dept_dname department.dname%type;
mgr department.mgrssn%type;
begin

If this project is referred in the WORKS_ON table,
delete this project in the WORSK_ON table.

pnum_works_on(old_pnum, countt);

if I (countt > 0) then
delete from works_on

where pnumber = old__pnum;
enc., if;

Keeps the information of deleted project in the project_aud
audit table.

select d.mgrssn into mgr

frcjm department d
where d.dno = old_dno;

select d.dname into dept_dname
from department d
whered.dno = old_dno;

insert into project_aud

values(old_pnum, old_pname, oid_dno, dept_dname, mgr, sysdate,
to_char(sysdate,'hh24:mi:ss'));
end project_del;

-- Procedure Name: proj_upd_cascade
--Purpose: Update cascade the project in the WORKS_ON table
-- when update the project number.
procedure proj_upd_cascade(rec proj_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is countt number;
begin

Update project number in the WORKS_ON table when update a
project

number.

select

count(*) into countt

from works_on

whejre pnumber = rec.old_pnum;
if countt > 0 then
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update works_on

set pnumber - rec.new__pnum
where pnumber = rec.old_pnum;
end if;,
end proj_upd_cascade;

-- Procedure Name: enforce_fk:_dno_ins
--Purpose: Enforce a referential integrity constraint when insert a
department

-- A de^iartment must exist in the, DEPARTMENT table.

procedure enforce_fk_dno_ins(new_dno project.dno%type)
as total number;

begin.

""

— Check a project must be controlled by a department.
-- Display an error message if the department number is null,
if new_dno is null then

raise_applicati6n_error(project_errors..proj_dno_fk,
project_errors.proj_dno_fk_msg);
end if;

-- Display an error message if the department does not exist in
the DEPARTMENT table,

r

if|new_dno is not null then
!dno_num(new_dno, total);
if total < 1 then

raise_application_error(project_errors.proj_control_dno,
project_errors.proj_control_dno_msg);
end if;
end if;

end enfc|)rce_fk_dno_ins;
-- Procedure Name: enforce_fk_dno_upd
-- Purpose: Enforce a referential integrity constraint when update a
department.

procedure enforGe_fk_drio_upd(rec proj_tab_jpkg.rec_type)
is countt number;
begin

-- Display an error message if the department number is updated
to a null value.

if rec.new_dno is null then

raise_application_error(project_errors.proj_control_dno,
project^errors.proj_control_dno„msg) ;■
end if;

--Display error message if the department is not updated to an
existing- department.
select count(*)

into countt

from department :
where dno = rec.new_dno;

if (rec.new_dno is not null) and (countt < 1) then
raise_application_error
(project_errors.proj_control_dno,
project_errors.proj_control_dno_ms
end if;

end enfc|rce_fk_dno_upd;
end proj_cons_pkg;
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WORKS ON:

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE WORKS_ON_TAB^PKG is

checkAfieId number := 0; -- check which field is updated.
type rec_type is record(
new_empno works_on.empno%type,
old_empno works_on.empno%type,
new_pnum works_on.pnuirLber%type,
old_pnum works_on.pnumber%type);
procedure clear_table;
procedure set_iterator;
function more_in_table return boolean;

function next_rec return rec_type;
procedure insert_value(new_empno works_on.empno%type,
o1d_empno works_on.empno%type,
new_pnum works_on.pnumber%type,
old__pnum works_on.pnumber%type);

end works_on_tab_pkg;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY WORKS_ON_TAB_PKG is

type emjj>no_tab_type is table of works_on.empno%type
index by binary_integer;
type pnum_tab_type is table of works_on.pnumber%type
index by binary__integer;

new_emprio_tab empno_tab_type;
o1d_empno_tab empno_tab_type;
new_pnum_tab pnum_tab_type;
o1d_pnum_tab pnum_tab_type;
table_count number;

table_iterator number := 0;
-- Procedure clear_table: Clear the counter of table to zero.
procedure clear_table is

begin
table__count := 0;

end dec ratable;

-- Procedure set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows
-- after manipulating to the table_iterator variable,
procedure set_iterator is
begin
ta}:ile_iterator := table__count;
end set__iterator;
-- Function more_in_table: Check data exists in the table.
function inore__in__table return boolean is
begin
return (table_iterator > 0);
end more_in__table;

-- Functjion next_rec: Return the data in the table,
function next_rec return rec_type is rec rec_type;
begin
rec.new_empno := new_empno_tab(table_iterator);
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rec.old_empno := old_empno_ta.b(table_iterator);

red:.new_pnuin := new_pnuin__tab(table_iterator);
reG.old_pnum := old_pnum_tab(table_iterator);
ta]d)le_iterator := table_iterator - 1;
retturn rec;
end nextt_rec;
.

,'

-- Procedure insert_value: Insert data into the table

procedure insert_value(new_empno works_on.einpno%type,
old_empno works_on.empno%type,
new__pnum works_on.pnuinber%type,

j

begin

old_pnum works_on.pnuinber%type) is

|

ta]:|)le_count := table_count+l;
new_empno_tab(table_count) := new_empno;
old_empno_tab(table_count) := old_empno;
new_pnum_tab(table_count) := new_pnum;
old_pnum_tab(table_count) := old__pnum;
end insbrt_value;

end works_on_tab_pkg;
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CREATE OR REPLACR PACKAGE WORKS^OlTjZONS^PKG is i\
procedure empno_num(work_empno works_on.empno%type,
rowhuml out number);

procedure pnum_num(work_pnum works__on.pnumber%type,
rownum2 out nuraiber);
procedure work_num(work_empno works_on.empno%type,
: work^pnum works^pn.pnumber^type,
rownum3 out number)

procedure mgrssn_num(new_empno works^on.empno%type,
rownum4 out number);

procedure proj_count(new_empno works_on.empno%type/
iTownumS out number);;-

procedure check_hours{new_hours works_on.hours%type);
procedure enforce_fk_empno(new_empno works_on.empno%type);
procedure enforce_fk_pnum(new_pnum works_on.pnumber%type);

procedure enforce__pk_work_ins(new_empno works_on.empno%type,
new__pnum works_on.pnumber%type);

procedure enforce_pk_work_upd(rec■works_on_tab_pkg.rec_type)
procedure enforce_work_ins(new_empno works_on.empno%type,
new_j)num works_on.pnumber % type) ;

v

procedure enforce_work_upd(rec works_on_tab__pkg. rec__type) ;
end wbrks_on_cons_pkg;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY WORKS_ON_CONS_PKG is
-- Procedure Name: einpno_num

-- Purpose: Find the number of employees who have the same empno as an
inserted employee.

■

procedure empno_num(work_empno works_on. empno%type,
rownuml out number)
cursor

as

et_empno_row (work_empno works_on. empno% type) is

select

from employee
where empno = WOrk_^empnO;

v ■

begin ^ |
open get_empno_row(work_empno) ;
fetch get_empno_row into rownuml;
close get_empno__row;
end empno_num;
-- Procedure Name: pnum_num ; ,

-- Purpose: Find the number of project numbers that have the same
number as an inserted project.

procedure pnum_nTua (work_pnum works_on.pnumber%type,
rownum2 out number)

i

as

cursor get_pnum_row (work__pnum works_on.pnumber% type) is
select cpunt(*)
from project
where pnumber = work_pnum;

begin

I

open get_pnum_row(work_pnum) ;
fetch get_pnum_row into rownum2;
close get_pnum_row;
end pnum._num;
— Procedure Name:

work num
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--Purpose: Find the number of rows in the WORKS_ON table,
-- that has the same empno and pnumber as an inserting one.
procedure work_nimi(work_empno w6rks_on.empno%type,
work_pnum works_on.pnumber%type,
rownuml out number) as

cursor get_works_row(work_empno works_on.empno%type,

vj7ork_pnum works_on.pnumber%type) is
select count(*)
from works_on
where (empno = work_empno) and
, (pnumber = work_pnum);
begin
open get_works_row(work_empno, work pnum);
fetch get_works_row into rownuml;
close get_works_row;
end work_num;

-- Procedure Name: mgrssn_num

-- Purpcjse: Find the number of department's manager
—- who Has the same number as an inserted employee,
procedure mgrssn_n\im(new_empno works_on.empno%type,
rownumi out number) as

cursor get_mgrssn_num(new_empno works_on.empno%type)
select qount(*)

IS

from department
where mg rssn = new_empno;
begin
open get_mgrssn_num(new_empno);
fetch get_mgrssn_num into rownum4;
dose get_mgrssn_num;

end mgrssn_num;

-- Procedure Name: proj_count

-- Purpose: Find the number of projects that an employee works.
Procedure proj_count(new_empno works_on.empno%type,
rownumS out number) as

cursor g'et_proj_row(new_empno works_on.empno%type) is
select count(*)
from works_on

where empno = new_empno;
begin

open getj>roj_row(new_empnoj;
fetch get_proj_row into rownumS;
close get proi row;

end proj count;
-- Procedure Name: check hours

-■- Purpose: Check an employee work hours cannot be negative,
procedure check_hours(new_hours works_on.hours%type) is
begin

--- Display error message if an employee work hours are negative,
if new_hours < 0 then

raise_application_error

(works_on_errors.hours_ck, works_on_errors.hours_ck_msg);
end if;
end check_hours;
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-- Prdcedure Name: enforce^fk_empno

;

— Purpose: Enforce not null and referential integrity constraints
when insert ah employee.
--An employee must exist in the EMPLOYEE table,

procedure enforce^fk_enipno(new^empno works_on,empno%type)
as total number;

begin

Displaye an error message if the employee number is null
if new_empno is hull then
raise_applicatibh_error

(proj_errors.empno_nn, proj_errors.empno_nn_msg);
else

Display error if the employee does not exist in the EMPLOYEE
table.

empno_num(new_empno, total);
if total < 1 theh

raise_application_error

(works_on_errorsiempno_fk,
works_on_errors.empho_fk_msg);/

.' • .-[end if;
end if; ;■

end enfc:j>rce_fk_empno;
-- Procedure Naitie: enforce_,fk__phum

-- Phrpose: Enforce not null and referential integrity constraints
when insert a project.
-- A project must exist in the;PROJECT table,

prpcedure enforc©_fk_pnum(newlpnum works_on.pnumber%type j
as total number;

begin

Display error.message if the.project number is hull/
if new_phum is null then

raise_application_error

(project_errors.pnum_nn, project_errors.pnum_nn_msg) ;
else

Display error message if the project does not exist in the
PROJECT

table

pnum_num(new_pnum,
if

total) ;

total < 1 then

raise_application_error

^

(works_on_errors .pnuin_fk, works_onL;drrors .pnuin_fk^sg) ;
end if;
end if;

end enforce_fk_pnum;

-- Procedure Name: enforce_pk_work_ins
--Purpose: Enforce a primary key constraint on

-- both the employee number and project number for an insert
operation.

procedure enforce_pk_work_ins(new_empno works_on.empno%type,
new_pnum works_on.pnumber%type) as total numbersbegin

work_num(new_empno, new_pnum, total) ;
if

total > 0 then
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raise_app1ication_error(workS;^on_errors.empno_pnum_uk,
^or]^s_^n_errors.

-end ■if;,'; '
end enforce_pk_work_ins;

.

-- Procedure Name: enforce_pk_work_upd:
-- Purpose: Enforce a primary key constrain on
both the employee number and project number for an update
operation.

procedure enforce_pk_work_upd(rec works_on_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is counttl number;
countt2 number;
counttS number;

begin

'

T'

i

i

se'.ect count (*) into counttl

from empIoyee
.
where empno = rec.new_empno;

— Display error message .if the employee number is updated to a
null value.

■ ;

;v:.

if rec.new_empno is null then
raise_application_error

:i , •
(pro j_errors .empno_nh, pro j_errdrs .empno_nn_msg) ;

else

--Display error message if this employee is not updated to an
existing employee.
if counttl < 1 then

raise_application_error (works_Qn^errors .empno_fk,

Vi

works_on_errors .empno_fk_msg) ;
end if;

■ end if ;.

'

select count(*)

■'

^

. •'

'1

into countt2

from project
where pnumber = rec.new_pnum;

Display error message if the updating pnumber is null.
if rec.new_phum is hull then
raise_application_error

(project_errors .pnum_nn, project_errors.pnum_nn__msg) ;
else ;

Display error message if this project is not updated to an ,
existing project.
'; . ■ ■
■
^
if countt2 < 1 then

raise__application_error

(wQrks_on_errors.pnum_fk, works_on__errors.pnum_fk^msg) ;
end if;
end if;

;

Check an updating empno and pnumber must be unique,
select count(*) into counttS
from works_on

where (empno = rec.new_empnb) and

■ (pnumber = rec .new_pnum) ;

,

' '■■V:-:.

Display error message if the updating of empno
and pnumber is not unique in WORKS__ON table.
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.

/

if cdunttB > 1 then

raise_application_error(works_on_errors.ernpno_pnum^uk,
works_^on^errors.empno_pnuin_uk^msg); .
d if.; "

en<

en

force_work__upd(rec);
pk work upd;

end enf<prce

-- Procedure Name: enforce_work^ins
--Purpose: Enforce a user-defihed constraint.

-- Employee, not manager, cannot work more than 10 projects.
Procedure enforce_workJns(new_empno works^dn.empno%type,

I

new_pnum works_on.pnumber%type)
is countt1 number;
countt2 number;

'

begin
-- Check the employee is a manager or not.
mgrssn_num(new_empno, counttl);

— Count the number of projects that an employee works.
P^rpj.count(new_empno, cduntt2);

-- Display an error message if the employee, not manager,
-- works more than 10 projects,

if (counttl < 1.) and (countt2 >=10) then

raise_application_error(works_dn_errors.proj_limit,
works_on^errors.proj_limit_msg);
end if;
end enforce_work_ins; -

-- Procedure Name: enforce_work_upd
-- Purpose: Enforce a user-defined constraint.

— Employee, not manager, cannot work more than 10 projects.
Procedure enforce_worfc_upa(rec works_on_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is cdunttl number;
countt2 number;

begin

--Check an employee is a manager or not.
select count(*) into counttl
from department

where mgrssn = rec.new_empno;

-- Count the number of projects that an employee works,
select count(*) into countt2
frorti w6rks_dn :

where empno = rec.new_empno;

Display error message if an employee, not manager, works more
than 10 projects.

if (counttl <1 ) and (countt2 > 10) then

raise_applicatidn_errdr(works_on_errors.proj_limit,
works_on_errors.proj_limit_msg);
end if;

end enforce_work_upd;
end works_on_cons_pkg;
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The C0MPANY2 Database Source Code in ORACLE 8
TRIGGERS:

EMPLOYEE:

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "C0MPANY2"."EMP_BIS"
BEFORE INSERT ON "C0MPANY2

EMPLOYEE"

begin
emp_tab_pkg.clear_table;
end einp_bis ,•

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER, "C0MPANY2". EMP^IR";
AFTER INSERT ON "C0MPANY2"."EMPLOYEE"

REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW

FOR EAC:|i ROW
begin

j
pinp_cons_pkg.cheGk_bdate(:new.bdate);

emp_tab_pkg.insert_value(:new.empno, :new.bdate, :new.ssn,
:new.salary, :old.salary, inew.dno);
end emp_bir;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "C0MPANY2"."EMP_AIS"

AFTER lijSERT ON "C0MPANY2

EMPLOYEE"

.begin '| ' !
fmp_tab__pkg.set_iterator;

while emp_tab_pkg.more_in__table loop
emp_cons_pkg.enforce_sal_ihs(einp_tab_pkg.next_rec);
end loop;

end eitipiais;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "C0MPANY2"."EMP_BUS"
BEFORE UPDATE ON "C0MPANY2"."EMPLOYEE"

begin
emp_tab_pkg.clear_table;
end eirvp_bus;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "C0MPANY2"."EMP_AUR"
AFTER UPDATE OF "BDATE", "SALARY" ON "C0MPANY2

EMPLOYEE"

REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

begin

if updating ('bdate') then
emp_cons_pkg.check_bdate(:new.bdate);
end if;

if updating ('salary') then

emp_tab_pkg.insert_value(:new.empno, :hew.bdate, :new.ssn,
:new.salary, :old.salary, inew.dno);
emp_tab_pkg.check_field := 3;
end if;

end emp_^aur;
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CREATE

OR REPLACE TRIGGER "C0MPANY2"."EMP_AUS"

,AFTER UPDATE ON. "C0MPANY2"."EMPLOYEE"

begin
emp_tab_pkg.set_iterator;

while emp_tab_jpkgvihore_.in^

'

' i£ eitipctali^pkg/cheGk^f

then

emp_cohs_pkg.enfprce_sal_upd(emp_tab_pkg.next_rec);
end if;
end loop;
end einp_aus;

WORKS ON:

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "C0MPANY2"."WORKS_ON_BIR"
BEFORE INSERT ON "C0MPANY2"."WORKS_ON" .
REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW

begin

works_on_cons_pkg.enforce_work_ins(:new.empno, :new.pnuinber);
end works_on__bir;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "C0MPANY2"."WORKS_ON_BUS"
BEFORE UPDATE ON "C0MPANY2"."WORKS_ON"V
begin

works_on_tab_pkg.clear_table;
end,works_on_bus;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "C0MPANY2"."W0RKS_6N_AUR"
AFTER UPDATE OF "EMPNO", "PNUMBER" ON "C0MPANY2"."WORKS_ON"
REFERENCING OLD AS OLD NEW AS

/

FOR EACH ROW

begin

\ .
''X'/" ^ Vworks_on_tab_pkg.insert_value(:new.empno, :old.empno,
:new.pnumber, :old.pnumber);

end works_on_aur;

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER "C0MPANY2" "WORKS_ON_AUS"

AFTER URDATE ON "C0MPANY2"."WORKS_ON"
begin
'
I works_on_tab_pkg.set_iterator;
while works__on_tab_pkg.more_in_table loop
works_on_cons_pkg.enforce_work_upd
(works_on_tab_ipkg.next_rec);
end loop;
end works_on_aus;
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ERROR PACKAGE:

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE PROJ_ERRORS is
-- Error codes in EMPLOYEE tables (-20150 to -20199)
saT_over_ssn number := -20151;
,
sal_higher_limit,number := -20152;

sal__ageLlimit number := -20153;
age_limit number := -20154;
ssn_fk humber := -20160;

dno_fk number := ^20161;

sal_ovek_mgr number ;= -20162;
— Error messages for EMPLOYEE table.
sal_over_ssn_msg varchar2(100) not null :=
'The salary of employee cannot be higher than that of his/her
supervisor;'; . /

sal_higher_limit_msg varchar2(70) not null :=
'The salary of employee, not manager, cannot increa;se more than
15%..".;

sal_age_limit_msg varchar2(70) not null :=
'Employee who is more than 60 years old cannot get a raise in

salary.
|;■
age_^Timit_msg varchar2(70) not null :=

'The I age of employee must be between 18 and 65 years old. ' ;
ssn_fk^msg varchar2(70) not null :=

'Supervisor must be an existing employee or null ,X>-alue. ' ;
dno_fk_msg varchar2(100) not null :=
'Department humber must be a department in DEPARTMENT table or. null
value.

-- Error codes in DEPARTMENT table

mgrssri_fk constant number := -20203;
mgrssn_fk_msg varchar2(100) not null :=

'The manager of department must be an employee in EMPLOYEE table. ' ;

saT_over_mgr^msg varchar2(100) not null :=
'The salary of employee cannot be higher than that Of the manager of
department

Error code in WORKS_ON table (-20350 to -20399)
proj_limit constant number := -20350;
-- Error message in WORKS_ON table.
proj_li]fit_msg varchar2(70) not null : =

'Anj employee, not manager, cannot work more than 10 projects. ' ;
end proj_errors;
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PACKAGES

EMPLOYEE

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE EMP_TAB_PKG is
check_field number := 0; -- check which field is updated.
type rec_type is record(
empno employee.-empno%type, :

new_bdate employee.bdate%type,
new_ssn employee.ssn%type,
new__salary employee.salary%type,
old_salary employee.salary%type,

new_^dno empioyee.dno%type);
procedure c1ear__table;
procedure set_iterator;

function more_.in__table return boolean;

function next_rec return rec_type;
procedure insert_value(empno emp1oyee.empno%type,
new__bdate employee.bdate%type,
new_ssn employee.ssn%type,
new_salary employee.salary%type,
old_salary employee.salary%type,
new__dno employee.dno%type);
end emp_tab_pkg;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY EMP_TAB_PKG is

type emp_tab_type is table of emp1oyee.empno%type
index by binary_in,teger;
type bdate_tab_type is table of employee.bdate%type
index by binary_integer;
type ssn_tab_type is table of employee.ssn%type
ind,ex by binaryL^ihteger;
type sa:.ary_tab__type is table of employee.salary%type
index by binary_integer;
type dno_tab_type is table of employee.dno%type
index by binary_integer;
emp_tab emp_tab_type;

bdate_tab bdate_tab_type;
ssn_tab ssn_tab_type;

salary_tab salary_tab_type;
old_sal_.tab salary_tab_type;
_tab_type;
table_count number;
table_iterator number := 0;

dno tab dno

— Proce dure clear_tabel: Clear the counter of table to zero.
procedure clear__table is

begin
tatle_count := 0;

end clea ratable;

--Procedure set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows
-- after manipulating to the table_iterator violation,
procedure set_iterator is
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begin
table_iterator := table_count;
end set_iterator;

--Function more in table: Check data exists in the table,
function more_in_table return boolean is
begin
return (table_iterator > 0);
end;more_in_table;
-7^ Func tiorl next_rec: Return the data in the table,
functicn

next_rec return rec_type is rec rec^type;

begin
c.empno := emp_tab(table__iterator);

re

rec.new_bdate := bdate_tab(table_iterator); .
rec.new_ssn := ssn_tab(table_iterator);

rec.new_salary := salary_tab(table_iterator);
rec.pld_salary := old_^sal_tab(table_iterator);

rec.new_dno := dno_tab(table_iterator); '
table_iterator := table_iterator - 1;
return rec;' ,

end next_rec;

— Procedure insert_value: Insert data into the table

procedure insert_value(empno employee.empno%type,
new_bdate employee.bdate%type,
new_ssn employee.ssn%type,
new_salary employee.salary%type,
old_salary employee.salary%type,
new_dno employee.dno%type) is

begin |
table_count :=

table_count+l;

emp_tab(table_count) := empno;
bdate_tab(table^count) := new_bdate;
ssn^tab(table_Gount) := new_^ssn;
r
salary_tab(table_count) := new_:.salary;
old_sal__tab(table_count) := old_salary;
dno_tab(table_count) := new_dno;
end insert^value;
end emp. tab_pkg;
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CREATEiOR REPLACE PACKAGE EMP_CONS_PKG is
procedure check_bdate(emp_bdate employee.bdate%type);
procedur enforce_sal_ins(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);
procedure enforce_sal_upd(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type);
end emp_cons_pkg;
i

.

,

.

CREATE loR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY EMP_CONS_PKG is
-- Proqedure Name: check_bdate

-- Purpjose: Enforce a not null and user-defined constraints
-- wheri insert the birth date of employee.
procedure check_bdate(emp_bdate employee.bdate%type) is
begin

j

--! Display an error message if the age of employees is not
between; 18 and 65

if| (((sysdate - emp_bdate)/365) < 18) or
; (((sysdate - emp_bdate)/365) > 65) then

I raise_application_error(proj_errors.age_limit,
;

proj_errors.age_limit_msg);

end if;

end chejck_bdate;
--Procedure Name: enforce_sal_ins

-- Purpose: Enforce user-defined constraints when insert the salary of

employeje.
procedure enforce_sal_ins(rec emp_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is mgr_sal employee.salary%type;
I
ssn_sal employee.salary%type;
i
I

mgr_ssn department.mgrssn%type;
counttl numbers-

begin
--| Check constraint: An employee cannot have a higher

— I salary than his/her supervisor.
--| Find the supervisor's salary,
select count(*) into counttl
from employee
whqre empno = rec.new_ssn;
if: (counttl > 0) then

I select salary into ssn_sal
from employee

I where empno = rec.new_ssn;

I if rec.new_salary > ssn_sal then
I

raise_application_error

I

(proj_errors.sal_over_ssn,
proj_errors.sal_over_ssnjisg);

I end if;
end if;
--iCheck user-defined constraint:

--'An employee cannot have a higher salary than the manager of
department.
select count(*) into counttl
from department
where dno = rec.new_,dno;
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if (counttl > ;0) then V
select mgrssn into ingr__ssn
from departmentwhere:dho = rec>hewudho;

if mgr_^ssn is not nnll then
select salary into mgr_sal .

:

from employee
where empno = mgr_ssn;

if rec.new_salary > mgr_sal then
raise_application_error
(proj__errors.sal_over__mgr,
proj__errors.sal_over_mgr_msg);
end if;

•

: end if;
^ end if;
end enforce_sal_ins;

— Procedure Name: enforce_sal_upd

.Purpose: Enforce user-defined constraints when update the salary of
employee.

procedure enforce_sal_upd(rec emp_tab__pkg.rec_type)
is mgr_sal employee.salary%type;
ssn_sal employee.salary%type; : ;
nigr_ssn department.mgrssn%type;
counttl number;

r

begin

Check constraint: An employee who is older than 60 years old
cannot get a raise in salary,
if ((sysdate-rec.new_bdate)7365) > 60 then

raise__application_error(proj_errors.sal-age_limit,
pro3__errors.sal_age_rimit_msg);
end if;

Check constraint: An employee, who is not a manager of
department,

cannot have a raise in salary more than 15%.
select count(*) into counttl
from department

where rec.empno = mgrssn;
if (counttl < 1) and

((rec.old_salary * 1.15) < rec.new_salary) then : y
raise_application_error
(proj_errors.sal_higher_limit,
I
proj_errors.sali_higher_limitjisg);
end if;

—Check constraint: An employee cannot have a higher
-- salary than his/her supervisor.

-- Find the supervisor's salary,
select count(*) into counttl
from employee
where empno = rec.new__ssn;
if (counttl > 0) then
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I select salary into ssn_sal
I from employee
I where empno = rec.new_ssn;
1 if rec.new_salary > ssn_sal then

j

raise_application_error

1
I

(proj_errors.sal_over_ssn,
proj_errors.sal_over_ssn_msgj;

. 1 end /if
erld if;

•

-H Check user-defined constraint:

—I An employee cannot have a higher salary than the manager of
departirient.

sejlect count(*) into counttl
fnrjom department
where dno = rec.new_dno;
!

.

'

' ''

'

.

if; (counttl > 0) then

.

'

'

I select mgrssn into mgr_ssn
I from department
I where dno = rec.new_dno;
I if mgr_ssn is.not null then

I

select salary into mgr_sal

I
i

from employee
where empno - mgr_ssn;

1
I
i

if rec.new__salary > mgr_sal then
raise_application_error
(proj_errors.sal_over_mgr,

I
;

proj_errors.sal_overjigrjisg);
end if;

I end if;
end if;

insert into emp_sal_aud
vajlues(rec.empno, rec.old_salary, rec.new_salary, sysdate,
to_chaKsysdate,'hh24:mi:ss'
));
end enforce_sal^upd;
end emp _cons_pkg;
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WORKS ON:

CREATE [OR REPLACE PACKAGE WORKS_ON_TAB_PKG is
check_field number := 0; -- check which field is updated.
type rec_tYpe is record(
new_empno works_on.empno%type,

oId_empno works_on.empno%type,
new_pnum works_on.pnumber%type,

old__pnum works_on.pnumber%type)
procedure clear_table;
procedu re set_iterator;
function more_in_table return boolean;
function next_rec return rec_type;

procedu:re

insert_value(new_einpno works_on.empnp%type,
old_einpno works_^on.empno%type,
new pnum works_on.pnumber%type,

old pnum works_on.pnumber%type);

•

i

end wor ks_on_tab_pkg;

.i':;

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY WOKKS_ON_TAB_PKG is

type empno_tab_type is table of works_on.empno%type
index by binary^integer;

type pnum_tab_type is table of works_on.pnumber%type
index by binary_integer;
new_empno__tab empno_tab_type;

bld_empno_^tab empno_tab_type; :;
new_pnup_tab pnum_tab_type;
o1d_pnum_tab pnum_tab_type;
table_count number;
table_iterator number := 0;
-- Procedure clear_table: Clear the counter of table to zero.
procedure clear_table is

begin
table^count := 0;

end c1ear_table; ;

^ ^

>

-- Procedure set_iterator: Assign the total number of rows
-- after manipulating to the table_iterator variable,
procedure set_iterator is .
begin

table__iterator := table_count;
end set^.iterator;

:

— Function more_in_table: Check data exists in the table,
function more_in_table return boolean is
begin
ret urn {table_iterator > 0);
end more_in_table;
-- Function

next_rec: Return the data in the table.
next_rec return frec_type is rec rec_type;

function

begin
.new_empno := new_empno^tab(table_iterator);

rec
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rec.old_empno := old_empno_tab(table_iterator);
rec.new_pnum := new_pnum_tab(table_iterator);

rec.old_pnum := old_pnuin_tab(table_iterator);

t^ble_iterator := table_iterator - 1;
return rec;

end nekt_rec;
— Procedure insert_value: Insert data into the table

procedure insert_value(new_einpno works_on.empno%type,
;
1

old_empno works_on.empno%tYpe,
new^pnum works_on.pnurriber%type,
old pnum works_on.pnuinber%type) is

begin |
ta!ble_count := table_count+l;
new_empno_tab(table_count) := new_einpno;

oid_einpno_tab(table_count) := old_empno;
new_pnum_tab(table_count) := new_pnum;
ol;d_pnuin_tab(table_count) := old_pnum;
end ins|ert_value;
end works_on_tab_pkg;
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CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE WORKS__0N_CONS__PKG is
procedure mgrssn_num(ne:W_empno works_oh ^empno%^^
rownum4 out number);
^

prpcedu:re proj_count(new_empno works__on.empno%type,
rpwnumS out number):;
;
\
procedu:re ehforce_work^iris(new_^einpno works_6n.einprio%type,
new_pnum works_on.pnumber%type);
procedutre eriforce_work__upd(rec works_on_tab^kg.rec_^type)
end works_on_cons_pkg;

WORKS_ON_CONS_PKG is
Procedure Name:mgrssn_num
'— Purp bse: Count the number of employee who
CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY

the same number as ah inserting empno.
procedure xngrssn_n\un(new_empno works_on.empno%type,

-- has

rownum4 out number) as
cursor

;

get_mgrssn_num(new_empno, works_on.empno%type)

IS,

select count(*)

from department
where

grssn = new_empno;

begin
open

get_mgrssn_num(new_empno);

ifetch get_mgrssn_num into rownum4;
Close get_mgrssn_num;

end mgrssn_num;
- Procedure Name;

proj_count

-- Purpdse: Count, the number of projects in WORKS ON table

that has the same employee number as an updated employee.
Procedure proj_count(new_empno works_on.empno%type,
rownumS out number) as

cursor getj)roj__row(new_empno works_on.empno%type) is
select count(*)
from works_On,-

where empno = new_empno;

;

v

\

begin
'.v -' '
>
open get^roj_row(new_empno);
febch get^proj^row into rownumS;
close get_proj_row;
end proj_count;
Procedure Name: enforce_work__ins
r-- Purpose: Check user-defined constraint

-- when inserting an employee work record in WORKS_ON table.
An employee, not manager, cannot work more than 10 projects.

Procedure enforce_work_ins(new_empno works_on.empno%type,
newj)num works_on.pnumber%type)
is counttl number;
:
countt2 number;

begin

Check the employee is a manager or not.
mgrssn_num(new_empno, counttl);

Count the number of projects which an updating
employee works on those projects.
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proj_count{new_empno, countt2);

— Display error if the employee, who is

not a department's

manager, works more than 10 projects.

if (counttl < 1) and (countt2 >= 10) then
raise_application_error(proj_errors.proj_limit,
proj_errors.proj_limit_msg);
end if;
end enforce_work_ins;

-- Procedure Name: enforce_work_upd
-- Purpose: Check a user-defined constraint

-- when updating an employee work record in WORKS_ON table.
— An employee, not manager, cannot work more than 10 projects.
Procedure enforce_work_upd(rec works_on_tab_pkg.rec_type)
is counttl number;
countt2 number;
begin

-- Find the employee is a manager or not
-- by counting the number of manager, who has
-- the same empno as an updating empno.
select count(*) into counttl
from department

where mgrssn = rec.new_empno;
— Count the number of projects, which the
-- employee works on them.
select count(*) into countt2
from works_on

where empno = rec.new_empno;

— Display error message if an updating employee,
-- not a manager, works more than 10 projects.
if (counttl <1 ) and (countt2 > 10) then

raise_application_error(proj_errors.proj_limit,
proj_errors.proj_limit_msg);
end if;
end enforce_work_upd;

end works_on_cons_pkg;
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APPENDIX D: USER MANUAL
i

.

'

•

•

^his user manual describes the use of SQL SERVER 7.0

and O^CLE 8 to operate the COMPANY database in this
project. Examples of manipulating data in the database are
also given in this section.
SQL SERVER 7.0 User Manual in the COMPANY Database
i .

,

.

!

iro manipulate data in the COMPANY database in SQL
SERVER 7.0:

1. Login to the SQL SERVER QUERY ANALYZER by connecting
to the SQL SERVER 7.0. This project uses the
ZEBRASERVER as a server. (Figure D-1).
I

:

Figure D-1 Login to the SQL SERVER

^

EBilBSpHai^BlSSr
SQLServer.' jaaaa^af^aa
\

.

. r ^

p Slari SQLServer if stopped

Connection Inforrnation:

UseWindomNT aufhentication

Use SQL Server authentication
^ ^ -

'

:

.

/

Login Name;

OK

j

Cancel

Help

2. Connect to the database by select the database
(ICOMPANYl or C0MPANY2) from the DB combo box as shown

in Figure D-2.
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iFigure D-2 Connecting to the Database

Execute query
/

DB Combo box

SQL Server Query Analyzer
~ 4 -f I

File Edit View Query V\^indow Help

X

^Query -2E6RA5ER¥ER.companyl.2!EBRAMET\$yisayap *

1^ y X !
m
'v ^
select^ from department
|

dno

dname

Ia3

"3

DB: companyl

mgrssn

1 i

Research

111222333

3 ;

Headquarters

555666777

4

Environment

777888999

10

Temporary

999999999

{4i row(s) affected)

Connections:1

INUM

3. issue a SQL DML staitement and execute the operation by
Clicking the green button (also shown in Figure D-2).
A DELETE, INSERT or UPDATE statement will be

manipulated completely if no violation occurs. In case a

violatjion happens, an error message will be displayed
differently between the COMPANYl and C0MPANY2 as shown

below.I The top screen shows an error message made by
triggers and the bottom screen gives a system error
messagb. Figure D-3 to Figure D-9 illustrate integrity
constraint violations in both COMPANYl and C0MPANY2
databases in SQL SERVER 7.0.
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Figure D-3 A Primary Key Violation in the EMPLOYEE Table

^SQL Server Query AualyHer

(jgki

Rb 1* iew fiuery Indow jblp

.. M4

'Query -ZEBRASERVEft.company1.2EBRANET\S¥isa¥ap-

1 y K I I:i;g,H[1 ^I y ► S-! B It[i fie:l^^an^r

"3

insert into employee.

values ( '1:^3456789' , 'John' , 'Bs'Smith'3 1/n/1967'/.5026 Hollywood Blvd,, Los Angeles, Ci' ,

'323-j660"-8999'/H' ,31000/ 111222333/ 1)

_jE
Se.rve!r; Isg 50106, Level 15, State 1, Line 0
iEmplo!yee number must be unique.

Lid

WM

Exsctime:0;00!00

terrors.

1^ 0 X II^

Hi "^1

^ ^1

Orows

In 2, Col 20

H DSifcompanJz

insert into employee

values ( '123456789' , 'John' /B' /Smith' , '1/21/1967' ,'5026 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA' ,
'323-660-8999' , 'H' ,31000/ 111222333/1]

ii_

Lid

Server: Hsg -2627, Level 14, State 1, Line 1

. m

Violation of PRIHARY KEY constraint 'emp__empno pk' . Cannot Insert duplicate key in object 'empli
The statement has been terminated.

;

£

ResuUsy
;Connections:2
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Figure D-4 A Check Constraint Violation on the Sex
Attribute in the EMPLOYEE Table

%SQL Server Query Analyzer

Ji!*

Efe Edit View fiuery Window Help

'Query-ZEBRASERmcompanyl.®l»N£r\svisa*ap-

^ j^! y X j

Mm

8 ft 9
'
l.y' ► S I 0

p:;coinp_anji1

"3

insert into employee

values ('100000001 Kirn B Lee 1/21/1967
3234660-8999'Vk',31000, ' llllinilM)

5006 Hollywood Blvd., Los ingeles, Ci' ,

Ssrvdr: Ifeg SO107, Level 15., State 1, Line 0
Sex of.employee must be either H male or F female.

iid
(^ry batch codfipleled with errors.

Exec time: 0:00:00

Orows

' InSj'ciiB'

r-r-rr""--

■is'li'lH picoitipanv2

3:

Inserit into employee

values ( '10CTO001^4::im'/E', 'Lee' , = 1/21/1967' , '5006 HDilywoGd Blvd., Los ingeles, Ci= ,
'523-660-8999

k',31000,'11111111111' ,1)

lid
Server: Isg 547, Level 16, State 1, Line 1

INSERT statement conflicted uith TABLE CHECK constraint 'emp_sex_Ck' .
The conflict occurred in database 'company2', table 'employee' .
The statement has been terminated.

xZ

2Ej

.lResults

I

'.U>'

■Connections; 2
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Figure D-5 A Foreign Key Violation in the EMPLOYEE Table

'i.SQL Server Query Analyzer
Fils Edit ^ew Query Wndow Help

■•flwry-aEBRSSERW

"iilQS'HXi .lllSHll' V' Sf

JElxl

-EBijcompaniil

insert into employee

values i'lOOOOOOOl','Kim' ,'B', 'Lee' ,'1/21/1967','5006 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA',
323-660-8999', 'm' ,31000, '111222333' ,8)

£
Server: Ilsg 50111, Level 15, State 1, Line 0

Department number must be a department in DEPARTHENT table or null value.

L£

\0|Resuls/

-IDI x||

^ Query - 2EBRASERVERxompany2.2EBRAhET\syisavap - (untitled)" iiiseiIin^o emp../

eI

HK

i: IS; W 11 ' y ► ■ □ fi'iS EB: company2

H

insert into employee

lvalues i'lOOOOOOOl' , 'Kim' ,'B', 'Lee' ,'1/21/1967','5006 Hollyuood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA',

'323-660-8999', 'm' ,31000, '111222333f,8)

m:
Server: Ilsg 547, Level 16, State 1, Line 1
^
INSERT statement conflicted oith COLUHN FOREIffll KEY constraint 'emp_dno_fk' . The conflict occur:
The statement has been terminated.

£
, :C«*iect»ns: 2
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Figure D-6 A User-defined Constraint on the EMPLOYEE
Table;

M
% 1^3

i

V

'V'

IT

g

™r]

fod^te

*

pt Balgsrv - 51000

phere

- nZHf41$9'
J

teervrr:

Iri^i

pn:pio?ee ^alar^
r

'

'

I, line 0

.r
jk.

be higher thm'i hia/her au^tr/iaor ealar?.

'^

—ij:
A salary of an employee cannot be higher than his/her
supervisor's salary.
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Since SQL SERVER 7.0 cannot apply an update or delete
cascade by using the declarative method, the following
showsian implementation of triggers to update and delete
cascade on the EMPLOYEE table.

Figure D-7 shows before issuing an update or delete/
operation oh the employee number (empno = V333444555').
Figure D-7 Before Update or Delete an Employee in the
EMPLOYEE Table

%SQL Server Query Analyzer

MM

File Edit Viev^ ^uery Window Help
' '''

lil

,• r:.T-

IdI x'
=t=!=J,®

0 K f I '4 § iH 1 H * V" ► i

O V i V -a. ^ a 1""= „ I > k » I m'I

,B,

nn

-IQuery - ZEBRASERVER.companyl.ZEBRANET\svisavap -(untltled) - select empno, p,./
select empno, pnumber

select empno, ssn

from ¥ork's_on

from lemployee

where, empno ^ '333444555'

empnoi

ssn

12345:6787

333444555

12345i6784

333444555

12345j6781

333444555

empno

pnumber

333444555

13

1 row(s) affected)
(3 ro^(s) affected)

I
U Results

fxectHjietioOtOci ftrows

i

3,Col 21

X f., .» g «js-j./. k ».ilsB.Xli% 6 WIBI -iy/ • f hT'sS BtpS

select dno, mgrssn

update employee

from department

set empno ^ '333333333|'

whereImgrssn ^ '333444555'

where empno ~ '333444555'

£]
dno

mgrssn

(3 row(s) affected)

12

333444555
1

" ■

■

(1 row(s) affected)

■

(1 row(s) affected)

.

>ri

tri
Corrections: 4
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FiQ[ure D-8 After an Update Cascade on the EMPLOYEE Table

iSSSp}i-

im

SQL Server Query Analyzer
File Idit View ^uery i^/jndow Help

-'Query-Z£BftASEftV€ft.companyl2E8RA

"il iS U'K I
K11 n-i ft jg ^iv ^ ,i'JU

i

® S HI II
'
I ^ s I'0|.|S'[B - liB: compar

select empno., pnuitiber

seleet ertipno,. ssn

from works on

from!employee

where empno ™ '333333333^

where ssn - ®333333333^

: iT

<1
empno

ssn

empno

pnuitiber

123456787

333333333

333333333

13

123456784

333333333

123456781

333333333

(1 row(s) affected)

jid

(3 row(3) affected)

YH Results/

Query batchcompleted.

JflxJ

"iS ^S

iV H * j

fe:

1

2

1

|. ^

-ai>sJ
1□

OB:|compan
.mi

▼ where empno ~ '3334445SS'
.

:i ■ ■ ■■■

.

set empno " '333333333'

where mgrssn - '333333333'

iidno i

In 3,Col25

^ update employee

1from{department

-^1

1 rows

:■> -2 i'4 il ^ V' ^

i^ y >

select dno. mgrssn

exec time:0:00:00

,

. .

..

if 4

mi
.

.

..

.

.

.

^

1

H

mgrssn
■ ■ .

;

(3 row(s) affected)

■

333333333

= Exec time: OiGOiOD

t ! (rrow(s) affected)

1
rows

A

iiii

■

li (1 i:o,®(s) affected)

t^l
YnResults/

'

a|!

H1
Ln3, Cot 26

[Connect{on$:4

MU \

i^fter updating an employee in the EMPLOYEE table, all

data t|hat refer to the updated employee are also updated to
the ney value ( '333333333')^-a ssn in the EMPLOYEE table, a
mgrssn in the DEP^TMENT table, and the employ in the
WORKS ON table.
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Figure D-9 A Delete Cascade on the EMPLOYEE Table

{SQL Server Query Analyzer
Rte Edit View ^uery Mow

JOJXJ: F:z:iizrz:i:,r:zT:zz;z::5MP

a X i ■; X

i

ii s', V •>
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S/

\
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elect empno; pnuitiber
select eiripno., ssn

from work3__Gn

from' employee

where empno - *333333333*

where ssn - *333333333'

ililiiiBiMiiiiiiiii

pnuitiber

empno

empno

(0 row(s) affected)

(0 row(s) affected)

id

\^"[i"Resultsy"
Exec time; 0:00:00

Orows

nw ►

i^a

'Querybatchcompleted.

ExectiaeiOiOSiOO

'OroAS

Ln3,CDl25

Lnl.CdH

8^y

select dno^ mgrssn

delete from employee

from idepartment

where empno - '333333333*

S * V'

1 13 ^ iS S fiBifcompan

where dno ~ 2

Ld
dno

dl

mgrssn

(3 row(s) affected)
I

\

NULL

(1 row(s) affected)

1 row(s) affected)

£
Exec time; OiOOsOO

Irows

y"

ln3,Coll4

DsimecSons: 4 i

NUM ;

After deleting an employee, the employee work records
in the; WORKS_ON table are also deleted. The ssn in the
EMPLOYEE table and the mgrssn in the DEPARTMENT table that
refer to the deleted employ will be set to null.

In SQL SERVER 7.0, triggers can also be enabled or
disable by performing the following command:

ALTER jTABLE table_name [ENABLE] DISABLE] TRIGGER
trigger_name;
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ORACLE 8 User Manual in The COMPANY Database

In ORACLE 8, users can login to the ORACLE SQL
Worksheet or ORACLE SQL*Plus in order to insert, update or
delete the data in the COMPANYl and C0MPANY2 databases.

Like SQL SERVER 7.0, the COMPANYl database is implemented
by triggers and the C0MPANY2 database uses declarative
method. Examples an implementation in ORACLE 8 are also
given.
To manipulate data in the COMPANY database in ORACLE 8
by using the ORACLE SQL Worksheet:
1. Login to the database requires the user name,
password, service name and the status of connection as
shown in Figure D-10.
Figure D-10 Login to the ORACLE SQL Worksheet

EnSES
Username.

M

compani'1

Password:

Service'

fprDjecll

Connect As:

{Normal

OK

sJ

Cancel

zl

I

2. Issue the SQL DML statements in the bottom part and
execute the command. The result of the SQL command

will be displayed in the top part as shown in Figure
D-11.
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Figure D-11 Manipulating Data Using ORACLE SQL
Worksheet

^ Oracle SQL Worksheel -* project -[Untltled]
-ile Edit View

1^-'

Worksheet s.Help

OracleG Enterprise Edition Release 8.0.5.0.0 - Production
With the Partitioning and Objects options
PL/SQL Release 8.0.5.0.0 - Production
SQLWKS> select »

2> from department;
DNO

DNAME

MGRSSN

Research
Finance

111222333
999999999
555666777
777888999
999999999

Headquarters
Environment

10 Temporary
5 rows selected.

select *

from department;

-K execute button

"^1
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manipulate data in the COMPANY database in ORACLE 8
by using the ORACLE SQL*Plus:
1. login to the database also requires the user name,
password and host string (the Same as the service name
when connect to ORACLE SQL Worksheet).

1

Figure D-12 Login to the ORACLE SQL*Plus
Log On

User Name:

C0MPANY1

Password:

F

Host String:

jPROJECTj

OK

Cancel

2. Issue the SQL statement and execute the command

(Figure D-13)
Figure D-13 Manipulating Data Using ORACLE SQL*Plus
^ Oracle SQL*Plus
Fife

Edit

Search

Options

-inl x|
Help

iiSqL^Plus; Release 8.0.4.0.0 - ProduGtion on Tue Jan 2 16:28:25 2001
(c) Copyright 1997 Oracle Corporation.

Oil rights reserued.

^onhected to:

OracleO Enterprise Edition Release 8.0.5.0.0 - Production
Uith! the Partitioning and Objects options
PL/SQL Release 8.0.5.0.0 - Production
iSQL>! select *

2 I from department;
I

DNO DN0I1E
1

NGRSSN

Research

111222333

5 Finance

999999999

3 Headquarters

555666777

4 Enuironment

777888999

10 Temporary

999999999

SQL>j
|
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I The following examples use the ORACLE SQL Worksheet

tool I to manipulate the data in the COMPANY database in
ORACLE 8.

Figure D-14 A Primary Key Violation in the DEPARTMENT
Table

--alxl:

With the Partitioning and Objects options
PL/SQL Release 8:0.5.0.0 - Production

SQLWKS> insert into department
2> values(l, 'Research',, '111222333');
ORA-20201: Department number must be unique.
ORA-06512: at "C0MPANY1.DEPT_C0NS_PKG", line 91
ORA-06512: at "COMPANYl.DEPT_BIR". line 2

ORA-04088: error during execution of trigger 'COMPANYl.DEPT_BIR'

insert into department
values(l, 'Research', '111222333')

For Help^ pressF1

OracleS Enterprise Edition Release 8.0.5.0.0 - Production
With the Partitioning and Objects options
PL/SQL;|Release 8.0.5.0.0 - Production
SQLWKS> insert into department
2> values(l, 'Research', '111222333');
ORA-OOOOl: unique constraint (C0MPANY2.DEPT_DNO_PK) violated

insert into department
valuesd, 'Research', '111222333');

^

For Heip; press F1

JiUH,
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A

figure D-15 A Foreign Key Violation in the DEPARTMENT
Table!

ORA-06512: at "COMPAHYl.DEPT.BIR", line 2
ORA-04088: error during execution of trigger 'COMPAHYl.DEPT_BIR'
SQL¥KS> insert, into department

.

2> values(5, 'Marketing', '100000002');
ORA-20202: Department manager must be an employee in EMPLOYEE table.
ORA-06512: at "COMPAHYl.DEFT_CONS_FKG", line 203
ORA-06512: at "COMPANYl.DEPT_BIR", line 3
ORA-04088: error during eKecution of trigger 'COMPAHYl.DEPT_BIR'

insert into department
values(5, 'Marketing', '100000002');

SQIUKS> insert into department

2> values(null, 'Research', '111222333');
ORA-01400: cannot insert HULL into ("C0MPAHY2",."DEPARTMENT"."DHO")
SQIUKS> insert into department
2> values(5, 'Marketing', '100000002');

ORA-02291: integrity constraint (COMPANY2.1)EPT_MGRSSH_FK) violated - parent key not foi

if
i insert into department
ivalues(5, 'Marketing', '100000002');

"tw;

For Help, press Fl
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Figure D-16, D-17 and D-18 illustrate an update or
delete cascade in the COMPANYl database implemented by
using triggers.

Figure D-16 Before Update or Delete a Department in
the DEPARTMENT Table

Oracle SQL Worksheet- project-[UntltledJ
gle Edit Vie# WcB'kshert gelp
u

u

1

SQLMS> select empnc, dno
2> from employee
3> where dno = 3
4>
DNO
EMPNO

123456783
123456780
555666777

3
3
3

3 rows selected.

SQLMS> select *

DNO

2> from location
3> where dno = 3
4>
DLOCATIOH

3 Houston
3 Stafford
2 rows selected.

SQLHKS) select *

2> from project
3> where dno = 3
4>
PNUMBER

PNAME

4
8
9
16
20

DNO

ReorganizationP2,
ReorganizationPl
ReorganizationP3
ReorganizationP4
ReorganizationP5

rows selected.

iiselect *

jfrom project
(where dno = 3

»■;

For Helpj pressFl

All related data that refer to an update or delete

department number (dno =3) is shown above. An updating dno
in the; DEPARTMENT table will affect the dno in the

EMPLOYEE, LOCATION, and PROJECT tables.
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Figure D-17 After an Update Cascade a Department in
the DEPARTMENT Table

'jnfx]

^OradeSQL Worksheet-project -[Untitled]
ft Bfc Wew Itotehed:;;
SQ1¥KS> update department
2> set dno = 6
3> where dno = 3
4>

1 row processed.
SQ1¥KS> select empno, dno
2> from employee

g|

3) where dno = 6
4>
EMPNO
DNO
123456783
123456780
555666777
3 rows selected.

6
6
6

SQLIIKS> select »

DNO

2> from location
3> where dno = 6
4>
DLOCATION

6 Houston
6 Stafford
2 rows selected.

SQIUKS) select •

2> from project
3> where dno = 6
4>
PNUMBER
PNAME

4
8
9
16
20

DNO

ReorganizationP2
ReorganizationPl
ReorganizationPl
ReorganizationP4
ReorganizationP5

5 rows selected.

'For Help, p-ess F1

NUM'

After updating a department number (dno = 3 to dno =
6), all related data in the EMPLOYEE, LOCATION, and PROJECT

tables are also updated to a new department (dno =6) as
shown in the above figure.
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Figure D-18 A Delete Cascade in the DEPARTMENT Table

Oracle SQL Worksheet- proiect-[Untilled]

gle BJit ^iew laitebet Help
SQL¥KS> delete from department

d

2> where dno =6
3>

1 row processed.
SQLMS> select empno, dno
2> from employee
3> where empno in ('123456783', '123456780', '555666777');
EMPHO

DNO

123456703
123456780
555666777
3 rows selected.

SQL¥KS> select *

DNO

2> from location
3> where dno = 6
4>
DLOCATION

0 rows selected.

SQL¥KS> select *

2> from project
3> where pnumber in (4,8,9,16,20);
PNUMBER

PHAME

4
8
9
16
20

DNO

ReorganizationPZ
ReorganizationPl
ReorganizationP3
ReorganizationP4
RegrganizationP5

10
10
10

10
10

5 rows selected.

select *

from project
where pnumber in (4,8,9,16,20);

For Help, prassFl

After deleting a department number (dno = 6), the
department's locations in the LOCATION table are also

deleteh. The department number in the PROJECT tables will
be set

to a default depa.rtment (dno=10). The department

number in the EMPLOYEE table will be set to null.
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tJsing the declarative method in ORACLE 8 can perform a
deleted cascade (See Figure D-20), but an update in the
primary key that has other child tables refer to the
updated primary key is not permitted as seen in the
following figure.
Figure D-19. Disallow an Update Cascade in the
Declarative Method

m Opicle SQL Worksheet- project-[Untitled
ge Edii: View Worksheet Help

ri

SQL¥KS> select empno, dno
2> from employee where dno = 3
3>

EMPNO

. DNO

123456783
123456780
555666777
3 rows selected.

3
3
3

SQL¥KS> select *
2> from location where dno =3
3>
DNO

DLOCATION

3 Houston
3 Stafford
2 rows selected.

SQLMS> select *

2> from project
3> where dno = 3
4>
PNUMBER
PNAME

4
8
9
16

DNO

ReorganizationP2
ReorganizationPl
ReorganizationP3
ReorganizationP4 ,

4 rows selected.

SQLMS> update department
2> set dno = 6
3> where dno = 3
4>

ORA-02292: integrity constraint (C0MPANy2.EMP_DN0^FK) violated - child record found

'NUM
'

FcffHelp,pressF1
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Figiire D-20. A Delete Cascade in the Declarative Method

jal>

ii^ Oracle SQL Worksheet-project ~[Untitled]
0e left Sew Ijirksheel: Help
SQI¥KS> delete from department
2> where dno = 3
3>

1 row processed.
SQL¥KS> select empno, dno
2> from employee where dno = 3
3>
EMPNO

DNO

0 rows selected.

SQL¥KS> select *
2> from location where dno = 3
3>

DNO

DLOCATION

0 rows selected.

SQL¥KS> select *

2> from project

3> where dno = 3|
4>
PNUMBER

DNO

PNAME

0 rows selected.

<1

,

For Help, pressPi

jMI

Oracle SQL Worksheet-project-[Untitled]

File Edit iew »ksheet Help
SQ1¥KS> select *

2> from works_on
3>

EMPNO

PNUMBER :
1
13
14
13
14
15
17

123456789
123456786
123456785
123456789
123456789
123456789

123456789
111222333

HOURS

,

111222333
111222333
111222333
123456777
777888999
100000001

1
2
6
7
18
11
21

:

29
10
30
12
11
10
19
30
30
. 30
10
30
30

29|

14 rows selected.

For Help^ pressPI

After deleting a department number, all data in other
tables 1 that related to the deleted data will be deleted.
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Triggers in ORACLE 8 can be enabled or disable by the
following command:

ALTER TRIGGER trigger_name [ENABLE] DISABLE];
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